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ABSTRACT 
The present study made an attempt to examine the various aspects 
related to the nature of participation and representation of elected women's in 
the local bodies in Uttar Pradesh. It also studies their outlook, the extent of 
their awareness and their presence in panchayats meetings. It likewise 
identifies factors that might enhance or impede the effective participation of 
elected women. 
This thesis is comprises into five chapters, including appendices and 
bibliography. The first chapter deals with the background and history of the 
Panchayati Raj Institutions. In the Indian history, the village was the basic unit 
of government whether the central authority was monarchical or republican. 
The rural local government is the very foundation stone on which every empire 
in India has been reared. During different empires in ancient India, vis-a-vis. 
The Mauryan empire, Gupta empire, Chola empire and so on, village was the 
basic unit of administration. Under the Mughal empire, villages were allowed 
to manage their own internal affairs in the ancient manner. Rural local 
government continued to function without government interference. Charles 
Metcalfe called them 'the little republics'. British took many halfhearted steps 
like. The Charter Act of 1773, Lord Mayo's Resolution of 1870, Lord Ripon's 
Resolution of 1882, Royal Commission of Decentralisation 1909 and 
Government of India Act 1919. Despite all this efforts of British regime, the 
panchayats lost most of their autonomy. After independence, a serious attempt 
was made to revive the lost glorious history of local self-government. 
Introduction of Panchayati Raj was hailed as one of the most importance 
political innovation and revolutionary step in independent India. After a good 
deal of thought and discussion, local government was included in the Directive 
Principles of State Policy under Article 40 of the Indian Constitution to revive 
self-sufficient village republics, which hitherto received negligible attention. 
Article 40 stated that "the state shall take steps to organize village panchayats 
and to endow them with such powers and authority as may be necessary to 
enable them to function as units of self government." The state list of subjects 
in the Seventh Schedule of the Constitution includes local self-government or 
village administration. For understanding the status of Panchayati Raj 
Institutions the recommendation of various Committees like Balwant Rai 
Mehta Committee, Ashok Mehta Committee, G.V.K. Roa Committee, 
L. Singhvi Committee, 64"" Amendment Act and TS"* and 74* Constitutional 
Amendment Acts have been highlighted in this chapter. 
The second chapter is an attempt has been made to find out the 
participation of women before 73'"'' and 74"^  Amendment Act. The co-option of 
two women in all the tiers of Panchayats recommended by two Committees 
Balwant Rai Mehta and Ashok Mehta. The evolution of women's 
representations in the panchayats in the decades of 1980's and 1992's makes an 
interesting study. It also helps in understanding the motivation in its 
introduction, the invisible limits in the political commitment and the challenge 
that women faces in using this new found political space. Legislative changes 
in the state panchayats laws were followed by elections. 
Till the passage of the 13"^ Amendment Act there was a system of co-
opting women in the panchayat bodies. The demand for greater representation 
of women in political institutions in India was not taken up in a systematic way 
until the Committee on the Status of Women (CSWI) published its report 
"Towards Equality" in 1974. The report highlights the absence of a serious 
political and social motivation that has contributed to lack of political 
conscious and political participation among the Indian women. The Committee 
on the Status of Women report suggested that women's representation in 
political institutions, especially at the grassroot level, needed to be increased 
through a policy of reservation of seats for women. 
To evaluate the impact of development plans and programmes, The 
National Perspective Plan for Women (1988-2000 AD) clearly recommended 
30 percent reservation of seats in favour of women at Village Panchayat to Zila 
Parishad level and at the Municipal Bodies. This was made possible through 
ly^ and 74"' Constitutional Amendment Acts passed by the parliament in 1992 
and that was ratified of 24 April, 1993 which had landmark provisions of 
reserving not less then one third of the total number of seats in the local bodies 
for women. 
The status of women is closely linked to their participation in decision 
making. The extent of this participation is a measure of empowerment. 
Democratic and Secular India endeavors to provide the necessary conditions 
for greater participation of women in all spheres of life. Equality of access to 
education and employment is guaranteed and discrimination on the ground of 
sex, class, religion or language is prohibited. 
Before 73"* Amendment women participation was very limited. Before 
1985 there was no representation of women in Panchayati Raj Institutions in 
Uttar Pradesh. But after 1995, they occupied 29.6 percent representation in the 
local bodies in Uttar Pradesh. 
It has been revealed by the women representative of different categories 
that they are not treated at par with members, either by the members of the 
institutions or by the officials. Their views are not given proper weightage on 
many occasions. Many women did not come forward to contest the election 
because of being illiterate and anticipating the problem of communicating with 
the officials for addressing the grievances of her constituencies. 
The third chapter is an attempt to examine the representation of women 
and analyze changing pattern of women's leadership after 73'^ '' Amendment 
Act. It highlights the factors, which influence participation and leadership of 
women at the grassroots level. It also looks into different aspects of rural 
society that determine pattern of leadership of women. These Amendments are 
a milestone in the way of women assuming leadership in decision making. The 
initial reaction to the announcement of reservation for women was one of 
excitement and happiness on the one hand and bewilderment and anxiety on the 
other hand. The impact of amendment cannot be denied in changing the socio 
economic life of the women. 
Presently, almost a million women occupy positions as members and 
chairpersons in three-tier structure of local self government introduced by 73"* 
Constitutional Amendment Acts. At present there are 6,81258 women elected 
to gram panchayats, 37,109 women to panchayats at intermediate level and 
3,153 women to panchayats at district level. 
After the 73"^  Amendment Act the first elections was held in 1995 in 
Uttar Pradesh, the representation of women in Gram Panchayats, Kshetra 
Panchayat and Zila Panchayats was 25.55 percent, 24.07 percent and 25.40 
percent respectively. The second elections was held in 2000 for rural local 
bodies (excluding Uttaranchal State), demonstrated much higher share of 
women representation as against the one-third reserved seats. On comparing 
statistics for two elections, it is found that there has been increase 
representation of women at all level of local bodies in the states. 
The fourth chapter identified the emerging pattern of rural leadership in 
Gonda block of Aligarh district. To know extent and nature of political 
participation and representafion of women in the local bodies after the 73'^ '' and 
74"^  Constitutional Amendment Acts in the area of study. 
Socio-Economic profile is an important determinate of the nature of the 
rural leadership. Age is an important factor, which has greater influence on 
affecting political participation. It shows that in Gonda block of Aligarh district 
that middle age group 35-50 years has a greater participation in Panchayat. 
Most of the elected representatives are married. It is found that women from 
the reserved category for female are participating in greater number which may 
change the equation in Panchayat electoral politics. Out of thirty-four, 5 (14.71 
percent) from SC, 11 (32.35 percent) from OBC, 17 (50.00 percent) from 
female seat and 1 (2.94 percent) from unreserved category in Gonda block of 
Aligarh district. Majority of women representative of panchayats either 
pradhans or members are not highly educated. Economic issue is an important 
factor for women in moulding participation. 
Due to reservation women representatives have been able to participate 
in the affairs of the Panchayats with much more confidence. They also feel 
much more secured. This is the positive impact of reservation in favour of 
women in the panchayats. In due course of time as the confidence and 
awareness among the women representatives grow they will be able to meet the 
challenges in a much better way and this will reduce their dependence on the 
family members relating to their discharge of duties. 
Mostly elected women come to attend meeting with their 
husband/family members/sons/father in laws and unable to take decision 
independently. Highest proportion of elected female Pradhans, Pramukh and 
Zila Panchayats Adhyaksh were motivation to contest election of village 
panchayats by their husband/family members, 79.41 percent female 
representatives want to contest again in the next election. There are 82.35 
percent female representatives would like to contest for higher posts. None of 
them, however, would like to contest for any lower posts. Socio-economic and 
political conditions play a significant role in women's participation in the local 
bodies. 
There are 88.24 percent respondents are of the view that the position of 
women in the panchayats will gradually improve. The study also find that the 
quality of performance of the elected women representatives were largely 
dependent upon social factors like literacy, education and the tradition of social 
reform movements in the region. Patriarchal and feudal values constrained the 
political participation of women and though there were instances where 
reservations had failed to break the dominance of men over women, the new 
arrangement had helped in introducing a radical change in perceptions. 
Contrary to the prevailing myth about the lack of awareness and knowledge of 
women in Panchayati Raj Institutions about panchayat related matters, the 
experience in Gonda found positive awareness levels among women 
representatives. 
This study has clearly reflected that women representatives in Gonda 
block of Aligarh district are politically empowered. They have to be conscious 
of their duties as representatives of womenfolk. Women proved to be capable 
of showing their representation but they need time, support, resources, training 
and freedom from men, they will definitely make the 73'^ '' and 74''' 
Constitutional Amendment Acts meaningful. 
Thus, it can be said that Constitutional provisions to increase women's 
participation in local governance will not be the panacea for every problem. 
Instead the move to increase women's participation in local bodies through 
Constitutional provisions must be accompanied by a movement to bring about 
an attitudinal change in our society, bureaucracy and state level politicians. 
They need to be trained in basics of the working of the local bodies in the state, 
their powers and functions and also what is expected of them. They also need 
to be acquainted with the procedures of conducting the meetings and financial 
management. 
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Preface 
The central theme of the thesis entitled, ''Role of Women in the Local 
Bodies in U.P. Since 1992'\ is an attempt to unveil the role of women after 73'^ '* 
and 74 Constitutional Amendment Acts. It also aimed at assessing the socio-
economic and political background of elected women representatives of women 
in Gonda block of Aligarh district and also examined their participation and 
representation after thirty three percent reservation. The present study may give 
knowledge of the pattern of functioning of women in the local bodies at a 
glance. It would also add to understand women's empowerment through these 
Amendments. 
The whole plan of the study is divided into five chapters, each under 
specific theme being dealt with some what in detail. 
The first chapter deals with the background of Panchayati Raj Institutions 
under the various heads; in this chapter the efforts have been made to take the 
whole history of Panchayati Raj Institutions, starts from Ancient period till the 
73"''^  and 74* Constitutional Amendment Acts. It mainly shown to be growing 
from the Rig Veda. For understanding the status of Panchayati Raj Institutions 
various Committees like Balwant Rai Mehta Committee, Ashok Mehta 
Committee, G.V.K. Roa Committee, L. Singhvi Committee, 64'** Amendment 
Act, 73"''' and 74^ ^ Constitutional Amendment Acts have been explained in this 
chapter. 
The second chapter covers the women and panchayat before 73"^  
Amendment Act. It traces the history of the women's political participation in 
the India in general and Uttar Pradesh in particular. It starts from the colonial 
period till the Amendment. It also covers the recommendations of various 
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committees as regards to women's participation in Panchayati Raj Institutions. 
The post-73"^ Amendment Act giving impetus to women's development has also 
been analysed. Furthermore, it also discussed the Government policies during 
different periods. 
The third chapter highlights women's representation in the local bodies 
and changing patterns of women's leadership and their role in decision making. 
It highlights the factors, which influence participation and leadership of women 
at the grassroots level. It also examines the impact of reservation on the local 
bodies. The significance of the 73''' and 74"^  Amendments is to be seen not 
merely in decentralized power sharing but in the cession of power to women, 
assigning space for not less than one third of the membership in the panchayats 
and their presidencies for women, and in proportion to their population for the 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. Holding of periodic elections to the 
local bodies has been made mandatory as well so that there is democratic 
renewal of reservations from time to time. Currently, almost one million women 
occupy positions as members and chairpersons in three-tier structure introduced 
by this Constitutional Amendment Act. At present there are 6,81258 women 
elected to gram panchayats, 37,109 women to panchayats at intermediate level 
and 3,153 women to panchayats at district level. 
The fourth chapter of this study discussed a comprehensive profile of 
Gonad block in Aligarh district (Uttar Pradesh). It starts with the geographical 
location of the district, the socio-economic and political strata, and density of 
population, sex ratio, religion, caste, education, occupation and women's 
representation. In this chapter, with the help of tables a detail sex wise account 
of the number of people elected to the different tiers of Panchayati Raj 
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Institutions in the study area from the different sections of the society have been 
given. 
The fifth chapter presents the conclusions, suggestion and findings of the 
study. An over view of the changing position and role of women in politics and 
also an overall assessment on the extent of their participation in the local bodies 
after 73'^ '^  and 74''' Constitutional Amendment Acts. Finally the emerging trends 
in the pattern of women leadership are examined in this chapter. 
Objectives of the Study: 
Main objectives of this present study are as follows: 
1. To study the actual position of women's representation in the local bodies 
in the study area and their role in participatory decision making. 
2. To examine the socio-economic and political background of the women 
Pradhans, Pramukh and Zila Panchayat Adhyaksha and assessing their 
participation in the local bodies. 
3. To know the extent to which the women are aware about their powers, 
functions and responsibilities under the Uttar Pradesh Panchayati Raj Act 
1994 and the extent to which they participate in them. 
4. To examine the nature and extent of participation of elected women 
representatives in the panchayat process after statutory reservation of one-
third seats has been ordained for them in the Gonda block of Aligarh 
district and their contribution that they have made to the upliftment of the 
rural areas in general and to women welfare in particular. 
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5. To study the role of various factors such as age, caste, level of education, 
family background and religion in determining the extent of political 
participation of women towards local bodies. 
6. To examine the problems and obstacles being faced by women in the 
functioning of local bodies. 
7. To highlights the efforts and administrative support of Governmental and 
Non-Governmental Organizations to make the position of women better 
in the society and in which manner and to what extent. 
8. To suggest various measures for encourages women to enter and to enable 
them to play an effective role in the local bodies. 
Methodology: 
This study is based on interview. In carrying out this search, both primary 
as well as secondary sources of data have been used to conduct the intensive 
study. The primary data are based on the interviews with various categories of 
elected women respondents in Gonda block of Aligarh district. Some of the 
basic information was also obtained through personal discussions with the 
elected representatives of the Gonda block. The main source of primary data has 
been constructed on the basis variables and traits like age, marital status, caste, 
occupation, education, awareness about new Panchayati Raj Act and impact of 
73'^  and 74"" Amendment Acts. The idea behind field survey was to collect 
infomiation regarding the motive perceptions and orientation of the respondents. 
The secondary source of data have also been collected from Government of 
India census reposts, annual reports, and various Ministries, Statistical abstracts, 
relevant district official records, various laws concerning Municipal bodies, 
articles, books, research journals. Government documents, Panchayat Acts and 
research reports etc. The collected data have been analysed manually in order to 
draw inference of the study. 
Sampling Frame and Procedure: 
The study is conducted in Gonads block of Aligarh district. There are 76 
villages, 9 Nyaya Panchayats, 59 Gram Panchayat and 29 Panchayat Ghar. There 
are thirty-four female pradhans belonging to 5 (8.47 percent) from SC, 11 (18.64 
percent) from OBC, 17 (28.81 percent) from reserved seat for women and 1 
(1.69 percent) from unreserved have been interviewed with the help of 
questionnaires in Gonads block. Besides interviewing the officials, the 
observations and indepth discussion with concerned block were ensured for 
enhancing the quality of research. One Pramukh and ZiJa Panchayat Adhyaksh is 
also female candidate who elected in the 2005 panchayat elections are selected 
for the purpose of the present study revealed that in real terms, the reservation 
policy which introduced in view for maximizing the participation of women in 
the Panchayati Raj System has been well implemented. Infact in most of the 
village panchayats the proportion of seats fixed under the reservation for women 
candidates for the positions of members were significantly higher as directed 
under the reservation policy for women in the Panchayati Raj Act, In Aligarh 
district total numbers of elected Pradhans are 857. There are 427 (49.82 percent) 
are females and 430 (50.18 percent) are males. Out of 427 female pradhans, 71 
(16.63 percent) from SC, 151 (35.36 percent) from OBC and 205 (48.01 percent) 
from General Category. In Kshetra Panchayat 5 are women pramukhs, one (8.33 
percent) from SC, two (16.67 percent) from OBC and two (16.67 percent) from 
General Category. 
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In Zila Panchayat 17 (40.48 percent) are female. Out of 17 female Zila 
Panchayat Adhyaksh, 6 (14.29 percent) from SC, 7 (16.67 percent) from OBC 
and 4 (9.52 percent) from General Category are elected in Aligarh district. 
This clearly indicates the fact that around 34 Village Panchayats in our 
study block are headed by women pradhans. The suggestions are based on 
research findings and conclusions. 
Hypothesis: 
The problems and obstacles are also examined which are facing by 
women in the process of participation in Panchayati Raj Institutions. The study 
revealed that women are trying to meet higher authorities for solving their 
obstacles and problems. An attempt has been made to test the following 
hypothesis: 
Women form political family background, better economic status, joint 
families, better educated, married and middle of the ages are more likely to 
contest elections and their percentage of participation is more in comparison to 
deprived classes of women. 
Awareness among women found encouraging and their participation and 
mobilization of are found totally correct. Through media, a continuous 
communication is required to be maintained between the state government and 
the Panchayati Raj Institutions. Moreover, national level seminars and 
workshops should also be organized on the working of panchayats in which the 
participation and role of women as decision-makers should be highlighted. 
Through these seminars and workshops, old myths such as male superiority, 
hesitation of women to work in public life, economic independence on men, etc. 
should be broken. 
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Higher level of literacy among women is likely to exhibit higher degree 
of participation and representation in the local bodies. Level of education of 
elected representatives in this study is very low. It reveals that literacy affected 
the participation of women representatives in Panchayati Raj Institutions. If 
elected women representatives will be educated they will do all good to the 
welfare of their villages. Hence literacy affected women representative but 
higher education did not having any impact on the participation of women in 
village activities. Educated women possess higher level of knowledge and 
awareness about politics and tend to take more part in political discussion than 
the uneducated ones. 
It is found totally correct that women belonging to General Category are 
expected to exhibit more political aware and active than the women belonging to 
Scheduled Caste and Backward Category. 
The present study highlights successful example of leadership is terms of 
high and low socio-economic and political background, and their role in the 
decision making process. Their representation is the evidence of progressive 
change in society. 
Limitation of the Study: 
The study has covered up to November 2006. It is difficult to highlight all 
the aspects of women's role, position, participation and representation in the 
local bodies through interview method. It would have also helped if more 
organizations could be includes. However, this was an exploratory study no 
definite explanations are offered. The analysis and exposition in the study area 
almost solely based on responses of elected women respondents. All 
interpretation and conclusions revolve around the finding from Gonda block of 
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Aligarh district. As interview method was the primary tool, it should made clear 
that interview does not always help in grasping the complex interplay of various 
factors as attention is frequently restricted to questions and answers only. At the 
same time responses of respondents are not always revealing or reliable all the 
time. It is not improbable that responses are instantly given without sufficient 
pondering or merely to satisfy interviewer. The male members of the elected 
women were adamant that any such interviews be held in their presence 
moreover a large number of elected representatives are ignorant about their role 
in the Panchayati Raj set up. The male members of the house appeared to be 
more active in panchayat affairs then the elected women representatives. 
Therefore, the male members were more eager and willing to provide 
information. Equally it may not be falsity that some information are suppressed 
or wrongly given because of cultural stigma, hesitancy or perception gap 
between the respondents and investigator. The male members of the elected 
women are adamant that any such interviews be held in their presence. Few 
women representatives have been helped by our discussion to gain some ideas of 
their panchayat role. 
Findings: 
In Gonda block of Aligarh district most of the women viewed that this 
Amendment resulted for the welfare of women. Reservation in the local bodies 
has created political consciousness among the women and enabled a large 
number of women to enter into the decision making institutions at the local level. 
The Scheduled caste women who have been the most marginalized and 
vulnerable section of the society have an opportunity to be a part of the rural 
decision making structure. 
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We have found that changes are more vivid in the structure of the 
expectations. It is hoped that with the spread of education, women will 
participate more and more in political activities. Women in themselves should 
develop a favourable attitude towards politics. They should spare time and 
should come out their homes to take part in political activities. It is also up to 
women to prepare themselves for participating is all the processes that they have 
been demanding representation. Family members should also cooperate with 
women by sharing their family responsibilities and encouraging them to take 
part in political activities and need to train the elected women representatives for 
the better functioning of their responsibilities. Above all, there is also a need to 
replace the traditional value system, which is based upon inequality of sexes, and 
in which women play a subordinate role. 
Chapter -1 
Historical Background 
Ancient Period: 
Self-governing village communities have been in existence in India from 
the ancient times. They are also mentioned in the Rig Vedic literature i.e., 
about 1200 B.C where some references is found about an organized system of 
small Local Self Government Institutions.' Vedic literature also provided 
definite evidence about the existence of Sabha and Samiti (Council or 
Assembly) where discussions pertaining to agricultural problems used to take 
place. King also used to take part in these meetings. In Vedic state village was 
considered as a basic unit of administration. Gramini (senior persons of the 
village) was responsible for important functions of the village. 
Local Self-Govemment Institutions were also having the responsibility 
of organizing sreni (guilds) religious organizations and caste organizations etc. 
Reference to such a highly organized system of local government can also be 
found in the Vedas, in the Epics of Ramayana, Mahabharta, Upanishads, in 
Koutilya's 'Arthsastra', Manusmriti, in the literature of Buddhist and Jains. 
The great epics of Ramayana and Mahabharta also have references to 
Ghosh (the assembly of elders of a hamlet) Gram (Village) and Gramini 
(headman of the village). The Village Headman i.e. Gramini was devolved with 
the responsibility of collecting taxes, maintaining the village records, 
settlement of disputes, maintaining of law and order and keeping the crime in 
control etc. The headman was under the control of council of elders.^  There is 
no reference about the mode of selection of the village headman. However, 
after the Mahabharta period, he used to be appointed by the king and was 
accountable to the Gopa (highest authority of the village). Gopa was in charge 
of 5-25 villages.^ 
According to the Ramayana and Mahabharta, king did not interfere in 
the affairs of the villages. The village is mentioned as the fundamental unit of 
administration under its head (Gramini). The Gramini had to protect the village 
and its lands. Manu and Gautama do not subscribe to the widely held view that 
these elders were drawn from the higher strata of society, namely the 
Brahmins. But kshatriyas and vaishyas also found representation in them. The 
adult residents of the village elected these elders through secret ballot. 
During the period of Buddha and Mahavira, the villages were classified 
according to the size and mode of habitation. The villages were self sufficient 
and self-dependent. The village headman (Bhojak) collected the revenue for the 
state to organize constructive programmes. Villages framed the rules of self-
governance. During this period, various occupational panchayats was chaired 
by a pramukh.^ 
The Village Autonomy during the Period of the Empires: 
(1) Political Change: (Mauryan Empire 324 B.C - 236 B.C) 
Village administration during the Mauryan age was closely linked with 
agriculture. The village administrative staff consisted of officials known as 
Adhyaksha (headman), Samkhayaka (the accountant), Sthanikas (village 
officials of different grade), Jamgha Karika (the village courier) and the 
Anikastha (Veterinary Doctor). In addition, the Chikitsaka (incharge of 
sanitation) and the Ashwa-damak (horse trainer) were also village officials. 
During the Mauryan period the process of village administration underwent 
some change and the village assembly lost its powers and importance. 
However, some local matters continued to be decided by this Assembly. The 
village elders (Gram Virdhas) formed a court of justice for deciding small civil 
suits such lands disputes and the trial of petty criminal cases.'° During the 
post-Mauryan period, from 200 B.C to 300 A.D, the village continued to be the 
smallest unit of administration.'' 
Koutilya's Arthsastra gives a detail account of village administration 
prevalent in 300 B.C. According to Koutilya, "there were a number of officials 
such as Adhyaksha (headman) and Sankhyaha (accountant) at the village 
level".'2 
The villages were collectively responsible for the maintenance of the 
law and order. They had their own customs and traditions their violation gave a 
cause of action for a civil suit. There is also clear evidence that villagers had a 
highly developed sense of devotion towards their villages. Any sort of 
intimidation, provocation, and defamation of a village was regarded as a crime. 
Defamation suits could be filed against such persons and they were liable to be 
punished. '•^  
Like Koutilyas, Manu and Vishnu also lay down that the king should 
banish from his realm any one who breaks the agreement of the village 
community. It is evident that the village continued to be regarded as a corporate 
body. It may be stated that though in theory the village communities and other 
economic organizations were placed under direct state of supervision, yet in 
practice they continued to enjoy a good deal of autonomy.''' 
Magasthenes, the ambassador sent by the Greek emperor Selecus to the 
court of Mouryan Emperor, Chandra Gupta (300 B.C.) describes the 
administration of Pataliputra, the capital city that was administered by six 
boards.'^ 
(2) Gupta Empire: 
During the Gupta period the village government was in many respects 
similar to that of the Mouryan period. The village council was known as 
Janapada and the headman as Grameyaka or Gramadhyaksha. The main 
responsibilities of the Janapada were: village defense, settlement of disputes, 
collection of revenues, organization of public utility work and acting as trustees 
for minors.'^ 
According to Fa-Hien, the Chinese Pilgrim (B.C 400-411), the 
government did not interfere much with the life of the people. Local 
institutions were treated as efficient auxiliary to the central government. The 
village remained the lowest administrative division. One of the most important 
functions of the village council was the administration of justice. Passages from 
Sukraniti indicate that there were separate courts for different classes such as 
forest courts, merchant courts, warrior courts and village courts etc; constituted 
by the local inhabitants themselves." 
Sukraniti says: "they are the (best) judges of the merits of a case who 
live in the place where the subject matter of a dispute arises."'^ Tliis system, 
based on the principle of close association and local knowledge of judges was 
possessed of the inherent quality of giving substantial justice to the disputants. 
Manu, Yajnavalkya, Brihaspati, Kautilya, Vasistha, and Narad, etc., held the 
same opinion on this point of dispensation of justice.'^ Apart from the judicial 
power, village councils also possessed legislative and executive powers. Narad 
and Brihaspati have clearly laid down in detail the constitutional powers, 
enjoyed by village councils. 
The village councils were responsible to the people at large who met in 
an Assembly hall to discharge their functions. Even during the times of Harsh 
in the sixth century, these panchayats were active. 
(3) In South, Chalukyas and Pallavas established empires of long duration: 
From the middle of the 1^ century to 12"" century A.D the history of 
North India shows no unity and clarity. The main interest in the political 
history shifted to the Deccan and the south India where the Chalukyas and 
Pallavas established Empires of long durations. Enough inscriptional and 
literary material is not available to give in detail the exact form of the local 
institutions in Northern India during this period. The information collected 
about the administration of village communities, belongs mostly to the south. 
There is an abundance of evidence to prove that the south had by this time 
evolved a regular system of village self-government through assemblies, 
committees and elected officers.'^ ^ 
Village Assembly: 
The village assembly was the supreme authority in the village, and it 
was a highly developed organization. In some places, it consisted of young and 
old, i.e., all the male adults of the village, whereas in some other places, it was 
a selected body consisting of the learned Brahmans and other distinguished 
person of the village. Its meeting places used to be sometimes a hall 
(specifically built for this purpose), local temples and some times the shade of a 
tamarind tree.'^ '^  
It's Authority: 
The village assembly was practically the absolute proprietor of the 
village land and was responsible for the payment of total amount of revenne to 
the government. It also made provision for educational and charitable 
institutions. It regulates the markets and assigned particular sites for the sale of 
particular commodities. The village assembly exercised absolute authority over 
its people. In most cases, the village assembly was the supreme authority and it 
carried on its detail administrative work of one or more communities and sub-
committees.'^ '' 
(4) Chola Empire: 
The Rashtrakuta Kingdom and the Chola Empire made the pioneering 
contribution in this respect by introducing self- governing units to carry out 
village affairs for the all round development of people. In the Rashtrakuta 
Kingdom, for the administrative purpose entire territory was divided into 
Rashtra (Province), Visaya (modem district), Bhukti (group of villages) and 
Village (base unit). At the bottom level village affairs were governed by two 
officers known as the Village Headman and the Village Accountant. They had 
enjoyed office on hereditary basis and were paid of grants of rent-free lands. In 
discharge of their duties and responsibilities they were greatly assisted by 
Grama-Mahattara and Village Committees. The village committee functioned 
in close collaboration and cooperation with the Village Headman in 
administering multifacet activities pertaining to agriculture, education, 
transportation, construction of bridge and temples. Apart from it, committees 
worked well in realization of land revenue, settling down petty disputes relating 
to possession of land, maintenance of law and order and raising funds to meet 
unforeseen circumstances. 
In Chola Empire division of occupied territory was into Mandalam 
(Province), Valnadu (modem district), Nadu (cluster of villages) and Village. 
The administration of village was the responsibility of two assemblies known 
as Ur (general assembly of village) and Mahasabha (a gathering of the 
adultmen in the brahmana villages). The Brahmanas settled village in which 
most of land was rent-free. Mahasabha was vested with powers to decide rights 
of farmers over land, bring productive and unproductive (sterile) land under 
cultivation to levy and collect taxes and through funds help people in times of 
calamities like dearth, epidemics, floods, destruction of standing crops, etc. The 
Executive Committee of educated persons had also helped village assemblies in 
management of local affairs. Likewise, other committees looked after the work 
relating to realization of land revenue and maintenance of peace and 
tranquility.^^ 
A system of local self-government prevailed in the Chola Empire. There 
was the district council (the Nattar), the city council (the Nagaratta), the village 
council (Ur), and the sabha, a council of Brahmans, to help in the 
administration of the country. The villages enjoyed a large measure of 
autonomy. The village council whose members were chosen by lots from 
among the educated people owning property managed the affairs of the village. 
The council was responsible for collecting taxes, hearing disputes and local 
problems. The Tank Committee was an important committee to look after the 
distribution of water to the fields. The state levied taxes on land and trade. A 
major part of the state revenue was spent on the administration, the army and 
the building of temples 
(5) The Mughal Period: 
Mughals came to India in the sixteenth century and established their rule 
like most of the foreign invaders. They did not disturb much to the traditional 
patterns and practices of the rural government. The Ain-e-Akbari, the Shahi 
Firmans and the Dastur-ul-Amals contain clear evidences in this regard.'^ ' 
With the emergence of Muslim empire on the Indian political scene 
there was a great set back for the village administration. They were more 
serious in consolidating their position in India. For this they paid more 
attention to land management and revenue collection, which was the base for 
establishing an edifice for a great empire. Despite all this, village local 
government institutions continued to exist and survive. However, Mughal 
rulers' hands reached only unto district administration.^ * 
However, the system of local self-government was quite different in 
Mughal period. The Mughals were fond of building new cities and maintaining 
them. Those cities were, by and large, centers of trade and industry. Surat, 
Patna and Ahmadabad, for example, happened to be provincial capitals and 
offered a rich market. Whatever urban administration was there, it was 
autocratic in form.^ ^ 
The Mughals Empire was resting upon the pillars of a highly centralized 
bureaucracy and military force. The whole empire was divided into fifteen 
Subas or Provinces, out of which twelve were in North India. The Suba was 
divided into a number of Sarkars and the Sarkar into Parganas. A Pargana 
consisted of many villages. The provincial administration was run on the 
central pattern. The Subedar was the governor of the province and the Dewan 
kept the records of the revenue of the land. The Bakshi attended to the needs of 
the army and the Kotwal was the officer in-charge of town administration, who 
performed many municipal functions besides exercising supreme authority in 
all magisterial, polls and fiscal matters. In the provinces, the Subedar and the 
Dewan kept a watch over each other. The king went on inspection tours when 
the people could meet him freely. These tours were very helpful in 
administering justice to the people. 
Despite the fact that the administration was highly centralized, the 
pattern of village local government, however, continued practically unaltered 
thus, keeping up the tradition of continuity of local government till the advent 
of British rule in India. Hugh Tinker says: "the Mughals had interfered very 
little with the ancient customs of village government. The judicial powers of 
the village council, the panchayats were considerably curtailed under Mughals, 
otherwise local affairs remained unregulated from above and the village affairs 
and servants were answerable primarily to the panchayat". The village life 
was not destroyed because the Mughals realized that, they had no better 
alternative or substitute in its place, which could be calculated to serve the 
interest of the people so well.''' 
It was unequivocally stated that these basic units had enjoyed greater 
degree of autonomy in fashioning their life. On the ground of autonomy Sir 
Charles Metcalfe had described 'village communities as little republics, having 
nearly everything they could want within themselves, and almost independent 
of any foreign relations'. But, with the passage of time, growth of feudalism 
had restricted freedom of these village republics. 
In British rule a "strong Central Government was developed mainly 
concerned with the collection of revenue, the protection of life and property. 
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and the development of Western services of government such as 
communication, public health, public works and education".^^ 
The British Period: 
The East India Company introduced the institution of local government 
in 1687, when it was set up a Municipal Corporation at Madras on the model of 
local bodies in Britain. In 1765 the company virtually gained both the rights of 
collecting revenues and running the civil administration. At that time the 
company introduced a modem system in urban areas of Bengal, Bihar, and 
Orissa, since its activities were restricted to these towns.^ "* 
The Charter Act of 1793 established municipal administration in the 
three-presidency town of Madras, Calcutta and Bombay by authority the 
Governor- General of India, to appoint justices of the peace in these three 
towns. These justices of peace ware authorized to levy taxes on houses and 
lands to provide for scavenging, police and maintenance of roads.^^ During the 
Britsh rule efforts were made to involve the people in local- self-affairs. The 
process of involving the people and their existing institution in judicial 
activities can be said to have started from the year 1794. But in reality the 
starting point of local self-government at district and taluka level, as we know 
it today began by establishing district and taluka local fund committees in 
IS69. Efforts were made to set-up regional self-governing bodies with a view 
to improving the civic life. Local self-government received its first impetus 
during the Viceroyaity of Lord Mayo in 1870. Lord Mayo got a resolution 
passed by his council for decentralization of power to bring about 
administrative efficiency in meeting the demands of the people and to add to 
the finances of the existing imperial resources which did not suffice for the 
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growing wants of the country. It was in the wake of this resolution that the first 
significant step to revive the traditional village panchayat system in Bengal, 
was taken.^ *^  It was however, the Famine Commission of 1880 which 
emphasized the importance of local self-government. It was the time when the 
Britishers began to feel that without help and cooperation of the Indian people 
it would not be possible to rule India. ^^  The real landmark in the existence of 
the concept of rural self-governing institutions was Lord Ripon's famous 
resolution of 18 May, 1882. He enunciated that "local government in India 
must be revived as an instrument of political and popular education, and as an 
outlet for the ambitions and aspirations engendered by western ideas". The 
main thrust of his resolution was to transfer power from the imperial level to 
the local representatives. The model evolved was two tiers viz., Tehsil Boards 
(like modem Panchayati Samitis) and District Boards, instead of former 
Consultative Committees. Ripon, due to his out-standing contribution in this 
regard, was considered as father of local self- government in India.^' 
This led to the passing of a series of Provincial Acts. Accordingly, local 
boards both at Taluka and District level were created in Provinces. But mostly 
local-self bodies were set up at district level. Lord Ripon took interest, and 
introduced an elected element and extended the system to rural areas as well. 
The important issues of local self-government in India were taken up in the 
Royal Commission on 'Decentralization' in 1906. 
Its recommendations of 1909 accepted the philosophy of rural self-
governing institution and the safeguards against the tyranny of officialdom. A 
three-tire system was the highlight of the Royal Commission in place of two-
tire system by adding village (at the bottom level) as a third tier in the 
hierarchy of rural self-government. The role of the District Collector was yet 
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considered pivotal by providing him chairmanship of the Apex tier or District 
Board. The control of the Provincial Government was in the form of 
cooperation and suggestion rather than domination and dictation.'*^ 
The next milestone in the emergence of local self-governing institutions 
was the Declaration of August 1917, by which British Government has 
promised responsive government to India through the gradual development of 
local self-government. Accordingly, paramount step was taken by creating the 
Department of local self-government in provinces to administer local affairs in 
an effective manner. The local bodies were empowered to levy and collect 
taxes in the specified areas with a view to improve their deteriorating fiscal 
condition. Later on, the Government of India Act 1919 incorporated all those 
suggestion and guidelines made by spate of commissions and legislations of 
different Provinces to strengthen up to a considerable degree the working of the 
local government.'" 
The Uttar Pradesh Village Panchayat Act 1920: 
In 1920 the Provincial Government of Uttar Pradesh (earlier known as 
United Provinces) enacted the first local self-government act in Uttar Pradesh 
was 'U.P Village Panchayat Act VI of 1920'. Its purpose was to provide a legal 
framework to establish panchayats in United Provinces of Agra and Oudh to 
assist in administration of civil and criminal justice and render services like 
maintaining sanitation etc. This Act did not provide for elections, perpetuated 
bureaucratic dominance, gave limited powers and did not provide for raising 
any financial resources by taxation etc. This Act was amended in 1934. 
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The Uttar Pradesh Panchayat Raj Act 1947: 
With the attainment of Independence, the state government enacted the 
Uttar Pradesh Panchayati Raj Act 1947, which did away with some defects of 
the earlier legislation. This enactment was passed with a view to establish local 
self-government in Uttar Pradesh and to make provisions for better village 
administration and development. As the Indian government was directly 
responsible to the people to meet their needs, hopes and aspirations and rebuild 
shattered economy of the country. Thereby, the Central Government started a 
process to take up the idea of rural upliftment, cherished by Mahatma Gandhi, 
in the form of Etawa Pilot Project in U.P and Nilokheri and Faridabad Project 
in Punjab."*^  
Under the Act of 1947, three bodies, the Gaon Sabha, the Gaon 
Panchayat and the Panchayat Adalat (to settle disputes) were created. The 
Gaon Sabha was required to meet twice in a year after the major harvests, and 
to pass the budget of the panchayat. It could remove the Gaon Panchayat 
Pradhan and Up-Pradhan by a two-thirds majority. Besides these two office 
holders, the Gaon Panchayat included thirty to fifty one members, depending 
upon the size of the Gram Sabha population.'*'' The Act has provided for 
election of the Pradhan by the Gaon Sabha through joint electorate for a period 
of three years. The act has also provided for election of the executive body, i.e. 
the Gaon panchayat by the Gaon Sabha for three years. Seats are to be reserved 
for the Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes and minority communities,'*^ 
The functions of the Gaon Sabha included the usual civic fiinctions 
besides management of primary schools, common lands, grazing grounds, 
public buildings and property, and the construction and repair of wells, tanks 
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and ponds for water supply. The exercise of all these powers was subject to 
funds at the disposal of the panchayats. The sources of their income included 
income from property and grants from the government, besides tax on rent, on 
cultivated land, trades, professions, buildings and the fees from markets and 
fairs. By 15 August 1949, about 35,000 Gaon Panchayats and 8,100 Panchayat 
Adalats had been set up under the 1947 Act, In 1954, the Congress on Village 
Panchayat Committee report, had put the number at 36,139 and 8,543 
respectively.'*^ 
For Nayaya Panchayats every district is divided into circles with one 
Nayaya Panchayat for each circle. On an average five Gaon Sabha areas are 
combined to form one Nayaya Panchayat area. Each Gaon Sabha is authorized 
to elect five people to act as Panches for the Nayaya Panchayat. This panel of 
20 to 25 elected members of the Nayaya Panchayat elects One Surpanch and 
One Sahayak Sarpanch.'*' 
The major task before the country at that time was to outline the patterns 
of society, keeping in view past traditions and providing ample opportunities 
for people to develop fast and catch up with the more progressive and advanced 
nations. India therefore declared its policy of the welfare state. In such a state 
all the activities of the government are directed for the welfare of its people. 
Planning in a welfare state, says the Planning Commission 'is a social process 
in which every citizen has to participate'. When the formation of the 
constitution was discussed in the Constituent Assembly, the framers of the 
Indian Constitution did not give much attention to it. Principal S.N. Agarawala 
had drawn the attention of Gandhiji to the fact that there was, till then, no 
mention of village panchayats in the draft constitution. Commenting on this 
point in the Harijan Gadhiji observed: "it is certainly an omission calling for 
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immediate attention, if our independence is to reflect the people's voice. The 
greater the number of panchayats, the better for the people".'** 
Gandhiji's enquired about what provision had been made with regarded 
to 'Panchayati Raj'. He then, came forward and gave his suggestions for the 
development at the grass root level. 
Gandhian Concept: 
As a lover of true democracy, Mahatma Gandhi upheld Panchayati Raj 
as 'Village Swaraj' he said: "True democracy can not be worked by twenty 
men sitting at the centre. It has to be worked from below by the people of every 
village".'*^ In 1946, he said: "Independence must begin at the bottom. Thus 
every village will be a republic or panchayat having full powers. It follows, 
therefore, that every village has to be self sustained and capable of managing 
its affairs even to the extent to defending itself against the whole world".^° 
Nehruji's Views: 
Relying on the same principle of Village Swaraj, Pandit Jawaharlal 
Nehru has also observed: "over 80% our people live in villages. India is a poor 
because the villages of India is poor. India will be rich if the villages are rich. 
Therefore, the basic problem of India is to remove the poverty from the Indian 
villages. For it, we have to measure a 'real Swaraj' in the villages. The powers 
should be given to the villagers and not to the big officials. We do not want the 
officials to interfere too much in the life of the village. We want to build 
Swaraj right from the village up".^' 
It was, therefore rightly observed that 'no country can make progress in 
nation building work, unless people at large come forward with due enthusiasm 
to actively participate in development activities'. The local governments, such 
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as Panchayats and Municipalities, which cater for day to day needs of the 
people, can provide for people's participation and initiatives. Hence we have to 
make a break with the British concept of local self-government, which was 
visualized not to confer real power to the people, but to hoodwink the people 
with a sham show. People's Fundamental Rights to participate in the 
governmental process are to be recognized without any reservation. 
Sovereignty lies with the people. Nothing can be more derogatory to the self-
respect of the people. They are the real builders of the nation. Ultimate 
sovereign power lies in their hands. They make and unmake all governments. 
So, people should be treated with due respect. But it could be only possible 
after giving a constitutional status to the panchayats. However, the debate 
temporarily ended by providing for the establishment of village panchayats 
only on the basis of the recommendation of the prominent leaders such as 
Gandhiji, Nehruji and so on. Article 40 of the Directive Principles of State 
Policy was included in the constitution to revive self-sufficient village 
republics, which hitherto received negligible attention. Following Article stated 
"the state shall take steps to organize village panchayats and to endow them 
with such powers and authority as may be necessary to enable them to function 
as units of self govemment."^^The state list of subjects in the Seventh Schedule 
of the Constitution includes local self-government or village administration. 
The present Constitution came into force in 1950 and the local self-
government entered a new phase. The Constitution of India has allotted the 
local self-government to the state list of functions. Since independence much 
important legislations for reshaping of local self-government have been passed 
in many states of India. The Constitutions of local bodies were democratized 
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by the introduction of adult suffrage and the abolition of communal 
representation.^^ 
Community Development Programme: 
In 1952 India embarked upon her multi-purpose Community 
Development Programme in 55 selected pilot projects on an experimental basis 
with the aid of United States of America worth 50 million dollars. The aims of 
the programme were to "lift her teeming millions from the scourage of poverty, 
unemployment, illiteracy, ignorance and disease and to give them dignified 
human life".^'' 
In July 1953, the Uttar Pradesh Government took a decision to set-up 
Municipal Corporations in five big cities of Kanpur, Agra, Varanasi, Allahabad 
and Lucknow, properly known as 'KAVAL towns'. As a result, the state of 
Uttar Pradesh adopted a new Act for Municipal Corporations in 1959. After 
independence the Central Government appointed a committee in 1948 known 
as the Local Finance Inquiry Committee, to report on ways and means for 
improving the financial resources of local bodies. The report came in 1951.^ ^ 
A year latter in 1953, the National Extension Service (NES) scheme was 
launched to provide administrative structure to the Community Development 
Programme. The block was an administrative unit under the charge of Block 
Development Officer. Down to him, in line of hierarchy, Assistant 
Development Officer and village level workers (presently known as Village 
Development Officers) were created to carry out development programmes and 
provide "scientific and technical knowledge to the villagers in the fields like 
agriculture, animal husbandry and rural industry".^^ 
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The role of village panchayats had also remained "weak and ineffective 
to mobilize the masses in support of the programme".^ ' Apart from it, more or 
less in all the states, "there was no organization at the block level to represent 
the people's will".^ ^ 
The recommendations of the Second Five Year Plan in the same 
direction that to "restructure the local government and development 
administration at the district level on democratic line with the village 
panchayats organically linked to higher tiers were worth no thing".^' 
The Second Five Year Plan recommended that village panchayats 
should be organically linked with popular organizations at a higher level and 
that by stages determined in advance, democratic bodies should take over the 
entire general administration and development of the district or the sub division 
perhaps other than such functions as law and order, administration of justice 
and certain functions pertaining to revenue administration. The subject requires 
careful and objective study in the light of conditions prevailing in different 
parts of the country and experiences during the First Five Year Plan. Therefore, 
recommend a special investigation under the suspices of the National 
Development Council. The National Development Council in its Z^ meeting 
decided that the 'study team for Community Development and National 
Extension Service should carry out a special investigation into such a 
reorganization of the district administration'. 
Balwant Rat Mehta Committee: 
The Committee on Plans Projects (Constituted by National Development 
Council) appointed a study team under the Chairmanship of Balwant Rai 
Mehta in 1957, to study and report on the Community Projects and National 
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Extenion Services as well. The objectives of the team were not only to assess 
the scope in which Community Development Programme and National 
Extension Services had gained success in utilizing local initiatives and 
elevating social and economic development process, but also to recommend 
viable remedies in boosting up or maximizing economy and efficiency in 
implementing the development schemes. The main thrust of the report, 
submitted by Mehta Committee in the same year, was on 'Democratic 
Decentralization'. It was concluded that the "popular participation in 
Community Development programme enlisted through ad hoc advisory bodies 
was not adequate, and a separate set of institutional arrangement would have to 
be statutorily created to make the participation meaningful and effective".^" The 
scheme of democratic decentralization had contained following tenets: 
1. Three-tier organization structure viz. Village Panchayats at the bottom 
level, Panchayats Samiti at the intermediate level, and Zila Parishad at 
the apex level; 
2. Adequate transfer of administrative power and authority to the three-tier 
as well; 
3. Devolution of fiscal resources to the statutory elected bodies; 
4. Endeavours to channelise development schemes through these tiers; and 
5. All sorts of efforts in future would be encouraged only in the direction to 
further decentralize the rural self-governing bodies.^' 
On the broad suggestions of the Balwant Rai Mehta Committee, the 
proposed structure of Panchayati Raj Institutions was introduced in almost all 
the states. Rajasthan was the first state to implement Panchayati Raj in 1959. 
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The late Pandit Nehru in his inaugural address called Panchayati Raj as a 
'revolutionary' and a 'historical setup'.^ ^ 
As the direction of the Government of India, the U.P Kshetra Samiti and 
Zila Parishad Act 1961, was enforced and Gaon Sabhas, Kshetra Samities and 
Zila Parishad were tied as a single unit. 
K, Santhanam Committee: 
One of the prime areas of concern in this long debate on Panchayati Raj 
Institutions was fiscal decentralization. The K, Santhanam Committee was 
appointed to look solely at the issue of Panchayati Raj Institutions Finance, in 
1963. The committee recommended the following: 
(1). Panchayat should have special powers to levy special tax on land 
revenues and home taxes, etc., 
(2). People should not be burdened with too many demands (taxes), 
(3). All grants and subventions at the state level should be mobilized and 
sent in a consolidated form to various Panchayati Raj Institutions, 
(4). A Panchayat Raj Finance Corporation should be set up to look into the 
financial resource of Panchayati Raj Institutions at all levels, provide 
loans and financial assistance to these grassroots level governments and 
also provide non-financial requirements of villages.^ "* 
Ashok Mehta Committee: 
The Panchayat movement in India reached a turning point in December, 
1977 with the recommendation of Ashok Mehta Committee. This Committee 
was set up to inquire into the working of the Panchayati Raj Institutions, and to 
suggest measure to strengthen them so as to enable a decentralized system of 
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planning and development to be effective. The Committee submitted its report 
in August 1978. The Ashok Mehta Committee report paved way to make 
panchayats an integral part of Indian democracy and formed the foundations 
for second- generation Panchayats.^^ As the authors of the report put it. "The 
story of panchayati raj has been a story of ups and downs. It seems to have 
passed through three phases; the phase of ascendancy (1959-64) the phase of 
stagnation (1965-69), and the phase of decline (1969-77)".^^ 
The Ashok Mehta Committee recommendations on the two-tier model 
at District and Mandal level covering a population of 15,000 to 20,000 and 
abolition of the block as an administrative unit were subsequently rejected at 
the Chief Ministers' Conference in 1979, which favoured the continuation of 
three-tier system.^' Ashok Mehta Committee has suggested a new approach 
towards Panchayati Raj which favours a two tier system of these institutions, 
namely, the Zila Parishad at the district level and Mandavi Panchayat (a unit of 
cluster of villages) at the grass root level. The recommendations of this 
committee have not been implemented.^^ 
The G.V.K. Rao Committee: 
G.V.K. Rao Committee appointed in 1985, to suggest suitable 
administrative arrangements for rural development Programmes and poverty 
alleviation Schemes, the committee wanted to activate the Panchayats Raj 
Institution in order to make it effective for handling local people problems. It 
recommended that the Zila- Parishad should become the principal body for 
administration of development programmes. The executive of the Zila Parishad 
should be district development commissioner who should be responsible for 
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planning and implementation of development programmes. It emphasized the 
need for regular elections to the panchayats.^ ' 
The L.M. Sinhgvi Committee: 
L.M. Singhvi Committee (1986) recommended regular elections at the 
Panchayat level, constitutional recognition of Panchayati Raj Institutions, and 
devolution of powers to them. These are the three important recommendations 
made by the Singhvi Committee: 
(1). village should be reorganized to make for more viable village 
panchayats. 
(2). each state should have a Panchayati Raj judicial tribunal to adjudicate 
disputes in relation to elections suspensions, super sessions dissolutions 
and matters relating to the working of Panchayati Raj institutions. 
(3). ways and means must be devised to ensure adequate financial resources 
for Panchayati Raj institutions to enable them to function effectively. 
The P.K. Thungon Committee: 
P.K. Thungton Committee appointed in 1988 'to consider the type of 
political and administrative structure in the district for district planning'. 
P.K. Thungon Committee pleaded for the constitutional reorganization of 
Panchayati Raj. The term of the Panchayati Raj bodies should be fixed for five 
years and they must not remain superseded for more than six months. Its 
important recommendations were about a detailed list of subjects for 
Panchayati Raj to be incorporated in the constitution and the setting up of the 
State Finance Commissions to lay down the criteria and guidelines for 
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devolution of financial resources on the Panchayati Raj bodies. 
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In 1988, the National Perspective Plan for Women discussed the 
political participation and the issue of under representation of women at all 
levels. It recommended 30 percent reservation for women in local bodies with a 
higher representation of Dalits/Tribal and women of weaker sections. An 
earlier draft of this plan suggested that in the initial years, seat could be filled 
by nomination or co-option. A critique of the National Perspective Plan for 
Women by the women's movement could it 'subversive of the Constitution' 
and recommended that 30 percent reservation for women should be ensured 
through the election process.''' The 64''' Constitutional Amendment Bill that 
was aimed at strengthening and revitalizing the Panchayati Raj Institutions was 
introduced in the Lok Sabha on 15 May, 1889 by Prime Minister Late Mr. 
Rajiv Gandhi. It must have been for the first time in the world that a Prime 
Minister proposed a Constitutional Amendment on a subject of local self-
government in a federal democracy. The Bill was to cover almost the entire 
country consisting of 2, 25,000 Gram Panchayats and 300 million rural voters. 
The main objectives of the bill, according to the government was to 
decentralize authority and give more power to the people at the village level in 
particular. The Bill was to enable the panchayats to formulate schemes of 
economic development and social justice. The panchayat had powers to 
execute these schemes without any interference from any quarter-political or 
administrative. The Bill not only defined the institution to be developed for 
self-governance but also made a radical change in distribution of fimds. Earlier, 
funds released by the Centre reached a panchayat through state government, 
district administration and block development committee. Under the scheme 
envisaged by the Bill, the funds was to go to the Gram Panchayats straight 
from Centre through the district magistrate as a distributing agency, the district 
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magistrate was just a distributing agency and he cannot interfere in a 
panchayats work, nor can he dissolve it. 
The Bill was to give power to a Gram Panchayats to raise its own funds 
through local collections; it will be entitled to receive a share of state revenue 
or grants from state as determined by State Finance Commission. The State 
Finance Commission was to be appointed in every five years by the Governor 
of the State to review the financial position of the panchayats and make 
recommendations to the Governor as to fiscal matters. The Bill empowered the 
Comptroller and Auditor General of India to cause the accounts of the 
panchayats to be audited in such manner as he may deem fit. 
The Bill required every state to have three-tier Panchayati Raj 
institutions at the village level, intermediate level and district level. Small 
states whose population does not exceed 20 lacks can have a two-tier pattern, 
omitting the intermediate panchayats. Such institutions will have to hold 
regular and mandatory elections every five years on the basis of universal adult 
suffrage. The Bill vested in the State Election Commission the 
superintendence, direction and control of elections to the panchayats at all three 
levels. The special feature of the Bill was that of reservation of seat for the 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes and also 30 percent reservation for 
women. Inspite of putting so much effort on the Bill it was not passed by the 
Parliament. Congress party led by the Rajiv Gandhi lost the general election in 
1989 and Janta Dal lead by V.P. Singh came into power at the centre.'"' 
The 73"* Constitutional Amendment Act 1992: 
After the general election when Congress came into power and formed 
government under the leadership of V.P. Narsimha Rao, they again started 
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thinking to implement Panchayati system in every comer of the country. The 
73*^  Constitutional Amendment Act 1992 brought a new look to the Panchayati 
Raj Institutions of India. Part IX added in the Constitution of India on 24 April, 
1993 by the Seventy-third Amendment Act.'"* All the states of the country were 
to pass legislations within stipulated one year after enforcement of the Act in 
accordance with the provisions laid down in the Panchayati Raj Act. Kamataka 
Panchayati Raj scheme has been considered as a model to be followed by each 
of the states of the country. Some of the appreciable provisions of the 73*^  
Constitutional Amendment Act are as follows: 
(1). Gram Sabha has to be constituted in each village consisting of all 
eligible voters of the area. The State Legislature has been empowered to 
ascertain its powers and functions. 
(2). Three-tier Panchayati Raj System-Village Panchayat at the village level, 
Panchayat Samiti at the intermediate and the District Panchayat at the 
apex level, has to be implemented uniformly throughout the country. All 
those states having population below 20 lakhs have been exempted from 
the scheme. 
(3). The system of direct election has to be followed to choose all the 
members of the three-tiers. The state has been authorized to decide 
Chairperson of the Village Panchayat whereas Chairpersons of the 
Intermediate Panchayat and the District Panchayat have to be decided by 
their elected members only. The MP's and MLA's of the area will 
exercise right to vote like elected members only during the times of 
routine meetings but not in selection of Chairpersons of the Panchayats. 
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(4). There will be compulsory election after every five years under the full 
supervision and control of the State Election Commissioner. But in case 
of supersession and dissolution, election must be held within six months 
to constitute fresh Panchayats. Of course, this provision will defeat all 
such actions initiated to destabilize the democratically elected 
panchayats in an undemocratic manner. 
(5). Reservation of 33% seats for Women in Panchayats is a revolutionary 
step towards greater involvement of women to exercise her political 
rights in a democratic manner. Giving Constitutional status to women 
through the Act is another milestone in India's politics. Seats have been 
reserved for Schedule Castes and Schedule Tribes, too, in accordance 
with their population in the total population. The positions of 
Chairpersons have also been reserved for women, SCs and STs in the 
Panchayats in accordance with their percentage in the total population. 
(6). Full power and authority have been vested in the Panchayati Raj 
Institutions to raise its funds by means of levying taxes and fees, in their 
respective jurisdiction, to meet the requirements and aspirations of the 
people. In a bid to elevate them, the State Government will provide 
financial assistance through grants-in-aid. The State Finance 
Commission will be set up after every five years with a view to review 
the finances of Panchayats and determine levels for economy and 
efficiency in distribution of taxes. 
(7). The plans for all round development have to be chalked out by the 
Panchayati Raj Institutions themselves for the sake of initiating people's 
planning. This provision will definitely erode philosophy of looking 
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upwards for everything and will encourage process of planning from 
downwards. 
Restructured of Panchayati Raj Institutions in Uttar Pradesh: 
As mentioned earlier in the 73*^  Constitutional Amendment Act 1992, 
allowed a period of one year with effect on April 24, 1993 to the State 
Legislatures to amend the State Panchayati Raj legislations in conformity with 
it (Article 243N). Accordingly, all the State Legislature enacted conforming 
Panchayati Raj legislations in either of the two ways: 
i) by superseding the existing legislation and replacing it with an entirely 
new one; and 
ii) by amending the existing legislation, where required. 
UP falls in the second category in this regard in so far as its State 
Legislature amended both of its existing Panchayati Raj legislations mentioned 
below in conformity with the Seventy -Third Amendment: 
• Uttar Pradesh Panchayati Raj Act 1947; and 
• Uttar Pradesh Kshetra Samitis and Zila Parishads Adhiniyam 1961. 
The Second Adhiniyam (Act) mentioned above was renamed as 'Uttar Pradesh 
Kshetra Panchayats and Zila Panchayats Adhiniyam, 1961'. 
The name of Panchayati Raj Institutions at the Village, Intermediate (Block) 
and District levels have been changed from 'Gaon Panchayat' to 'Gram 
Panchayats', 'Kshetra Samiti' to 'Kshetra Panchayat' and 'Zila Parishad' to 
'Zila Panchayat' respectively.'^  
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(1) Gram Panchayats; 
Gram Panchayat are the basic unit of rural administration. The Gram 
Panchayat shall consist of the Pradhan and Up-Pradhan and elected members 
from 9 to 15 members elected from the different constituencies depending on 
the size of the Panchayats. The Pradhan shall be elected directly while the up-
Pradhan (Assistant) shall be elected indirectly, that is by the members of the 
gram panchayat. Reservation for SCs, STs and OBCs for the post of pradhan 
has been made as per the proportion of their population in the state.^' 
The reservation for the backward classes, however, carmot exceed 27 
per cent. One-third seats have been reserved for women candidate in all the 
three-tiers. The seats are allotted by rotation to different constituencies. The 
meetings of Gram Panchayat shall be held at least once in a month 
(Section 12B). The Panchayat also have some other powers such as to make 
contributions to organizations outside their jurisdiction, exercise control over 
public streets, water ways and other facilities, improve sanitation conditions, 
maintain and improve schools and hospitals, establish primary schools, 
hospitals and dispensaries, enquire and report about the misconduct of certain 
officials and to take contracts for collection of taxes and other dues for 
proprietors (Section 16A-24). The Act also has the provision (Section 28A) for 
constituting a Bhumi Prabandhak Samiti (Land Management Committee) to 
oversee general management, preservation and control of all properties of the 
panchayat held by it under the Uttar Pradesh Zamindari Abolition and Land 
Reform Act, 1950, is its responsibility. The Pradhan and up-Pradhan are the 
chairperson and vice-chairperson respectively of the Samiti and the Lekhpal 
(Patwari) of the area its secretary. This body has been kept under overall 
control of the collector (Section 28C) Besides, the Panchayat shall also 
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constitute a Samta Samiti, a Vikas Samiti, Shiksha Samiti and Lokhit Samiti 
(Section 29). These Smithies can co-opt members from organizations engaged 
in the development of rural areas and recognized by the state government. In 
the Shiksha Samiti, three persons from amongst the guardians of the student of 
the primary school shall be co-opted. This is a welcome step as it will establish 
an organic link between the school and the beneficiaries. The Act also provides 
for a gram fiind for each Gram Panchayat (Section 32) to help it in carrying out 
its duties and obligations. It is also empowered to acquire land, make 
borrowings and impose taxes and fees.'^  
The Commission has analyzed the resource position of Gram 
Panchayats in Uttar Pradesh. Gram Panchayats have very meager own resource 
base. Jawahar Rozgar Yojana is the main resource at present. There is indeed a 
potential for raising tax and non-tax resources of Village Panchayats which 
have been inadequately utilized so for. Gram Panchayats are not levying even 
the obligatory tax as assigned to them by the Uttar Pradesh Panchayat Raj Act 
1947. The pradhan, being the head of elected body and having all powers to 
impose taxes, avoids tax collection for fear of unpopularity. Surcharge on land 
revenue was an obligatory tax. Even this tax is not being levied by gram 
panchayats. The Commission recommended that the surcharge on land revenue 
should be collected by the revenue machinery of State Government along with 
the demand for land revenue. It has also recommended that Gram Panchayats 
should be made to levy surcharge on land revenue at the rate of 50 percent of 
land revenue. The Commission has also recommended levying tax on use of 
pump sets and tractors. In this way. Gram Panchayats can grow as 'institutions 
of self-government' because they would become economically sound. 
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(2) Kshetra Panchayats: 
The Uttar Pradesh Kshetra Panchayat and Zila Panchayat Adhiniyam, 
1961 as amended in 1994 stipulates that the state government shall establish for 
each khand (block) a Kshetra Panchayat. It shall consist of all Pradhans of the 
Gram Panchayat in the khand, directly elected members from territorial 
constituencies having a population of 2,000 in the Panchayat area, and 
members of Lok Sabha, Rajya Sabha, Vidhan Sabha and Vidhan Parishad. In 
every Kshetra Panchayat, seat as well as offices of Pramukhs (Chairparsons) 
have been reserved for SCs, STs, and the backward classes in proportion to 
their population in the khand. These seats are to be allotted by rotation to 
different territorial constituencies. One-third of total number of seats, including 
those reserved for SCs, STs, and the backward classes, have been reserved for 
women. In every Kshetra Panchayat shall have a Pramukh (Chairparson), a 
senior up-Pramukh and a junior Up-Pramukh. All the three shall be elected by 
the elected members themselves. The meeting of the Kshetra Panchayat shall 
be held at least once in two months.^ ' The Khand Vikas Adhikari (Block 
Development Officer) shall be the Chief Executive Officer of the Kshetra 
Panchayat (Secto 49). The staff of the block shall be under the control of 
Chief Executive Officer. Significantly, the Chief Executive Officer shall be 
under the general control of the Pramukh. The pramukh has the power to record 
entries in the annual character report of the Chief Executive Officer. This 
provision is very important as it puts bureaucracy under the control or at least 
superintendence of a people's representative.^ ^ Kshetra Panchayats have been 
the hub of rural development since 1952 in Uttar Pradesh. There are 904 
Kshetra panchayats in the state. Section 131-A of Uttar Pradesh Kshetra 
Panchayats and Zila Panchayat Adhiniyam Act 1961 empowers Kshetra 
Panchayats to levy water tax and electricity charges. As Kshetra Panchayats do 
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not provide the service of water either for drinking or for irrigation purpose or 
electricity, there is no question of collecting tax for those purposes.^ ^ 
(3) Zila Panchayat: 
The Zila Panchayat shall comprise of Section 19A (1): (i) directly 
elected members from the territorial constituencies. One member shall 
represent 50,000 populations; (ii) all Pramukh of Kshetra Panchayats in the 
district; (iii) MPs and MLAs whose constituencies from part of the panchayat 
area and (iv) and MLCs whose name is registered as an elector within the Zila 
Panchayat area.*'' 
In every Zila Panchayat, seats are reserved for persons belonging to the 
SCs, STs, and the backward classes in proportion to their population in the 
Panchayat area. One-third of seats including those reserved for SCs, STs, and 
the backward classes are reserved for women. The elected members of the Zila 
Panchayat elect an Adhyaksha (Chairparson) and up-Adhyaksha (deputy 
Chairparson) from amongst themselves. The Zila Panchayat also includes 
members of the Lok Sabha and the State Legislative Assembly representing 
constituencies comprising any part of its area as well as the members of the 
Rajya Sabha and the State Legislative Council who are registered as voters 
within its area.**^  
The Zila Panchayat shall meet at least once in two months. Section 33 
empowers the Zila Panchayat to have general supervision on the activities of 
Kshetra Panchayats and Gram Panchayats and on distribution of work among 
the Panchayat bodies at the three tiers and classification of fairs, festivals, roads 
and cattle markets, etc. As per Section 39(b), Additional District Magistrate 
(Planning) shall be the Mukhya Adhikari of the Zila Panchayat. Section 51 
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empowers the Adhyaksha to exercise control over the Chief Executive Officer 
and other officers as prescribed.^^ 
Zila Panchayat has to play a very crucial role after the implementation 
of report of State Finance Commission. At present there are 83 Zila Panchayat 
in U.P. The State Finance Commission has discussed in detail the tax structure 
of Zila Panchayats and recommended necessary action for improvement in its 
fiscal management.^'' 
Property tax is the only source of income of the Zila Panchayats. It is a 
kind of profession tax in rural areas which is levied on the basis of income. At 
present only 42 Zila Panchayats in the state out of 83 are levying this tax. The 
Commission has recommended that levying of property tax should be made 
obligatory for all the Zila Panchayats. 
Table 1.1 Abstract of Income and Expenditure of Zila Panchayat in UP* 
Rs. in lakhs 
Year 
1992-93 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 
Income and expenditure from own sources 
Income 
Tax 
revenue 
196.87 
273.35 
313.41 
382.69 
Non-tax 
revenue 
1789.64 
2590.19 
3027.57 
3027.05 
Total 
2512.37 
3104.36 
3340.98 
3409.74 
Expenditure 
Office 
establi-
shment 
1657.54 
1841.35 
2299.05 
2619.40 
Others 
811.57 
686.55 
978.03 
812.18 
Total 
2689.27 
2799.03 
3277.08 
3431.58 
Surplus (+) 
Deficit (-) 
(income, 
expenditure) 
-176.90 
305.33 
63.90 
-21.84 
Source: State Finance Commission Report (Panchayati Raj and Urban Local Bodies) 
* The newly created district Ambedkar Nagar and Udham Singh Nagar is include in 
district the information pertaining to Faizabad and Nainital respectively. 
Income and expenditure Zila Panchayats in Uttar Pradesh as shown in 
the Report of the Commission is being given to show their fmancial conditions. 
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The above Table indicates that the income of Zila Panchayats from tax 
revenue in the year 1992 stood at Rs. 196.87 lakhs which increased to Rs. 
382.69 lakhs in 1995-96. This tax revenue is entirely from property tax. The 
receipts from this tax in the total own resources of Zila Panchayats roughly 
constitute about 10 percent. A study of Table-1.1 will show that the total non-
plan expenditure of Zila Panchayats which in 1992-93 stood at Rs. 2689.27 
crores increased to Rs. 3431.58 crores in 1995-96. The commission has 
suggested that there is an imperative need to check the raising expenditure on 
office establishment.^^ 
Today, there are about 3 million elected representatives at all levels of 
the panchayat. These members represent more than 2.4 lakh Gram panchayats, 
about 6,000 intermediate level tiers and more than 500 district panchayats (See 
Table 1.2) Spread over the length and breadth of the country, the new 
panchayats cover about 96 percent of India's more than 5.8 lakh villages and 
nearly 99.6 percent of rural population. This is the largest experiment in 
decentralization of governance in the history of humanity. 
The Constitution visualizes panchayats as institutions of self-
governance. However, giving due consideration to the federal structure of our 
polity, most of the financial powers and authorities to be endowed on 
panchayats have been left at the discretion of concerned state legislatures. 
Consequently, the powers and functions vested in Panchayati Raj Institutions 
very from state to state. These provisions combine representative and direct 
democracy into a synergy and are expected to result in an extension and 
deepening of democracy in India. Hence, Panchayats have journeyed from an 
institution within the culture of India to attain Constitutional status.^' 
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Table 1.2: Number of Panchayati Raj Institutions across States: 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
Name of States 
Andhra Pradesh 
Arunachal Pradesh 
Assam 
Bihar 
Goa 
Gujarat 
Haryana 
Himachal Pradesh 
Jammu $ Kashmir 
Kamataka 
Kerala 
Madhya Pradesh 
Maharashtra 
Manipur 
Meghalaya 
Mizoram 
Nagaland 
Orissa 
Panjab 
Raj as than 
Sikkim 
Tamil Nadu 
Tripura 
Uttar Pradesh 
West Bengal 
Total 
Number of 
Village Level 
Panchayats 
21784 
2012 
2489 
12181 
188 
13547 
5958 
2922 
2683 
5673 
990 
31126 
27611 
2194 
5629 
723 
1200 
5255 
11591 
9184 
159 
12593 
962 
58620 
3314 
240588 
Number of 
Intermediate 
Level 
Panchayats 
1093 
78 
202 
726 
0 
184 
111 
72 
0 
175 
152 
459 
319 
0 
0 
0 
0 
314 
138 
237 
0 
385 
41 
904 
340 
5930 
Number of 
District Level 
Panchayats 
22 
13 
23 
55 
2 
19 
16 
12 
0 
27 
14 
45 
29 
10 
3 
9 
0 
30 
17 
32 
4 
28 
4 
83 
18 
515 
Source: Eleventh Finance Commission Report, Government of India, (2000). 
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Gram Sabha: 
Gram Sabha is an organ of district democracy. Its members are all adult 
residents of the village. It is a statutory body. It is an assembly of the villagers. 
The membership of Gram Sabha varies from state to state ranging from 250 to 
5,000. Gram Sabha is the bottom level body in the Panchayati Raj system and 
even finds a mention in the 73'^ '' constitutional amendment, Article 243(a) it is 
truly the bed- rock of Panchayati Raj. As the Constitution of India says: 'A 
Gram Sabha may exercise such power and perform such functions at the village 
level as the legislature of a state, by law, provide'. 
Article 243(b) states that, 'Gram Sabha' means a body consisting of 
persons registered in the electoral rolls relating to a village comprised within 
the area of the Panchayat at the village level.^ *^  
A Gram Sabha was constituted per thousand rural populations in a 
village or group of villages. In 1955, the Act was amended to establish a Gram 
Sabha as per revenue village with a population of at least 250 and by 1985, 
Uttar Pradesh had 75,060 Village Panchayats. '^ The Gram Sabha shall hold two 
general meetings in each year and the quorum for the meeting will be one-fifth 
of the total number of members. The numbers of members to be allotted to 
each Gaon Panchayat is in accordance with the following pattern.'^ 
Population 
Upto 500 
5000-1000 
1000-2000 
2000-3000 
more than 3000 
Numbers of members 
7 
9 
11 
13 
15 
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There are considerable variations across states in matters like structure, 
jurisdiction, frequently meetings, powers and functions of Gram Sabha (See 
Table-1.3) the frequency of Gram Sabha meetings varies from two mandatory 
meetings to four mandatory meetings per year, with provision for additional 
meetings whenever necessary. As per statutory provisions across states, it is the 
(mandatory) responsibility of the concerned Gram Panchayats that Gram Sabha 
meetings are held at least twice a year. The Gram Panchayat members should 
inform the date, time and venue of the Gram Sabha meeting to community 
members well in advanced. The Chairperson of the Gram Panchayat is 
generally convening the meeting (known variously as Pradhan, Surpanch, 
Mukhiya, and President in different States). The Gram Sabha meeting can take 
place only when the required 'quorum' (10-20 percent) is present. The annual 
budget, proposals for taxation, and all development-related activities are 
supposed to be discussed and finalized in the Gram Sabha meeting. Selection 
of beneficiaries under poverty alleviation (infrastructure development) 
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programmes through the Gram Sabha has been made mandatory. 
The Gram Sabha considers the development programmes, accounts and 
audit report, and programmes for adult education presented by the Gram 
Panchayat. It also performs certain other functions like mobilization of 
voluntary labour and identification of beneficiaries for the implementation of 
development schemes pertaining to the village, including promotion of unity 
and harmony among all sections of the society in the village. 
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Table 1.3: Provisions Relating to Gram Sabha (from State Panchayati Raj 
Acts) 
State 
Andhra 
Pradesh 
Haryana 
Himachal 
Pradesh 
Kerala 
Madhaya 
Pradesh 
Maharasthra 
Orissa 
Rajasthan 
Tamil Nadu 
Uttar Pradesh 
Jurisdiction 
Gram 
Panchayat 
Population>= 
5000part/who 
le village 
Population>l 
000 
Ward 
Village/gram 
Panchayat 
Gram 
Panchayat 
Gram Sasan 
for Grama 
Gram 
panchayat 
Village/gram 
panchayat 
Gram 
panchayat 
Meeting/ 
Annum 
At least 2 
2 
2 
At least 4 
3 monthly 
At least 2 
At least 2 
4andward sabhas 
4 
At least 2 
Quorum 
-
No quorum 
20% 
10%(30%s 
hould for 
women) 
10% 
10% 
10% 
10% 
10% 
20% 
Meeting 
Called by-presided by 
Ex. officer - Surpanch 
Surpanch/ Surpanch 
Gram Sachive 
Pradhan - Pradhan 
President - President 
Sarpanch - Sarpanch 
— 
— 
^ • ^ 
Inspector/ President 
BDO 
Sarpanch - Sarpanch 
Source: Panchayati Raj Institutions, 2000. 
Panchayat Finances: 
The 1995 conference discussed the issue of panchayat finances. A paper 
on panchayat finance prepared by the National Institute of public finance and 
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policy, a think tank based in Delhi was circulated as a part of the agenda to be 
discussed by the conference. State Finance Commission had been entrusted the 
task by the 73 "* Constitutional Amendment Act 1992, recommending measures 
to augment panchayat finances. The Panchayats too were given an equal 
responsibility to work towards achieving financial viability. The Panchayati 
Raj Institutions now possessed extensive revenue powers, access to state's 
taxes, shared finances as grants from the Consolidated Funds of the State. 
Taxes on residential property (house tax^uilding tax), on other properties, 
entertainment taxes, profession taxes, and utilities taxes like on drinking water, 
lighting and drainages were also provided for. However, the returns from these 
taxes was as low as 20 percent of the total income as in case of Gaon 
Panchayats in Andhra Pradesh, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Orissa, Punjab and 
Uttar Pradesh. 
In Uttar Pradesh, as well as states like Andhra Pradesh, Orissa, 
Rajasthan state grants contributed the major part of Panchayati Raj Institutions 
expenditure. Zila Panchayats have been reported to utilize their 'meagre' 
taxation powers, unlike in many other states where Panchayat acts do not 
specify any taxation powers for Zila Panchayats and Kshetra Panchayats. The 
Government of India report on Panchayati Raj Institutions (1978) has earlier 
shown that even when taxation rights were given Panchayat Samities depended 
on cesses and surcharges on taxes like land revenue, entertainment taxes and 
other fees and taxes. In Uttar Pradesh too the taxation powers were very less. In 
Maharashtra, own source constituted four per cent of the total income. The 73*^  
Amendment and its Eleventh Schedule had widened the scope, role and 
functions of Panchayati Raj Institutions with greater financial implications. 
Rural areas provided for lower taxable capacity, tax collection initiative and 
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effort was poor, lower utilization of revenue raising powers constrained the 
efforts to augments the financial resources of panchayats so crucial for 
democratic decentralization. Thus augmentation of the financial resources was 
only possible by more efficiently exploring and expanding the fiscal domain 
provided by the 73"^  Amendment Act, increasing the share of Panchayati Raj 
Institutions in state taxes or putting a cess on them and allowing opportunity of 
flexible tax rate adjustment to rural local bodies. Division of fiscal powers 
between the three layers of Panchayati Raj Institutions was another issue. Gram 
Panchayats had more revenue raising powers owing to their greater functional 
jurisdiction and closeness to people, whereas Zila Panchayats and Panchayat 
Samities relied primarily on state government grants. The latter should be 
provided additional resources in the form of 'shared taxes'. The State Finance 
Commission had discussed several options including those of laying down 
floor rates of taxes/levies so that a basic level of revenue- raising effort was 
ensured, revising the tax rates periodically, shifting the base of property taxes 
to ad valorem and transferring the land revenue on financing land to the Gram 
Panchayats.^^ 
The 74 Constitutional Amendment Act: 
The first urban government in India was set up as early as in 1688, 
berely eighty eight years after the establishment of the East India Company-the 
place of honour being Madras but it can not be said that urban government has 
been a great success in India despite its history of over three years. The reason 
for this primarily lay in the weakened status accorded to the urban government 
in India. The Municipal bodies did not have adequate financial resources at 
their disposal to carry out their tasks. They did not have any assured at will for 
indefinite periods. This meant that election to urban bodies could not be held 
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within a specified time limit in case of super session. There was no regularity 
in the holding of elections. Nor was the relationship between the controlling 
State Government and Municipal bodies put on a firm footing. These 
weaknesses were very well known and from time to time a suggestion was 
made to remedy them by enshrining urban government in the Constitution itself 
through an Amendment. This indeed, has been a long-standing demand in the 
field of Municipal refonn. But the Centra] Government began to show interest 
in this direction only since 1989. The rejuvenation of grassroots government 
became the concern of the Rajiv Gandhi Government since 1989. The Rajiv 
Gandhi Government set the ball rolling by holding widranging consultations 
with the elected members of the municipalities. Three regional sammelans 
(conferences) were held at Bangalore, Cattuck and Delhi during June 1989. 
Separate discussions were held with Chief Secretaries, Ministers for local self-
government and Chief Ministers. The theme of an appropriate Constitutional 
Amendment to provide a Constitutional base to Municipal Government was 
discussed in the Consultative Committee of Parliament relating to the ministry 
of urban development. On the basis of these long discussions, the Rajiv Gandhi 
government introduced the 64"' Constitutional Amendment Bill in the 
Parliament in August 1989. The Bill passed by the Lok Sabha (Lower House) 
but not by the Rajya Sabha (Upper House) and thus it fell. The succeeding 
National Front Government under V.P. Singh introduced a revised Bill, namely 
the 74"' Constitutional Amendment Bill 1990, incorporating the provisions 
relating to Panchayats (rural local government) as well as Municipalities. This 
was done in September 1990. The bill, however, lapsed on account of the 
dissolution of the then Lok Sabha. Later the 73'"'^  Constitutional Amendment 
Bill 1991, relating to Municipalities was introduced in the Lok Sabha on 16 
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September, 1991. The Constitutional 74"^  Amendment Bill was passed by both 
the Houses of the Parliament on 22"'* and 23"* December, 1992 respectively. 
The President gave his assent on 20* April, 1993. These come into force from 
24"^  April, 1993. After this long journey of about 4 years, the Urban Local 
Governments have become the part of the Constitution through 74 
Amendment Act 1992. The 74*'' Constitutional Amendment Act has introduced 
a new Part IX-A ( consisting Article 243P to 243 ZG ) relating to urban local 
bodies has been inserted in the Constitution of India.^ ^ 
This part deals with matters pertaining to the Municipalities such as 
structure and composition of Municipalities, reservation of seats, election of 
municipalities, their powers and functions, finances, planning at the district and 
metropolitan levels and some miscellaneous provisions. The Amendment had 
the objectives of placing more powers in the hand of the people, enhancing 
their capabilities to involve themselves in the process of planning at village 
level decentralizing execution of all developmental activities and orienting 
development administration towards people's participation. The main 
characteristics of the 74* Constitutional Amendment Act are: 
1. The Act provides for three categories of urban areas, Nagar Panchayats 
for a transitional area which is turning from a rural to an urban area, a 
Municipal Council for a smaller urban areas; and a Municipal Corporation 
for a larger urban area, decided on the basis of population of the area, the 
density of the population in that area, income and percentage of 
employment in non-agricultural activities by the Governor of the state. 
The term of Municipalities shall be five years. 
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2. Wards Committee for one or more wards with a population of three lakhs 
or more. Elected members of the wards in the area shall be members of 
the committee and amongst them they will elect their Chairman. 
3. Reservation of seats in Municipal bodies for SC and ST in proportion to 
their population to total population in Municipal area. Out of these seats 
one-third shall be reserved for SC/ST and Women. These reserved seats 
will rotate among the various constituencies in Municipality. 
4. One -third of total number of seats shall be reserved for women (including 
the number of seats reserved for SC/ST and women) and for election 
purposes these seats will rotate among the different constituencies in a 
Municipality. 
5. A State Eilection Commission for the superintendence, direction, control 
and mandatory periodic elections every five years for Municipal bodies. 
6. State Legislatures, for sound financial positions of Municipal bodies may 
authorize them to levy, collect and appropriate taxes, duties, toll fees and 
grants-in-aid from the Consolidated Fund of the State. 
7. A Finance Commission to review the finances of the Municipalities and 
recommend principles on the basis of which funds should be distributed to 
them. 
8. The State Government would decide the procedure of maintenance of 
accounts and audit of such accounts. 
9. District Planning Committee, for consolidation of plans prepared by 
panchayats and municipalities in the district and preparation of district 
plans as a whole, has been created by the Act. Four-fifths members of the 
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committee shall be elected members of the panchayats of the district level 
and of the municipalities in the district in proportion to their population. 
10. For Metropolitan area a Metropolitan Planning Committee has been 
created for the preparation of development plans. 
11. The State Governments would also devolve power to the municipalities to 
prepare plans for economic development and social justice. Significantly, 
a whole new Schedule called Twelfth Schedule has been added to the 
Constitution containing functional areas. The Schedule contains 18 items 
mentioning many fiinctions for the Municipalities. 
Some of the Provisions of the lA^ Amendment Act are good, such as 
regular elections for Municipal bodies after expiry of their terms, making 
Municipal bodies financially viable involving Municipal bodies into micro 
level planning and creation of a District Planning Committee for their elections 
and appointment of Finance Commission for distribution of finances between 
the State and Municipalities, all these are welcome provisions. Now the Act 
provides three types of Municipalities: ^^  
(1) Nagar Panchayats: 
A Nagar Panchayat constituted for a transitional area. Such an area is 
basically rural in character, which over a period of time would develop urban 
characteristics. Such an urban local body would have to perform both rural and 
urban functions. Nagar Panchayats even now exist in some states and have 
been found to function satisfactorily. The population of such an area is five 
thousand or more but is less than fifteen thousands and the revenue generated 
from tax and other sources exceeds such amount per capita per annum as may 
be specified by the Government from time to time. Every Nagar Panchayat is a 
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body corporate and has a perpectual succession and a common seal with power 
to acquire, hold or dispose off properties, and may sue and be sued. A Nagar 
panchayat shall consist of such member of elected members, not less than nine 
and more than fifteen, as the Government, may, by rules determine, the 
members of the Legislative Assembly representing in constituencies 
comprising the transitional area or any part thereof, two members to be 
nominated by the Government from amongst the persons having special 
knowledge or experience in municipal administration. The nominated members 
shall not have the right to vote in the meeting of the Nagar Panchayats. The 
term of panchayat shall be of five years. 
Out of the total number of seats in the Nagar Panchayat to be filled by 
direct election, seats for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes shall be 
reserved in the same proportion of the total number of seats to be filled by 
direct election in the Nagar Panchayat as the population of Scheduled Castes, 
Scheduled Tribes bears to the total population of that area and such seats shall 
be allotted by rotation to different wards in the area: one-third of total number 
of reserved seats of SCs /STs shall be reserved for women belonging to the 
scheduled castes. Further one-third of the total seats to be filled by direct 
election shall be reserved for women (including the number of seats reserved 
for women belonging to the scheduled castes/scheduled tribes). It is opfional 
for the government to reserve seats for the backward classes also.^ ^ 
It shall be the duty of Nagar Panchayat to consider all periodical 
statements of the receipts and disbursements and all progress reports and pass 
such resolution thereon as it may think fit. It may, at any time, require the 
Executive Officer to produce any records, correspondence, plan or other 
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documents and to furnish any return, plan, estimate and accounts statistics 
relating to the administration of Nagar Panchayat. 
Every Nagar Panchayat shall perform obligatory fimctions of water 
supply, drainage, scavenging of streets, street lighting. Prevention of diseases 
etc. and discretionary functions of providing primary education, organization 
and management of fairs, bathing places, planning for social and economic 
development subject to financial resources at its disposal. 
(2) Municipal Council: 
There are at present over 1,754 Municipal Councils in India. There is 
being no state without such bodies. There are 195 Municipal Councils in UP. 
The actual number, in a particular state, ofcource, dependence upon a number 
of factors such as the size of the state, size of urbanization, density of 
population, etc. In U.P., a Municipal Council can be established in a city 
having a population of 20,000 with an annual income of Rs.40, 000. The 
members of Legislative Assembly of the State representing constituencies 
comprising the smaller urban area or any part, thereof as ex-officio members 
and not more than there members to be nominated by the government from 
among the persons having special knowledge or experiences in Municipal 
administration. The nominated members however, shall not have the right to 
vote in the meetings of the Municipal Council. Elections are held in accordance 
with Municipal election rules. The whole Municipal area is divided into as 
many wards as there may be the number of councilors to be elected. The 
president of a Municipal Council is much more powerful than the mayor of a 
corporation, although the latter appears to have greater 'pomp and glory'. 
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Functions: 
The Municipal Councils are set up under the Municipal Acts, which also 
make provision for the conduct of their business. The Municipal Council can 
set up standing committees and other committees to assist it in the performance 
of its functions. The tenure of the Municipal Council varies from 3 to 5 years. 
The Municipal Council performs a number of civic functions, which are 
classified as obligatory and discretionary. 
(3) Municipal Corporations: 
There are 11 Municipal Corporationas in Uttar Pradesh i.e., Kanpur, 
Agra, Varanasi, Allahabad, Meerut, Bareilly Gorakhpur, Aligarh, Moradabad, 
Ghaziabad and Lucknow. A mayor heads a Corporation. Municipal 
Corporation is the topmost urban local government in the sense that the 
Municipal Corporation as an institution is more respectable and enjoys a 
greater measure of autonomy than other forms of local government. A 
corporation is set up under a special statue passed by state legislature and is 
generally under the control of state governments, though they enjoy a 
considerable measure of autonomy. Corporation was first established in the 
three presidency towns of Bombay, Calcutta and Madras. They were 
established under special acts of British Parliament. Later many corporations 
were established either by an act of Parliament or an act of state legislature. A 
corporation was set up in Delhi by the Parliament in 1958. 
The Corporation from of urban government is meant especially for 
biggar towns where civil problems acquire a high degree of complexity. As 
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expected, corporations very considerably both in terms of population and the 
resources. The Rural Urban Relationship Committee (1966) recommended "A 
Corporation from of government only for cities which have a population of not 
less than 5 lakhs and annual income of not less than one crore of rupess."Such 
qualificating tests as those of population cum-revenue appear to be rather too 
rigid and cannot become exclusive criteria for the conversion of a municipality 
into a corporation. 
A Municipal Corporation consists of Councilor and Mayor who 
exercise deliberative functions. The executive functions are performed by a 
Commissioner who is an appointed by the State Government and enjoys 
indepependent statutory authority. He is appointed by the State Government 
and enjoys independent statutory authority. He is an official executive. The 
political executive is known as a Mayor. The mayor is elected for five year & 
may be re-elected. The Mayor presides over the meetings of the corporation 
and guides the deliberations. There are two types of functions carried out by 
Municipal Cori)orations. One group of functions is stipulated by law ad the 
authority is obliged to carry them out. These may be studied as the obligatory 
functions. The other group consists of functions which Corporation may 
perform whole it has adequate finances. These are called optional or 
discretionary functions.'°° 
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Table 1.4: Number of Urban Local Bodies by States as on Jul} 
S. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
States 
Andhara Pradesh 
Arunachal Pradesh 
Assam 
Bihar 
Chhattisgarh 
Goa 
Gujarat 
Haryana 
Himachal Pradesh 
Jammu&Kashmir 
Jharkhand 
Karnataka 
Kerala 
Madhya Pradesh 
Maharashtra 
Manipur 
Meghalaya 
Mizoram 
Nagaland 
Orissa 
Panjab 
Rajasthan 
Sikkim 
Tamil Nadu 
Tripura 
Uttar Pradesh 
Uttaranchal 
West Bengal 
Total 
Municipal 
Corporations 
7 
Mimicipal 
Councils 
109 
ULBs do not exist. 
1 
5 
10 
NA 
7 
1 
1 
2 
1 
6 
5 
14 
16 
9 
NA 
28 
37 
28 
13 
142 
21 
20 
6 
20 
41 
53 
86 
228 
9 
6 
NA ULBs do not exist 
NA 
2 
4 
3 
NA 
33 
98 
11 
ULBs do not exist. 
6 
NA 
11 
1 
6 
109 
102 
1 
195 
31 
114 
1432 
Nagar 
Panchayat 
1 
54 
117 
71 
NA 
NA 
46 
28 
61 
22 
175 
NA 
236 
NA 
19 
NA 
9 
68 
32 
169 
611 
12 
417 
31 
3 
2182 
2004 
Total 
117 
83 
159 
109 
13 
13 
68 
49 
69 
43 
222 
58 
336 
244 
28 
6 
9 
103 
134 
183 
719 
13 
623 
63 
123 
3723 
Urban 
Population 
(in crore) 
2.08 
0.34 
0.87 
0.42 
0.07 
0.07 
0.61 
0.06 
0.25 
0.60 
1.80 
0.83 
1.60 
4.11 
0.06 
0.05 
0.03 
0.55 
0.34 
1.32 
2.75 
0.05 
3.45 
0.22 
2.24 
28.61 
Source: State Government and census of India, 2001 
Notes: NA means not applicable 
ULBs: means Urban Local Bodies 
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Chapter -II 
Women and Panchayat before TS*^** Amendment Act,, > 
Local Self-Govemments have existed in India since ages. Grassroots 
democracy and values are important for society to mature and progress. In 
India the Local Self-Govemments have been able to democratize the society 
and help develop leadership. However, it is a historical fact that women have 
always remained margninalised in these institutions of governance. In the early 
stages, a few women were nominated but they hardly had any role to play. 
Even though the country made progress in various spheres, the participation of 
women in governance and decision-making remained a major area of concern. 
The 73'"'^  and 74"' Amendment Act paved the way for women's participation in 
local bodies. Unless women participate actively in these institutions, the gender 
bias in decision-making will continue to be there and women will be 
discriminated. The development plans are also lopsided as issues concerning 
women are not addressed. Therefore, it is important that adequate measures are 
adopted to ensure that women take active part in local level institutions. 
To understand the level of women's participation in local governance in 
India, However, it is necessary to evaluate the extent of their participation 
during different time periods.' 
Women in Colonial Period: 
The initial legislation on panchayats in colonial period considered only 
the male residents who paid rent, land revenue or tax or had stipulated annual 
income were eligible to contest elections. In keeping with the then dominant 
ideology, women were neither voters nor candidates for the Panchayat 
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elections even where these bodies had elected members. Thus, for instance, the 
Central Province Village Panchayat Act 1920, spoke of the Deputy 
Commissioner making an enquiry into the desirability of establishing a 
panchayat and then taking action for its establishment 'on an application made 
to him by the District Council or by not less than 20 adult male residents of a 
village or group of villages'. The 'Panches' would also be elected from the 
male owners of houses and proprietors or tenants permanent resident in a 
village of the panchayat circle. The word male was deleted only by an 
amendment in 1934.^  Similarly, the Holkar State (a Princely State which is now 
part of the State of Madhya Pradesh) Panchayat Act of 1928 spoke of the 
panchayat's establishment by the Subha (Collector) on his own or on the 
application by not less than 20 adult male residents of a village/group of 
villages and only they were entitled to elect the panches. Later this State's 
Gram Panchayat Act of 1946 included eligibility for voting by every adult male 
resident and adult female resident who were literate and holding immovable 
properties.'' 
The Bombay Village Panchayat Act 1920, categorically stipulated that 
no person could became an elected member who was a female and that the 
election was to be held in each village by the adult male residents at a meeting 
presided over by the Assistant or Deputy Collector. In Uttar Pradesh Act of 
1920 the panches as well as the Surpanch were to be appointed by the 
Collector. Hence, there was no reference to male/female eligibility to vote or to 
contest elections.'* 
In the colonial period, the question of representation of different 
population groups, in panchayats was not considered. The issue remained only 
of introducing or increasing the number cf elected members. The question of 
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even getting the request from a local area for setting up village panchayats was 
limited to resident males. This reflected the prevalent ideology, which did not 
address the question of female voters or female elected representatives.^ 
Women's representation in panchayats has been finally included at one-
third of membership and Chairperson's position after a long journey in colonial 
and post-colonial period. In the first official initiative for constituting statutory 
village panchayats the question of women's representation was not even raised. 
Even on the subject of women's franchise at other levels, the Joint Select 
Committee of British Parliament in its first report on the Bill for the 
Government of India Act 1919 endorsed the recommendations of the Franchise 
Committee and said "the question whether women should or should not be 
admitted to the franchise on the same terms as men should be left to the newly 
elected legislative council of each province to settle by resolution. It seems to 
them to go deep into the social system and susceptibilities of India, and, 
therefore, to be a question which can only, with any prudence, be settled in 
accordance with the wishes of Indian themselves as constitutionally 
expressed".^ Hence, the Government of India Act 1919 provided that "if the 
Legislative Council in any province passed a resolution in favour of women's 
franchise, they should be put in the electoral register of those Provinces".' 
The entire Governors' Provinces led by Madras availed of the power to 
pass a resolution and to extend franchise to women. The statutory rules made 
under the Act of 1919 did not make women eligible for appointment as 
members of the legislative councils. The law was modified only later and 
powers were given to the Councils to pass resolutions to allow qualified 
women to become members by election or nomination. Even when women got 
limited franchise for elections to the provincial legislatures, it was subject to 
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conditions of property and educational qualifications, and was also extended to 
widows but only if these conditions were fulfilled in the case of their 
husbands.^ 
In the first set of Panchayat Act of 1920s' in the then provinces and 
princely states women did not figure as representatives or even as voters. In 
accordance with the then prevalent ideology they were not even considered for 
specific attention. Infact, panchayat legislation in same provinces specifically 
excluded them and the creafion of Panchayats was also voluntary and 
discretionary. 
In the Uttar Pradesh Village Panchayat Raj Act 1920 the panchas as well 
as surpanch were to be appointed by the collector. Hence there was no 
reference to male/female eligibility to vote or to contest elections. The Bombay 
Village Panchayat Act 1920 categorically stipulated that no person may 
become an elected member who is a female and election was to be held in each 
village by the adult male residents therein at a meeting presided over by the 
Assistant or Deputy Collector. Even as late as 1946, in the debate on the 
Central Provinces and Berar Panchayats Bill 1946 in the then Central Province 
legislature, an ML A Abdul Razzak Khan moved an amendment that the 
Panchas appointed shall include a Muslim, a Harijans and a Woman. In case 
the Panchas so elected do not include a Muslim, a Harijans and a Women, the 
total number of Panchas of a Gram Panchayat shall be increased by nomination 
by the Provincial Government of a Muslim, Harijans and a Women, as far as 
may be from among those persons whose names are on the electoral roll of the 
Gram Panchayat area. The Minister replied opposing it and said that as for as 
women were concerned, when he presented the Municipal Bill in 1938 such a 
Provision was made but the women member from Berar, had opposed and said 
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that she wanted that no such reservation may be made for women. They would 
like to come themselves on the basis of their service. In the House there were 
three women but none of them had proposed separate reservation for them in 
the Gram Panchayats. The member countered that the three leaders could not 
be said to be the representatives of their whole sex in all the sections of the 
Indian community. However, the Amendment was not accepted. In 
Independent India the question of women's limited representation or rather 
token representation came up for consideration at the national and state levels 
from time to time. ^ 
The Constitution of India 1950 guaranteed to all women the right to 
equality and political participation through adult franchise. The efforts of 
women during national freedom struggle and Gandhiji's role in mobilizing 
them played a crucial role. Article 15 of the Constitution prohibits 
discrimination inter-alia on grounds of sex and Article 15(3) enacts that 
nothing in Article 15 shall prevent the state from making any special provision 
for women and children. From this it follows that while there can be no 
discrimination in general on the ground of sex, special provisions in case of 
women and children are permissible.'" 
The provisions of Article 15 (3) regarding positive discrimination in 
favour of women and children were added later to the constitution through the 
first Constitutional Amendment in the early fifties. A judicial verdict of 1951 
had pronounced preferential treatment to weaker sections as discriminatory. 
The Constitutional Amendment was then carried out to enable the government 
to introduce special measures for the upliftment of women. In other words, it 
was accepted that women historically are in disadvantaged position could not 
be converted to one of equality with men purely through the constitutional-
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legal framework. Positive discrimination, affirmative action, special schemes, 
programmes, resources, all had to be added to strengthen and provide ballast to 
the legal framework of gender equality. From this it follows that while there 
can be no discrimination in general on the ground of sex, special provisions in 
the case of women and children are permissible. However, the constitutional 
equality for women and also the provision of affirmative action could not be 
translated significantly into action in all these years of India's independence. 
The Constitution of India has granted 'women equal rights' (Articles 14, 
15 and 16), but in reality these rights have no meaning because their voice is 
hardly given any weightage. This is definitely due to their poor representation 
in the legislative bodies. Also, in India, where kinship pattern plays an 
important role, women get opportunities to occupy the positions of power 
through familial heritage. Certain families are politically active and the 
members of these families/ men and women have better opportunities for 
political positions. A considerable number of women, who occupy political 
position, have not worked their way up in the political system with background 
work among the people, but have benefited from political positioning of the 
family at different levels, because of their contacts with persons in positions of 
power and influence. The Charter of the United Nations throws light on its 
aims and objectives and affirms faith in the 'equal rights of man and women'.'^ 
In Independent India the Constitution, after guaranteeing equality to 
women in all spheres, left their political representation to their own 
willingness, opportunity and support even while providing for reservations for 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes in Parliament and State Legislatures 
(in their lower houses). As for as the panchayats are concerned, the 
Constitution only provided in Article 40 that "the State shall take steps to 
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organize village panchayats and endow them with such powers and authority as 
may be necessary to enable them to function as units of self governments".'^ 
The post-independence period in the country has witnessed an influx of 
laws for the welfare of women. Even the Constitution prescribes special 
provision for the benefit of women and the Directive Principle of State Policy 
enumerative special provisions for the welfare of women and for the 
importance in their social and economic status. The recent 73 and 74 
Constitutional Amendment Acts making mandatory one-third representation to 
women in local self-government rural as well as urban are expected as a good 
beginning in the right direction. It is expected to yield much more in the days to 
come. 
While we have the forward-looking Constitution and host of legislative 
measures that have a bearing on women's rights, the social situation is 
backward looking. Due to high illiteracy among women coupled with 
ignorance, orthodoxy and belief, there is lack of awareness among women of 
basic provisions of constitutional safeguards and legislative enactments. They 
continue to suffer under the yoke of a traditional and conservative society.''* 
The question of representation was left to the state legislatures. 
However, in accordance with the prevailing practice of national level 
consultation, deliberation and consensus which was to be then reflected in the 
states' legislation, the subject was discussed in various fora at the national 
level. Thus, the Central Council of local government in its third meeting held in 
Srinagar in 1957 recorded that the elected representatives, about 20 in number 
in each block panchayat, "will co-opt two women who are interested in work 
among women and children".'^ It was at the same time that the Balwant Rai 
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Mehta study team was making a similar recommendation in its report. It thus 
obviously reflected the dominant view which saw no need to reverse the 
continued marginality of women's representation in panchayats. This view 
continued to prevail for a long time. "Panchayat to be a real representative 
body of the people should have women as about half the number of members. 
But till we reach the stage", the fourth meeting of the Central Council of local 
self-government in 1958 noted, "It is imperative that we ensure adequate 
representation of women, on the panchayats. Some states have reserved one 
seat for women but, in practice, it is found that a solitary woman is unable to 
express herself freely on the aspects touching women's life in the villages. It is 
therefore; felt that at least two seats must be reserved for women. Some states 
are revising their legislation and incorporating reservation of at least two seats 
for women. This step would go far in enabling panchayat to assess total needs 
of village development from a fuller angle".'^ 
It is suiprising that with the realization of the inadequacy of one woman 
representative, the Council could visualize the need of only two women 
representatives. The proceedings referred to women as a neglected sector along 
with SC/ST. For the latter the recommendation was for review of reservation in 
all states, adequate representation by reservation of necessary seats depending 
upon their population in a given panchayat area and irrespective of population, 
to reserve at least one seat for this set of people. For women, the 
recommendation was limited only to this token of one or two. Women's 
representation in the PRIs and their presence at decision- making levels is 
marginal.''' 
During the period immediately after independence Raj Kumari Amrit 
Kaur was the only female, who had some say in the Panchayati Raj system. 
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Due to her efforts, in the First Five Year Plan Panchayats as such was defined 
and rural development programme was undertaken in stages. This was the first 
step towards Community Development Programme to bring all round 
improvement in rural India.'^ The ambitious objective of this venture was, in 
the words of S. Gopal, the biographer of Pandit Nehru, 'to change the whole 
face of rural India and to raise the level of vast majority of our population'. In 
Nehru's own words, 'I will not rest content unless everyman, women and child 
in this country has a fair deal and attains a minimum standard of living'. Within 
a few years of the start of the Community Development initiative, a women's 
'component' was started as an integral part of the programme. The government 
kept on adding various activities from time to time to help the rural women. 
They include nutrition education, food production, feeding of pre-school 
children, Mahila Mandals and nutrition to pregnant and nursing mothers. The 
stress was on increasing the skills and knowledge base of these women within 
the families. The planners saw 'home science, food storage and preparation, 
child welfare, food processing, environment education, sanitation, etc., as 
important subjects for women because they were responsible for the welfare of 
the household members.'^ 
The desired results could not be achieved within the First Five Year Plan 
at the village and community level. Therefore, on 16'*' January 1957, the 
Planning Commission of India appointed a committee under the Chairmanship 
of Balwant Rai Mehta. The committee submitted its report on 24* November 
1958. The committee made for reaching recommendations in the direction of 
democratic decentralization and rural reconstruction. The committee 
recommended the creation of a 'three tier system' of Panchayati Raj 
Institutions to execute rural development programmes through people's 
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participation did not consider women's participation as an issue of considerable 
significance. Infact, its genesis and terms of reference gave it no scope to 
consider the question seriously. The committee, however, considered the 
conditions of rural women at length, and argued that they should be assisted to 
find ways to increase their incomes and improve the conditions of their 
children. In fact, a section of the report deals with the measures to be taken in 
this regard. The efforts should be, according to the committee, in the direction 
of designing smokeless 'ChuUhas', providing for personal and environmental 
cleanliness, taking care of the cattle, developing kitchen gardens, learning 
poultry keeping, training in the elementary use of thread and needle so that 
women could mend clothes for the family and organizing cooking classes. In 
the opinion of the committee, appointment of separate staff that should include 
women social extension officers and gram sevikas is very much needed for 
carrying out the phased welfare programmes meant for women. The 
committee was particular that women should find representation in the rural 
political institutions. Hence it recommended the cooperafion of women 
members to the Panchayati Raj Institutions. ^^  
It had also recommended for the appointment of Gram Sevikas and 
Women Social Extension Officers to facilitate effective implementation of 
women's welfare programmes and co-option of two women in the panchayat 
bodies at the block and district levels. It seemed to have considered the 
women's participation in Panchayat primarily for implementation of women 
and children development programmes. They were interested in making 
improvement of the housekeeping functions of the women. Clearly they had 
taken a conservafive attitude to women. Women as participants in the decision-
making process did not draw adequate attention of the committee. 
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Following the recommendations of the committees, women joined 
panchayats in the same status as co-opted of two members 'who are interested 
in work among women and children' by the 20 or so elected members of the 
Block Level Panchayat Samiti, it also suggested similar co-option in the village 
panchayat. It thus reflected the almost universal tokenism in respect of 
women's representation in Panchayats. But the result was not encouraging. 
The co-option as a principle is highly objectionable in theory as it smacks of 
protectionism based on the view of women as being weak and incapable of 
fighting elections. In practice, it resulted in sheer patronage of dominant socio-
economic and political groups and co-opted women owed allegiance to them. 
They had no political experience. They failed to actively participate in the 
proceedings of Panchayats. They were neither able to play an important role in 
the decision-making process in general nor in matters pertaining to women and 
children. Women's representation becomes one of what may be called 
tokenism.^'' 
The State Acts in 1950s and 1960s reflected this ideology and 
consensus. This reflected in different state laws which either just provided for a 
grudging reservation of two seats or co-option/ nomination of up to two 
women, if no women came through election.^ ^ Thus, while discussing the 
welfare of women and weaker sections, the study team on the position of Gram 
Sabha recommended that in order to secure participation of the women 
members of the Gram Sabha (a) two women members should be co-opted on 
the village panchayat (in case no women members were duly elected) and (b) 
the issues concerning the women folk of the village should be discussed in a 
Mahila Mandal meeting proceeding the Gram Sabha meeting, so that the 
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women members could put forward their views in a more effective manner. 
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This too did not go beyond a recommendation for a token representation to 
women. 
The Uttar Pradesh Kshetra Samiti and Zila Parishads Act 1961 provided 
for co-option of so many women as would make their number five in all if the 
number of women amongst the members co-opted as interested in planning and 
development was less than five.^^ 
By 1961 the various states had setup three-tier system. Mehta 
Committees recommendations enabled women to have a role in Gram 
Panchayats as there was a provision for entrance of two women on co-option in 
ail the three-tiers of panchayats who would look after the welfare of women 
and children. Whereas, Uttar Pradesh opted for the three- tier system but did 
not provide for co-option of women; many other states as Haryana while 
accepting the Committees recommendations, later neglected the co-option of 
women. The State in which it was followed in total, the co-opted women 
members happened to be family members and relatives of the rural elite. Also, 
the co-opted women had very little powers and say in the everyday functioning 
of panchayats. On the top of that these women many a times did not participate 
in the proceedings and remained absentee co-opted members. Still, this can be 
said to be the beginning when women's role in the Panchayati Raj was 
recognized. Besides this, the universal suffrage too had been a landmark as it 
enabled each citizen irrespective of sex to participate fully and contributed 
efficiently in the administrative matters at the grass-root level of Indian 
polity.^^ 
Up to 1970 this was reflected in all the state laws expect those which did 
not provide even for this token representation. Therefore, in many parts of 
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India women were recruited into panchayats by co-option rather than election 
and their representation became one of mere tokenism.^^ 
The demand for greater representation of women in political institutions 
in India was not taken up in a systematic way until the Committee on the Status 
of Women in India (CSWI) published its report 'Towards Equality' in 1974. It 
highlights the absence of a serious political and social motivation that has 
contributed to lack of political conscious and political participation among the 
Indian women. Before this the focus of the growing women's movement was 
on improving women's socio-economic position. The Committee on the Status 
of Women in India report suggested that women's representation in political 
institutions, especially at the grass-roots level, needed to be increased through a 
policy of reservation of seats for women, keeping in view the ineffectiveness of 
the token representation of women in panchayats. 
It was conceived as a transitional measure to break through the 
traditional attitudes that inhibited most women in articulating their problems or 
participating actively in the local bodies. Like other members of panchayats, 
women would be directly elected to these bodies, and should have the right to 
send their representatives to the Panchayat Samitis and Zila Parishad. To 
ensure viable relationship between existing Gram Panchayat and the proposed 
women's panchayats the chairman and secretary of both these bodies should be 
ex-officio members.^' 
In 1977, the Janta Government at the centre, which was committed to 
decentralization of power and authority, appointed a National Committee on 
Panchayati Raj Institutions, headed by Ashok Mehta. When the Ashok Mehta 
Committee reviewed the Panchayati Raj system in 1978, it also continued 
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women's token representation but it suggested that if no women were elected 
two women who would get the highest number of votes in Zila Parishad 
elections should become members. In the event of no women coming forward 
for election, two women might be co-opted. Similar recommendation was made 
for the Mandal Panchayat to be constituted for a group of villages as the first of 
the two- tier panchayat structure.^^ 
It laid special emphasis on the need to recognizing and strengthening 
women's constructive decision-making and managerial roles in panchayats. 
committee recommended reservation of two seats for women in panchayats and 
co-opt women, in case they did not come through elections.''^ 
The committee had also felt the need for an institutional arrangement in 
the form of a committee with all women members of the Mandal Panchayat 
represented on it. It would ensure that decisions were taken by women 
themselves on priorities and choices in welfare and development programmes 
specifically meant for women and children. The committee recommended the 
promotion of women's role in rural industrialization as a means of providing 
employment for women. It laid stress on effective organization of Mahila 
Mandals as important component in the rural development programmes. 
The Committee suggested that arrangements should be made to 
ensure financial assistance to women and to facilitate and promote self-
employment. It also felt that rural women should have full access to 
development resources and services and pointed out that the motivational and 
promotional role of Panchayati Raj will be crucial in this area. The body also 
recommended that a committee with all the women members of the Mandal 
Panchayats represented on it should be formed so that decisions are made by 
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women members themselves on priorities and choice in welfare and 
development programmes meant for women and children. The committee 
considered women as the 'most important part of our population' and felt that 
women should not become losers in the process of development.^^ 
Thus, Ashok Mehta Committee had acknowledged the need for 
associating women with the process of decision making, but could not give a 
clear direction. This had resulted in a cumbersome proposal about the 
participation of women in panchayats. But the fact remains that it set the ball 
rolling.^^ 
At the time of Ashok Mehta Committee in 1977 women's representation 
in Panchayati Raj Institutions was very low which shown in Table 2.2, and it 
should be noted that in most cases women entered the local bodies not through 
elections but by co-option or nomination. ^^  
Thus, the period 1975 to 1985 was observed as the International Decade 
for women wherein innumerable laws, ordinance and measures for the benefit 
of women were adopted. However, despite all this the plight of Indian women 
is not very happy. 
In the decade of 1980's a number of developments particularly, the 
movements and struggles during the emergency and post emergency period led 
to more debates on women's issues and renewed activity in favour of women. 
These included an increased focus on women in development in the Sixth and 
Seventh Five Years Plan, the National Perspective Plan for women and the 
alternative perspective plan offered by women's movement. The dominant 
discourse, however, continued to be 'women in development' and initiatives 
were developed to increase women's presence in decision-making structures. 
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at least up to some levels. The National Perspective Plan and the state 
sponsored national/regional conferences on panchayats/panchayats and weaker 
sections/women advocated the strategy of reservation for women including in 
the panchayats.^ ^ 
The protagonists of reservation for women argue that the male-
dominated political system refuses to provide space for women and this will 
help remove imbalances and lead to social mobilizations of women. The 
antagonists, on the contrary, are apprehensive about the outcome of such 
reservation policies. Reservation for women as chairpersons is the biggest 
irritant as it undercuts the power and privileges of upper castes/class males 
dominating the rural power structure. However, the reasons for providing 
representation to women are based on several assumptions. These include: 
1. Shared perception of justice, deprivation and oppression, 
2. Shared experience of Marginalizatuionvis-a-vis the power structure. 
3. Collective empowerment through representation and democratic process 
will give them voice, feeling of solidarity and democratic politics. 
4. With regular elections and constitutionally mandated panchayats, 
permutations will change and issue oriented groupings or interest group 
will emerge. 
5. Alternative action will build critical wars of local leadership from such 
groups who will be active participants in the strategic decisions process. 
Reservation per se, of course, does not create egalitarianism but gives 
these sections a share of participation. Social change never occurs without 
conflict of ideas and interests and without the active participation of those 
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excluded from the decision making process. Along the same lines reservation 
by itself may not lead to effective participation. However, this opportunity can 
be used for political training and mobilization which form the basis of 
collectivist common interest and common development.'*^ 
With a view to improve the role and status of women in India, the 
National Perspective Plan for women 1988-2000 A.D., clearly recommended 
30 percent reservation of seats in favour of women at Village Panchayat to Zila 
Panchayat level and at the municipal bodies. It took nearly 40 years for women 
to find political representation in the formal political institutions.'*' 
The National Perspective Plan for Women also discussed the theme of 
political participation and the issue of under-representation of women at all 
levels. Drawing from the experiences of the states, which had introduced a 
quota for women in Panchayats and Municipal Bodies; it recommended 30 
percent reservation for women in local bodies with a higher representation of 
dalits/tribals and women of weaker sections. An earlier draft of this plan 
suggested that in the initial years, seats could be filled by nomination or co-
option. A critique of the National Perspective Plan by the women's movement 
called it 'subversive of the constitution' and recommended that 30 percent 
reservation for women should be ensured through the election process 
(Government of India 1998).''^  
The committee also felt that all members of panchayats and other 
executive bodies must be trained and empowered to exercise their authority. It 
further suggested that massive conscientization programme for women in 
general must be taken up and modules designed for this purpose should 
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adequately deal with social and economic constraints which restrict their 
participation or inhibit articulation of their interest/^ 
The 64" Constitutional Amendment Bill, which was aimed at 
strengthening and revitalizing the Panchayati Raj Institutions, was introduced 
in the Lok Sabha on 15 May, 1989 the then Prime Minister late Mr. Rajiv 
Gandhi. It must have been for the first time in the world that a Prime Minister 
proposed a Constitutional Amendment on a subject of local self-government in 
a federal democracy. The special feature of the Bill was that of reservation of 
seats for the scheduled castes and scheduled tribes and also 30 percent 
reservation for women.'*'' 
These were to be allotted by rotation to different constituencies as was 
also stipulated in the earlier bill but there was no reference in this bill even to a 
possible reservation in chairpersons' positions. In spite of putting so much 
effort on the bill it was defeated in the Rajya Sabha by two votes. When the 
congress party came to power after the elections of 1991, a new Amendment 
bill was introduce which finally became the IV^ Constitufion Amendment 
Act.''^  
A predominantly liberal conception of democracy is a "fair procedure 
for political decision-making, if each citizen is given an equal opportunity by 
the procedural rules to cast his/her vote in election".''^ A democracy will fail in 
its objective if a vast member of citizens (women) lack equal opportunity to 
participate in the governmental decision making process. They are an equal 
partner in the nation building and political development. 
In India limited adult franchise was granted to women in 1937. The 
Indian Consfitution granted equal voting rights and also equals participation in 
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political process to elections candidates contesting elections for State 
Assemblies and for Parliament. While there are some representations, there 
voice is no so strong due to their numbers. Women are often projected as not 
being interested and uninformed about political matters. The number of women 
contestants in local bodies elections has not increased over years. 
Political participation is the hallmark of a democratic set up. Nature and 
success of a democracy largely depend upon the extent to which equal, 
effective and actual participation is provided by the system to all its citizens. 
As women comprise about half of the population, this segment of society can 
not be ignored but requires a special attention. They must be in decision 
making in all socio-economic and political organizations. The involvement of 
women in decision-making is absolutely essential. If their strength, energy and 
creativity are to be harnessed along with their mental ability, knowledge skills 
then they to be allowed to choose their own path of development and they can 
exercise their choices best from a position of power. But at the same time, on 
the part of women, they must be competitive but they have to combine thought 
and action, reason and emotions and self and others. This segment of society 
cannot be ignored but requires a special attention. 
Although women are enfranchised members of the political realm, 
actually they have remained second class citizens in terms of political 
participation and political power. Especially at higher levels they are nowhere 
equal to man. Legally most modern democratic Constitutions of the world 
including that of India have established the equality of men and women in 
matters of political rights, but in practice their participation in active politics 
does not appear to be very encouraging. Their rights are negated in one form or 
another. It would be an ideal set up if women in large numbers come forward to 
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take part in politics. The general experience in Uttar Pradesh is not many of 
them come to the forefront. They largely remain inactive and indifferent 
towards politics. However, they also encounter many obstacles because of 
tradition, prejudice and social and economic conditions. Due to age-old 
traditions and attitudes they are disadvantaged and discriminated by being 
limited to their homes. Politics is still regarded as man's affair and political life 
is generally considered to be a masculine activity.''^  
Social norms and ideologies have deeply entrenched the biases that 
prevent women from assuming positions of political authority and decision-
making. Few women are represented in political institutions, whether, at the 
central level, in parties or trade unions, or at the local level. Barriers to 
women's participation are both structurally caused by their relative lack of 
access to education and independent means, as well as the multiple burdens on 
their time, and reinforced by social attitudes which keep women stumbling 
bolock, and needs to be addressed as a priority. Unless women elected 
representatives are able to read and write they will be unable to fully participate 
in institutional processes. It will also affect the extent to which women will be 
capable of determining the way development priorities are decided and 
resources allocated. 
Women's participation in political process and decision-making bodies 
forms a key concern of the women's movement in India. The analysis of 
democratic system and representation of various sections of the population 
therein reveals that women lag way behind men. Women politicians face many 
problems in their political life that in turn inhibit their performance in political 
processes. In this context, Bhat says, 'the reason for women's diminished role 
in the political arena include tradition, physiology, lack of vertical mobility. 
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concern for home and family, psychology and lack of patronage particularly 
from senior women politicians. 
The study of Muni reveals that majority of women who are already 
engaged in politics have come from economically well-to do families and have 
at least one of their close relatives, mostly father, husband or mother, who is 
also involved in active politics and shows a linkage of their political career 
with their families. Even scheduled castes and Scheduled Tribes women 
leaders generally belonged to the higher educational category and economically 
well-off families. Therefore, the association between higher social and 
economic status and higher rate of participation is clearly established.''^ 
Kaushik, in her study of 'Women in Politics of India', draws the sample 
of women politicians from national, regional and local levels, which covered 
Ministers, MP*s, and legislative members occupying important positions, 
members of District Boards, Local Village Bodies and common women. From 
the survey of 80 women politicians and 300 common women from different 
regions and classes, she found that a majority of women politicians are from a 
middle class urban background. Sixty three percent of middle class common 
women disapproved of their family member's participation in politics as it was 
considered a 'dirty, 'corrupt' and immoral vocation'. Some other researchers 
also found similar findings.^° 
One of the major and most common areas of research on women and 
politics in contemporary India is the political participation of women. The 
subject has been dealt within the sphere of formal electoral politics. Political 
participation is by and large interpreted as the voting behaviour of women 
voters. This is due partly to the dominant role electoral politics plays in 
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Parliamentary democracy in India, and partly to the dominance of the 
behavioural approach followed in social science research in general. These 
studies merely confirm the popular impression that: (i) women are not 
independent A o^ters; (ii) a majority are illiterate; (iii) a majority make their 
choice on the basis of suggestions from male members of family; (iv) women 
lack information and political awareness; and (v) women were not politically 
conscious. Equally conspicuous by its absence is the analysis of any 
mobilization and organization of women, their participation in 
activities/organizations during the election period. In the absence of such 
participation and exposure to activities other than familial sources, women 
cannot be expected to have developed an independent political consciousness. 
Kaushik has drawn some important conclusions in her study on 
women's role and participation in Panchayati Raj. They include: the 
participation of women is low in terms of number and quality. A majority (a 
little more than 50 percent) is over the age of fifties. Most of them belong to 
the affluent landowning, high-caste families and are related to the politically 
well-connected sections of the society. Secondly, political awareness, 
participation and knowledge of wider issues are below the mark. The co-option 
of women is more of a tokenism than real representation and thirdly, the 
continuation of nomination or even reservation is a reflection of the continuing 
inability of women to get elected through the normal process of election. 
Because of these factors, the role of state level politicians has become distinct 
from those at the national level. As such, the study of political elites at the state 
level and their perception of social, political and economic change acquire 
greater importance. Keeping this in view, the study of political elites in a state 
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of Uttar Pradesh and particularly of women politicians there is likely to be 
more fruitful and more important than those of other states.^' 
Besides women's representation in political institutions, the other 
elements which determine their political participation are voting pattern, the 
number of contestants, success ratio and the increasing political awareness. It is 
said that women particularly are not independent voters; they are guided by the 
choice of their male members of the family and lack information and political 
awareness. But social mobilization and awareness campaign rather than literacy 
and urban living have been significant factors in increasing the numbers on 
women voters. The nature and trends of Indian women's participation in the 
electoral process is much greater than in many other countries, including the 
developed one and has been steadily expanding over the years. The gap in the 
voters turnout between men and women in getting narrow. There seems to be 
an increase in the level of awareness among women voters particularly of the 
lower class and castes. 
The two comprehensive national election survey conducted by the 
Centre for the Study of Developing Societies (CSDS) in 1971 and 1996 reveal 
a significant rise in the proportion of women among the politically active class 
of citizens. Of those who now take an active interest in the campaign, more 
than one third comprises women. Their share has more than doubled among 
those who attended election meetings and those who are member of political 
parties. 
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Politically Active Women: 
Table 2.1: Percentage of women among those who said 'yes' 
Issues 
Interest in election 
Membership of parties 
Attendance election meeting 
Feel close to party 
1971 
27 
9 
7 
25 
1996 
35 
23 
19 
36 
Source: Yogendra Yadav, 'A political land scape in India Today', 16 February, 1998. 
Table 2.1 shows the participation of women from 1971 to 1996. The 
interest in election on part of women was 27 percent whereas it increased to 35 
percent in 1996. Increase of membership of parties was 9 percent in 1971, 
which increased to 23 percent in 1996. Attendance at election meeting 
increased from 7 percent to 19 percent and feel close to party further increased 
from 25 percent to 36 percent. The table shows that there is an increasing 
political participation on part of women with the passage of time and it is 
expected that as the rate of literacy increase which let to independence on part 
of women to stand on their own feet. It will reach to the level of men, which it 
will take long period of time. 52 
However, women as such never occupied any important or superior 
position in the local bodies due to predominance of the patriarchal system, 
purdah system, illiteracy, superstitions and traditional beliefs. Specially, in 
politics at the grass-root level their representation was almost nil before the 73' 
Amendment Act. 
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Table 2.2: Women's Participation in Panchayati Raj Institutions before 
1985 and after 1995: (Comparison) 
States 
Andhra Pradesh 
Assam 
Bihar 
Gujarat 
Haryana 
Himachal Pradesh 
Kerala 
Kamataka 
Madhya Pradesh 
Maharasthra 
Orissa 
Punjab 
Rajasthan 
Tamil Nadu 
Uttar Pradesh 
West Bengal 
Over all percentage 
InG.Ps. 1985 
2-4 
2 
0 
2 
1 
1-2 
1 
1-2 
2 
2 
0 
2 
2 
1 
0 
2 
Over all percentage 
InG.Ps. 1995 
33.84% 
18.01% 
NA 
33.3% 
33.1% 
32.93% 
38.2% 
37.0% 
38.0% 
33.33% 
33.35% 
30.2% 
32.4% 
25.07% 
29.6% 
35.4% 
G.Ps. =Gram Panchayats 
Source: Panchayati Raj Development Report 1995.Institute of Social Sciences, 
New Delhi. 
Table 2.2 shows only token representation of women in panchayats 
before 1985 that was by co-option, which remained in proxy. Before 1985 
whereas only 2 women in each of the States of Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, 
Punjab, Rajasthan and West Bangal participated in Panchayat Raj Institutions 
their representation in 1995 increased to 33.3 percent, 38 percent, 30.2 percent, 
32.4 percent and 35.4 percent respectively. As regards the state of Uttar 
Pradesh, there was no representation of women before 1985 in Panchayati Raj 
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Institutions; in 1988 elections were held in Uttar Pradesh for 74,000 village 
sabhas, the first elections for 22 years. There was provision made for co-option 
of only one woman. But after 1995, they occupied 29.6 percent representation 
in local bodies.^^ 
Women participation has a pivotal role in the working of Panchayati Raj 
Institutions. However, this remains a distant dream. In rural areas culture and 
traditions are observed more rigidly, family as well as caste play an important 
role in directing the course of life of the individual. This is true for all in the 
society but is even more applicable for rural women, who are bound to follow 
the tradition and culture. According, to the rural traditions, man is superior to 
woman. Keeping in line with this tradition, the participation in villages seemed 
to male dominated. Women were still kept away from the political framework. 
Extremely low rate of literacy and employment has a serious bearing on 
the freedom enjoyed by the women in rural areas. These women representative 
are further hindered in their activism due to lack of complete information and 
knowledge about the powers entrusted to them in particular and panchayats in 
general. Only few women knows about their powers and duties while the most 
of them were not aware about their duties this lack of proper knowledge 
hinders those women who are really enthusiastic and aware of the mechanism 
of local bodies. The 'Sarpanch' could not achieve much success, as she could 
not argue properly with the officials. This was apparently because of 
unawareness about the powers and functions entrusted to the local bodies. The 
men folk continue to rule over the rural power politics. Lady President was not 
generally allowed to meet any person without the permission of her husband. 
She did not even preside over the meetings of Zila Panchayat and her husband 
who acted as defacto President. Similarly the women chairpersons too acted 
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with the continuous aid and assistance of her husband in all such cases, women 
head of the panchayat bodies acted as powers in the hands of their husbands. 
Illiteracy, lack of political education and political infonnation has been 
the bane of women's movement in the countryside. The response indicating 
unawareness about their rights and duties seems to be because of lack of 
literacy and proper education. Due to all these women remain unable to read 
and understand the agenda and affix thumb impression or signature on decision 
taken in their absence which is against in their real interest. However, many 
times a sound experience of political education even without any formal 
education campaign makes women more open and bold enough to speak and 
take part in the decision of local bodies. 
Women's education has always been an enigma in this country for 
several reasons. Despite best efforts women's education is a big question mark 
even today. In the year 1901 the status of women's education was deplorable 
since it was less than 1 (0.69 percent). In 1981 women's literacy was 29.76 
percent. The 1991 census reports indicate that literacy among women was 
39.29 percent. In 2001 census reports indicate that literacy among women was 
54.16 percent. Literacy has shown substantial increase from 18.33 percent in 
1951 to 54.16 percent in 2001. Education not only helps women to gain 
knowledge but also provides the necessary courage and inner strength to face 
the challenges of life. It has enabled them to procure a job and supplement the 
income of the family and achieve social status. A literate woman is a sure sign 
of education of coming generation because a literate woman can never tolerate 
illiteracy in the house. That is why Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru rightly pointed out 
that if education is given to women than it would lead to education of home, 
society and the world at large. So it was without saying that to awaken the 
people, it is the women who should be awaken first and they should be trained 
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to play an effective role in the walk of life. Education is also a powerful 
instrument. Since education enables women to gain more knowledge about the 
happing in the world and to gain skill, self-image and self-confidence. Great 
social reformers have given fore most importance to female literacy for the 
simple reason that the mother is the primary teacher of the child. Education is 
the most important instrument for human resource development. Education of 
women, occupies an important position amongst various measure taken to 
improve the status of women in India. Education enables women to acquire 
basic skills and abilities and fosters a value system, which is conductive to 
raising their status in society 54 
This is not, however, to deny the progress made in this direction as the 
literacy rates, both for men and women, have increased especially after 
attaining independence from colonial rule. Uttar Pradesh provides vast 
opportunities for contribution in education and social sectors. The State of 
Uttar Pradesh has made major investments over the years in all sectors of 
education and has achieved significant success. Uttar Pradesh has recognized 
and supported the continuing critical-role of private sector in the expansion of 
education in the State. But female literacy situation in Uttar Pradesh was 
miserable.^ ^ 
Table 2.3: Percentage of Literates in Uttar Pradesh: 
Year 
1981 
1991 
2001 
Persons 
33.33 
41.60 
57.36 
Male 
47.43 
55.73 
70.23 
Female 
17.18 
25.31 
42.98 
Source: Provisional Population, Total: India. Census 
oflndia 2001, Paper 1,2001. 
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The rate of literacy in Uttar Pradesh however, not good in the past as it 
has been shov/n in early years data. The rate of literacy in 1991 in the state of 
Uttar Pradesh among male was 55.73 percent among female 25.31 percent and 
the total literacy rate was 41.60 percent. But in 2001 the total literacy rate gone 
up due to various measures taken by the government. In order to pursuit and 
motivate the poor masses of the state to send their children to the schools and 
provide free foods, dress and books. This has contributed in the increase of rate 
ofliteracyin2001. 
Education has a very direct and positive relationship with political 
participation of women. Illiteracy hinders them from taking part in active 
politics uneducated and less educated are generally passive citizens. Many 
active women participants in the political arena are better educated than their 
men counterparts. Education emerges as a very significant factor in bringing 
about a favourable change in the political status of women and also in making 
its recipients better informed, self-reliant and culturally and intellectually rich 
individuals. The educated women are said to be more knowledgeable about 
women's rights and duties. 
As far as employment is concerned, the scenario is extremely dismal. 
They look after the household work as well as the agriculture activities. This is 
despite the fact that women have been assigned multiple roles within the 
household and in the society. They toil endlessly; fulfilling the demands of 
each role, yet their economic contribution has not been recognized. Most of 
their work has been variously described as 'invisible' or 'shadow' and 
considered insignificant.^ 
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Like India, in most of the developing countries of the world, the issues 
that occurs foremost to the mind while considering possibilities for integrating 
women in development, is their participation in economic activities. The 1971 
census data on the percentage of workers in the female population of the 
country indicate that women workers constituted 19.6 percent of the age group 
15-59 years. Although women comprised about 48 percent of the total 
population of the country they constituted only 13.8 percent of the work-force 
in 1971. According to subsequent census reports of 1981 and 1991, the 
percentage of women in total population of the country has remained the same 
as was recorded in 1971 but the proportion of female workers has varied 
tremendously. The percentage of women employed as main workers, was 
found 14.07 percent in 1981, which increased to 16.48 percent in 1991. The 
proportion of women employed in rural areas is more than the national average. 
The 1981 Census reveals that 23.06 percent women in rural areas and 8.31 
percent in urban areas were employed. Their contributions as recorded by the 
1991 census are 27.20 percent and 9.74 percent respectively. This reflects 
40.25 percent point increases during the decade 1981-91 in the number of 
female workers in rural areas while that in urban areas is 60.99 percent. The 
overall work participation rate of women was recorded as 19.67 percent in 
1981 which become 22.73 percent in 1991 showing an increasing of 42.26 
percent during the decade. At the state level, the proportion of male worker is 
46.8 percent at the 2001 census, while corresponding rate for 1991 census was 
49.7 percent, thus, male work participation rate has declined by 2.9 percent 
points in 2001 as compared to 1991 census. The female work participation is 
16.15 percent at the stale level during 2001 census as against 11.3 percent in 
1991, there by showing an increase of 5.2 percent points. 
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The forgoing analysis clearly indicates the relatively unchanged 
structure of employment opportunities for women in the rural areas despite the 
planned economic development in the country. Nearly 80 percent of the total 
female workforce is employed in agricultural activities either as cultivators or 
farm labourers. Women usually perform unskilled or semi-skilled tasks that are 
poorly paid, but they are also involved in different ways in dairying, poultry 
and gardening. Rural women have not only to do their share of subsistence 
farming for the survival of the family but they are also entirely responsible for 
the female tasks of childcare and housework. However, it is a recognized fact 
that very little attention has been paid by social planners to improving the 
situation of the rural women. 
Since agriculture constitutes the backbone of the Indian economy, 
greater and more productive participation of women in agricultural and allied 
rural occupation should be the major feature of any programme for increasing 
their integration in economic development. However, the promotion of their 
participation in urban non-agricultural occupations is equally important. 
Before 73'''' Amendment women participation was very limited. It has 
been revealed by the women representative of different categories that they are 
treated at par with members, either by the members of the institutions or by the 
officials. Their views are not given proper weightage on many occasions. Many 
women did not come forward to contest the election because of being illiterate 
and anticipating the problem of communicating with the officials for 
CO 
addressing the grievances of her constituencies. 
One major limitation on the participation of women is that Indian rural 
society is still so structured that it is not easy for women to work outside the 
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home in addition to home making, labour saving devices, processed goods, 
water and fuel facilities, services for removal of garbage, creches and day care 
centers for children are required to liberate women from being restricted on 
traditional house hold task. Very few women have the time or inclination for 
politics. Most women leave politics to men. They consider politics to be too 
dirty and rough for women. A vast majority of women have faith that their 
interest will be well protected by men. So they feel that it is not necessary for 
them to enter into the risky politics. 
The greatest hurdle to women's active participation in politics is the 
increasing expense on elections. Since women hardly have economic resources 
of their own they have to depend upon men for their electoral expenses. Hence 
their contesting election depends upon the support of their men folk. The 
families are still not prepared to finance the elections of their women from 
family funds, though they would do so for the men. This factor not only makes 
it difficult for women, who have very limited independent economic resources 
to participate but completely eliminate those who are below the poverty line 
from entering the arena, this situation leads to the dominance of the women, 
belonging to upper castes and classes in these positions. It is often seen that 
husbands, family members influence the women representatives in taking 
decisions, in most of the cases the women representatives are ignored and male 
members of the family invariably influence them. Women members depend 
considerably on their men folk for decision-making. The male relatives of 
women representatives are sometimes taking active part in their official 
activities. Not only this even as voters they act as 'rubber stamp' of their male 
counterparts and vote for the person or party their husbands, fathers, brothers 
tell them to vote for. Before 73"^ ^ and 74^ '^  Constitutional Amendment Acts 
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women are not adequately empowered in practice to play an effective role, 
because of social, economic and political factors.^ ^ 
The status of women is closely linked to their participation is decision 
making. The extent of this participation is a measure of empowerment. 
Democratic and Secular India endeavors to provide the necessary conditions 
for greater participation of women in all spheres of life. Equality of access to 
education and employment is guaranteed and discrimination on the ground of 
sex, class, religion or language is prohibited. But the fact still exists that 
women's participation in decision making at all levels whether local or 
national, is low. Participation of women is an important part of democratic 
process and also in strengthening the equality of civil life. It is generally in the 
traditional spheres and at a later stage in their lives, women used to participate 
in decision making. Women voicing their feelings, dissents or preferences are 
exception, rather than the rule. There are age-old attitudinal, institutional, 
cultural and social restrictions than women have to face. 
Most of the women themselves are also unwilling to engage in these 
types of activities, which seem necessary for election to public office. Their 
proportion in the grass root hierarchies is not very significant. Their 
participation in politics as voters, candidates, campaigners and office holders in 
political parties, on equal footing with men, still remains a dream. They have 
yet to realize the value of their political role. 
One of major reasons for the inadequate participation of people in the 
local bodies affairs is the unhelpful and over riding role of local bureaucracy. 
Bureaucracy has been at the helm of affairs during the British period. After 
independence too, it has been in a commanding position. It tendency to rule, 
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instead of support the people, continues unabated. Most of those who are 
elected to run the local bodies are not highly educated nor do they have 
previous background or training. Given the overall atmosphere in which they 
have to function, they tend to join hands with the bureaucrats at the local level 
to keep these institutions dormant. The bureaucracy has remained hostile to 
women representatives. The women representatives find the government 
officers intimidating and unresponsive. Besides, whenever they visit the district 
or black office, they rarely find female employees to deal with them. 
Bureaucracy has not been cooperating in empowering the women.^^ 
The electoral process is so vitiated that only those who have money and 
muscle power can even think of contesting, what to say of winning elections. 
Despite all the rules regarding election expenses, money flows like water. In 
Gram Panchayat election, contestants spend thousands of rupees. For Zila 
Parishad and Panchayat Samiti, the amount goes upto two lakhs. Those who 
win election with money power cannot be expected to be honest. They have to 
recoup the amount they have spent, and have to collect more for the next 
election. 
Even those who do not spend too much money in local level elections 
(especially in reserved constituencies) do not have service motive. They 
consider their position as an opportunity to make money. Of course, there are 
exceptions. Lot many of the elected representatives are honest and try to serve 
the people to the best of their ability. But, the general trend is really 
disturbing.''' 
The change in women's life can be brought about by women and not 
only by government or by out side forces. For upliftment and betterment of 
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women changing the attitudes of our women can end the age-old conviction. 
They were ill informed about power procedure and functioning of these bodies 
the kind of role they have to play and the problems they were likely to face in 
male dominated political institutions should be taken care through training 
camp in rural areas by government agencies and role of voluntary organizations 
in the new environment. 
The past experience of Panchayati Raj Institutions had been a state of 
neglect and impoverishment. Even after being in existence for about four 
decades Panchayati Raj Institutions could not acquire the status and dignity of a 
viable unit of self-government and responsive people's body. Several factors 
were responsible for impeding the growth of panchayats such as, the absence of 
regular and periodic elections within a stipulated period, prolonged 
supersessions; variation un structure, powers and functions from state to state; 
insufficient representation of weaker sections such as SCs/STs and women; 
inadequately devolution of powers; lack of financial resources and, above all, 
lack of political will. The Panchayats being the potential centers of people's 
power create apprehensions in the minds of bureaucracy and elected 
representatives at the national and state level bodies so they were not quite 
willing to share power. 
It is true that local bodies finance was among the major reasons 
attributed to the failure of the local bodies during the 60s and 70s. Dependence 
of local bodies on states for almost everything, coupled with inadequacy of 
powers and functions rendered the local bodies ineffective. 
After independence, a number of committees were appointed by the 
government of India, which dealt with the various issues involved in the 
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strengthening of the Panchayati raj finances. One such committee was the 
Local Finance Enquiry Committee, which was appointed in 1951 under the 
Chairmanship of Mr. P.K. Wattal. After reviewing the financial resources of 
village panchayats, the committee found that the panchayats rely mainly on two 
sources of income; (i) income, which they raise themselves, and (ii) funds, 
placed at their disposal by government. The committee recommended that the 
village panchayat should receive by way of assignment, 15 percent of the land 
surcharge on transfer of immovable property, allowing panchayats to use 
common land. Encouraging revenue collection by panchayats, encouraging 
village panchayats to remunerative ventures, etc. were also recommended. In 
fact, the committee had recommended that the local bodies should have 
independent power of taxation, subject to the prescribed ceilings.^ ^ 
Later, the Taxation Enquiry Commission set up under the Chairmanship 
of Dr. John Mathai in 1953-54, called for a cautions policy regarding allocation 
of funds. The Committee of Ministers for Augmentation of Financial 
Resources of Urban Local Bodies, apart from making recommendations similar 
to the previous two committees suggested that the urban local bodies should 
develop some sources of non-tax revenues also. This committee also suggested 
setting up of an urban development board, which can avail of the institutional 
finance for the purpose of urban development. It had also recommended that 
certain taxes should be exclusively reserved for realization by the rural local 
bodies such taxes would include land cess, duty on transfer of property, house 
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tax, service tax, vehicle tax, tax on profession, entertamment tax, etc. 
Later, the team for the Study of Community Project and National 
Extension Ser^ 'ice had pondered over the importance of panchayat finances in 
its report in 1957 and had recommended certain measures for augmenting the 
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resources of panchayats. It had also made recommendations as to the 
administrative and other expenditure of panchayats.^^ 
After that the Committee on Budgetary Reforms in Municipal 
Administration (1974) went a step further and recommended that the Indian 
federation should be increased by one more level by the inclusion of local 
government. The committee favoured a suitable amendment to the constitution 
to confer adequate constitutional status on local self-government. The 
constitutional provisions made should also provide for independent sources of 
income for the local bodies. 
The Ashok Mehta Committee had recommended in its report in 1978 
setting up of State Finance Commission. Inspite of the recommendations made 
by so many committees set up by the central government as well as the state 
governments, no effective steps have been taken by the states to augment the 
financial resources of the local bodies. They continue to languish for want of 
resources while the problems of urban development are mounting day to day. 
No wonder the urban slums are developing, the urban roads are in poor 
condition and a lot of social tensions are developing in the cities.^^ 
However, despite the realization and administration of the importance of 
finance, as for as panchayats are concerned, it was only through the 73 
Constitutional Amendment Act 1992, that a new chapter (entitled Chapter IX) 
was added to the Constitution, which contained inter alia, the provision of 
setting up of State Finance Commission for each state to review the financial 
posifion of the Panchayats.^^ 
In the past local institutions were not able to perform their functions that 
were given to them, due to local finance resources and powers, which are 
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essential for proper functioning of any administrative institutions or local 
bodies. Now the 13"^ and 74* Constitutional Amendment Acts was a landmark 
in the history of local government in India, which has provided with finances as 
well as enough powers to local bodies. It is therefore, necessary that a massive 
awareness programme be undertaken to overcome this problem. It will go a 
long way in creating a congenial and healthy environment for democratic 
decentralization. 
Planning and Women's Development: 
In spite of the fact that women constitute nearly half of the population 
they are marginalized from enjoying the fruits and benefits of equality and 
independence. Status of women on both socio-economic and political levels 
has been inferior to men in the context of Indian society. The Constitution of 
India talks about equality of men and women. But family status in Indian 
context is judged on account of male seniority and not of the female. Women 
are yet to be accorded equal status by the society. However, realizing the needs 
of women empowerment since independence special emphasis was laid on the 
practical needs of women. Its purpose was to bring women into development as 
passive beneficiaries of development. Later, slowly with the time, strategic 
needs of women were also addressed during policymaking and planning. 
There is no chance for the welfare of the world unless the condition of 
women is improved. It is not possible for a bird to fly on one wing (Swami 
Vivekanand). The presence of women in large number will not only make the 
local bodies more representative but will also make them more efficient, more 
honest, more discipline and more responsible. The political role of women is 
crucial not only for the development of women themselves but the availability 
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of their creative potential is socially important and without it the country 
cannot hope for any sustainable development. After independence, the question 
of bringing women in the forefront through opportunities and capabilities has 
been considered from time to time. National Plans started using the term 
'women's development' during the early period itself Throughout various 
social and economic movements especially the cooperative movement. It was 
realized that women's participation in decision-making was important. During 
the 80's the concept of women's political participation evolved in a big way. 
Only towards the end of the century planning strategies started taking about 
women's empowerment. Thus, in terms of government policies and 
programmes one may move from the concept of women's development to 
women's participation in the social and political affairs to women's 
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empowerment. 
Rural women in India constitute nearly 80 percent of the female 
population. Their development as already pointed out, has been recognized as 
crucial in the over all development of the country in general and in that of the 
rural areas in particular. Systematic analysis and examination of the status and 
role of women in rural development strategies in India, as mentioned in the 
National Perspective Plan for women, started with the National Plan of Action 
for women (1976).''" 
The government, with a view to make the constitutional mandate a 
reality, has also been meeting and enabling policy environment in which 
women's concerns can be reflected, articulated and redressed in the society. 
The most important policy initiative in this regard has been the National Plan 
of Action for Women (1976). 
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The Nation Plan of Action laid emphasis on promoting village 
industries which provide scope for the employment of women, providing 
special training services and providing credit and marketing facilities to the 
goods produced by rural women. The National Plan of Action also contained 
legislative, administrative and other measures to be taken by the government of 
India to improve the status of Indian women in general. The need for greater 
efforts for the emancipation of women was largely felt in the period following 
1975 (the International Women's Year) and hence a chapter on Women and 
Development was included in the Sixth Five Year Plan (1980-1985).'^' 
It is, therefore, not surprising that the development of women in India 
has been the centre-stage of its development planning right since independence 
though the concept has been evolving from plan to plan. Development of 
women has been receiving attention of the Government right from the very 
First Five Year Plan (1951-56). But they have treated development of women 
as a subject of 'welfare' and clubbed it with the welfare of other disadvantaged 
groups requiring attention of the government. The 'welfare' oriented during the 
first four Five Year Plans. The Fifth Five Year Plan saw a shift from 'welfare' 
to 'development' approach. However, it was the Sixth Five Year Plan (1980-
85) a landmark in the history of women's development, which adopted a multi-
disciplinary approach with a three-pronged thrust on heath, education and 
employment.^^ 
The strategy to be adopted under the Sixth Plan was therefore-education, 
employment and health, which are interdependent. The economic emancipation 
of the family with specific attention to women and education of children and 
family planning constituted the three major operational aspects of the family 
centered poverty alleviation strategy under the Sixth Five Year Plan. The 
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Government decided to take steps to create a general awareness and 
understanding of the problems of women, strengthen voluntary action at the 
grassroots level, promote village level organizations like Mahila Mandals, 
expand functional literacy programmes, expand minimum health facilities, 
improve nutrition status, provide fair share of employment opportunities, 
identify the specific needs and problems of self-employment of women, extend 
support to self-employed women and to expand and diversify education and 
training opportunities for women. As part of the Sixth Plan rural development 
strategy, the National Scheme of Training Rural Youth for Self-Employment 
(TRYSEM) is also expected to cover a large number of rural women7^ 
In the Seventh Plan (1985-90) period the basic approach of the 
government 'would be to inculcate confidence among women and bring about 
an awareness of their own potential for development, as also of their rights and 
privileges'. The Plan envisages by giving special attention to improve the 
existing skills of women and imparting to them new skills under the farmer's 
training, exchange of development, fodder production, post harvest technology, 
application of pesticides, budding and grafting, farmers training in horticulture, 
fisheries, poultry, dairy, social forestry, etc. During the seventh plan, it is also 
decided that importance would be given to achieve a larger coverage of women 
in the Integrated Rural Development Programmes. 
Following the Sixth and Seventh Plans, the Department of Rural 
Development issued directions to State Governments to enliance the share of 
women under the Integrated Rural Development Programmes and to give 
priority to women headed households. 
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The Eight Five Year Plan (1992-97) marks a further shift in approach to 
women's development from 'development' to 'empowerment'. It seeks to 
enable women to functions as equal partners and participants in the 
development process. It promises to ensure that benefits of development from 
different sectors do not bypass women.^ ^ 
The strategy is in consonance with the provisions of the constitution 
which not only guarantees equality to women but also empowers the state to 
adopt measures of positive discrimination in their favour for neutralizing the 
cumulative socio-economic, educational and practical disadvantages faced by 
them. The constitutions [Art 15(A) (E)], in fact, imposes a fundamental duty on 
every citizen to renounce the practices derogatory to the dignity of women. 
Keeping in line with the constitution mandate, special women specific and 
women- related legislation have been enacted to protect against social 
discrimination, violence and atrocities as well as to prevent social evils like 
child marriage, dowry, rape, sati, etc. Recently, the National Commission for 
Women (1992) was set up as the highest statutory body to oversee the 
safeguard and protection of women's rights and privileges. Some of the policy 
programme initiatives undertaken for empowering women during the Eighth 
Plan period include the following: 
(i) setting up of a National Commission for Women in 1992 to safeguard 
the interest of women; 
(ii) setting up of Rashtriya Mahila Kosh in 1993 for women to meet the 
credit needs of poor and assetless women; 
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(iii) adoption of the National Nutrition Policy in 1993 to fulfill the 
constitutional commitment to ensure adequate nutritional standards to its 
people; 
(iv) launching of the scheme of Mahila Samriddhi Yojana in 1993 which 
seeks to empower women by institutionalizing their savings so that they can 
have greater control over household resources (later merged with Integrated 
Women's Empowerment Programme); 
(v) setting up on National Creche Fund in 1994 so as to meet the 
growing demand for creche services which is a support service for working 
mother; 
(vi) launching of Indira Mahila Yojana in 1995-96 (renamed as 
Integrated Women's Empowerment Programme in 1999); and 
(vii) formulation of a National Policy for Empowerment of women. 
The Ninth Five Year Plan (1997-2002), adopted a strategy of Women's 
component Plan, under which not less than 30 percent of funds^eneflts were 
earmarked for women-specific programmes. 
The Tenth Five Year Plan (2002-2007), approach aims at empowering 
women through translating the recently adopted National Policy for 
Empowerment of Women (2001) into action and ensuring Survival Protection 
and Development of Women and Children through Right Based Approach.''^  
It is clear from the above that the government realized the fact that the 
benefits of the Rural Development Programmes would not reach women 
adequately unless specific earmarking of schemes and funds are made and 
special efforts are taken to integrate women in the mainstream of 
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development. 
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Chapter - III 
Women's Representation and their Changing Pattern of 
Leadership after 73''' and 74*'' Constitutional Amendment Acts 
Women, who constitute half of the population, could not be neglected 
for long. Their exclusion from mainstream of social and political life is bound 
to create hindrance in the development process, and prosperity of the nation is 
bound to be adversely affected. Therefore, they must have a fair representation 
in political and administrative structure at all levels, so as to ensure due power 
sharing. In the present conditions of the social set-up reservation for weaker 
sex was inevitable to push them through. Without reservation the reluctant lot 
of women, who remained suppressed for centuries, cannot come out to have 
their share in power. The reservation alone can, however, not solve the 
problems. It may rather create its own problems. It is, therefore, necessary to 
examine all aspects, which affect participation of women in political process.' 
Keeping in mind the importance of women as human resource 
contributing to development, their participation in democratic processes was 
also envisaged. Reservations for women in Panchayat/Municipal bodies have 
shown that it has tremendous implications, not merely in terms of the number 
of women entering the public arena and holding public office, but also in terms 
of the social, economic and political impact that these reservations have had for 
the total system. 
Realizing the needs of local empowerment in 1992, the 73^  
Constitutional Amendment Act was promulgated to provide the first step 
towards decentralization of powers at the grass root level. The TS' 
Constitutional Amendment has laid dov^ n in Article 243-D (i) that seats shall 
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be reserved for the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes in every Panchayat 
and Article 243-D (ii) lays down that not less than one-third of the total number 
of the seats reserved under Clause (I) shall be reserved for women belonging to 
the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. The number of seats reserved for 
the Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe women would be allotted by rotation 
to different constituencies in a panchayat.^  
Article 243-D (iii) that not less than one-third of the total number of 
seats to be filled by direct election in every Panchayat shall be reserved for 
women and that such seat may be allotted by rotation and to different 
constituencies in a panchayat. While Article 243-D (iv) provides that the 
offices of the Chairpersons in the Panchayats at the village or any other level 
shall also be reserved for women and such reservation shall not be less than one 
third of their total number of offices of the chairperson in the panchayat at each 
level.^  
The 74"' Amendment of the Indian Constitution in 1992 ushered is a 
new era in the democratic process of the country as it not only provided 
constitutional status to the Municipal bodies but also provide an enabling 
environment for women to a directly take part in the process of local self 
government and brought women to the forefront and centre of local 
development. Sharing power and responsibilities with immense control over 
resources for development and social change will be an empowering instrument 
for women. 
The 74"' Constitutional Amendment Act has laid down in Article 243-T 
are as follows: 
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(i) For Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes in proportion to their 
population of which not less than one third shall be for women. 
(ii) For women which shall not less than one third of the total number of 
seats. 
(iii) In favour of backward class of citizens if so provided by the legislature 
of the state. 
(iv) For Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and Women in the office of 
chairpersons as may specified in the State law (Article 234-T). 
These Amendments provides for 'one-third reservation of elected seats 
for women at local government level in urban and rural areas'. One-third seats 
are reserved for women for the post of chairpersons in the local bodies. A very 
active role for women in local governance is envisaged as compared to 
governance at the state and national levels in India. These provisions have 
provided great opportunities and challenges to women in India, particularly in 
the local government. This is a great significance. Thus, IV and 74 
Constitutional Amendment Acts is a landmark in the history of women's 
development as it is a revolutionary step towards women's participation in 
decision-making and in political process in the country at least at the grass-root 
level and Municipalities. There are about one million elected women 
representatives in Panchayats and Municipal bodies in India. 
The willingness of the people to participate in the political process is a 
basic requirement for a democracy. However, low literacy rate and limited 
mass communication alienate a large sector of the populace and need to be 
increased to help draw a large number of women into the political mainstream. 
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There can be no true democracy, no true people's participation in 
governance and development without the equal participation of men and 
women in all spheres of life and levels of decision-making. Secondly the goals 
of development cannot be attained without women's full participation not only 
in the development process but also in shaping its goals. ^ 
The word 'participation' is used broadly to refer to the role of members 
of the general public, as distinguished from that of appointed officials including 
civil servants, in influencing the activities of government or in providing 
directly for community needs. It may occur on any level-from village to the 
country as a whole. In a democratic society, participation gives the ordinary 
citizen a means of voicing his/her opinion and of showing by his/her behaviour 
and action that they are able to take on responsibilities. It gives the chance of 
an ordinary citizen to show his/her willingness to carry out constructive public 
work and to demonstrate their good citizenship by other means than 
periodically exercising their right to vote. 
The participation of women in local governance is considered essential 
not only for ensuring their political participation in the democratic process but 
also for realizing the developmental goals for women. Participation of women 
in local bodies involves: (i) women as voters; (ii) women as candidates; (ill) 
women as elected member of local bodies taking part in decision making, 
planning, implementation and evaluation and (iv) women as member of 
Mohalla Mandals and their associations with voluntary organizations. 
Representation of Women in Panchayats after 73'*" Constitutional 
Amendment Act: 
With this Amendment Women's representation in Panchayati Raj bodies 
increased in many states from almost 2-3 percent to at least 30-32 percent. 
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Before 1985 whereas only two women in each of the States of Assam, Gujarat, 
Madhya Pradesh, Maharasthra, Punjab, Rajasthan and West Bengal 
participated in Panchayati Raj Institutions. But their representation in 1995 
increased to 33.3 percent, 38 percent, 30.2 percent, 32.4 percent and 35.4 
percent respectively. As regards the State of Uttar Pradesh., there was no 
representation of women before 1985 in Panchayati Raj Institutions, but after 
1995, they occupied 29.6 percent representation in them. 
Women in Gram Panchayats represented highest in Karnataka 43.79 
percent, followed by Daman & Diu 39.68 percent, Kerala 37.81 percent, 
Manipur 37.2 percent, Goa 36.53 percent, Orissa 35.27 percent and least in 
Sikkim 1.48 percent. Women in Panchayat Samities represented highest in 
Karnataka 41.21 percent, followed by Andhra Pradesh 37.01 percent, Kerala 
36.39 percent, Orissa 35.55 percent, Madhya Pradesh 34.84 percent and 
Tripura 34.18 percent, women at District Panchayats reported highest in 
Manipur 36.7 percent followed by Karnataka 36.45 percent, Tamil Nadu 34.72 
percent, kerala 34.67 percent, Tripura 34.29 percent and West Bengal 34.19 
percent. In Uttar Pradesh, the representation of women in Gram Panchayats, 
Panchayat Samities and District Panchayats was 25.55 percent, 24.07 percent 
and 25.40 percent respectively.^  
The significance of the 73'"'^  and 74''' Amendments is to be seen 
not merely in decentralized power sharing but in the cession of power to 
women, assigning space for not less than one third of the membership in the 
panchayats and their presidencies for women, and in proportion to their 
population for the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. Holding of periodic 
elections to the local bodies has been made mandatory as well so that there is 
democratic renewal of reservations from time to time. 
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Table 3.1: > 
State & year 
of election 
Andhra 
Pradeshil995) 
Arunachal 
Pradesh (1992) 
Assam (1992) 
Gao 
Gujarat(1995) 
Haryana(1994) 
Himachal 
Pradesh 
Kamataka 
Kerala (1995) 
Madhya 
Pradesh (1994) 
Maharashtra 
Manipur(1997) 
Orissal997 
Punjab 
Rajasthanl995 
Sikkim 
TamilNadu 
(1996) 
Tripura 
Uttar Pradesh 
(1995-96) 
West Bengal 
(1993) 
State Wise Number of Elected Representatives in 
OP 
78000 
(33.84) 
86 
J15.00) 
7458 
J30.00) 
468 
J36.53) 
41180 
17928 
6013 
(18258) 
(32.93) 
35305 
80627 
(43.79) 
3383 
(10270) 
(37.81) 
156181 
(474351) 
(32.93) 
100182 
(303545) 
(33.33) 
575 
(1556) 
(37.02) 
28595 
(81077) 
(35.27) 
31053 
(87842) 
(35.35) 
38791 
(119419) 
(32.48) 
87 
(883) 
(9.85) 
32795 
(97398) 
(33.67) 
1895 
(5685) 
(33.33) 
174410 
(682670) 
(25.54) 
17907 
(50345) 
(35.56) 
Women 
PS 
5420 
(37.01) 
39 
(3.20) 
745 
(29.97) 
(-) 
1275 
(33.40) 
807 
(2418) 
(33.37) 
558 
(1661) 
(33.59) 
1343 
(3340) 
563 
(1547) 
(36.39) 
3109 
(9097) 
(34.2) 
1174 
3524 
(33.31) 
Two tier 
1870 
5260 
(35.55) 
326 
2441 
(13.36) 
1740 
5257 
(33.10) 
-
2295 
6499 
(35.31) 
105 
229 
(35.11) 
14002 
58165 
(24.07) 
3015 
8579 
(35.14) 
ZP 
363 
(33.21) 
. 
Ele. Not 
held 
Ele. Not 
held 
254 
(33.38) 
101 
(303) 
(33.33) 
84 
(252) 
(33.33) 
335 
(919) 
(36.45) 
104 
(300) 
(34.67) 
319 
946 
587 
1762 
(33.31) 
22 
61 
(36.07) 
294 
854 
(34.43) 
89 
274 
(32.48) 
331 
997 
(33.20) 
28 
92 
(30.43) 
225 
648 
28 
82 
(34.14) 
648 
2551 
(25.40) 
246 
723 
(34.02) 
OP 
38674 
(16.7) 
^ 
-
27 
4739 
(3.84) 
11793 
(21.7) 
3824 
(20.9) 
17918 
(22.2) 
1256 
(12.2) 
64997 
(13.7) 
40766 
(13.43) 
35 
(2.25) 
7394 
(9.12) 
27573 
(31.38) 
17902 
(14.99) 
17 
(1.92) 
19335 
19.85 
1480 
(26.03) 
101939 
(14.93) 
14131 
(28.06) 
S.C. 
PS 
789 
(5.39) 
No. SC 
Population 
-
Gao has only 
2 tier 
279 
(7.32) 
519 
(21.4) 
280 
(16.8) 
601 
(17.9) 
179 
(11.9) 
1345 
(14.8) 
409 
(16.61) 
-
478 
(9.09) 
338 
(13.85) 
943 
(17.94) 
-
1358 
(20.89) 
78 
(26.08) 
9126 
(15.68) 
2410 
(28.09) 
ZP 
128 
(11.7) 
-
-
57 
(7.49) 
64 
(21.1) 
46 
(18.3) 
165 
(17.9) 
30 
(10.0) 
143 
(15.8) 
206 
(11.69) 
1 
(1.64) 
85 
(9.95) 
84 
(30.66) 
177 
5 
(5.43) 
137 
(21.14) 
22 
(26.82) 
389 
(15.24) 
279 
(38.58) 
Panchayats: 
GP 
15304 
(6.64) 
5733 
(100) 
-
9550 
(7.73) 
672 
(3.68) 
7575 
(9.39) 
136 
(1.32) 
132628 
(27.96) 
35150 
(5.58) 
44 
(2.83) 
11823 
(14.58) 
No. ST 
Popu-
lation 
15616 
86 
(9.73) 
736 
(.75) 
286 
(5.03) 
867 
(.12) 
3755 
(7.45) 
S.T 
PS 
804 
(5.48) 
1205 
-
-
561 
(14.7) 
No. ST 
Popu-
lation 
74 
(4.46) 
169 
(5.06) 
17 
(1.09) 
2780 
(30.56) 
453 
(12.85) 
-
809 
(15.38) 
-
804 
41 
(.63) 
15 
(5.01) 
135 
(.23) 
613 
(7.14) 
ZP 
66 
(6.0) 
77 
• 
-
114 
(14.9) 
14 
(5.56) 
47 
(5.11) 
4 
(34.7) 
267 
(28.2) 
232 
(13.2) 
2 
(36.1) 
131 
(15.34) 
-
154 
37 
(40.21) 
43 
(.46) 
4 
(4.87) 
7 
(.27) 
68 
(9.40) 
Sources: Panchayati Status, 2000, ISI, New Delhi. 
Total no. of elected women representative in Panchayati Raj as on 1 March 1997 = 7,16,234 
GP: Gram Panchayat; PS: Panchayat Samiti; ZP: Zila Parishad. 
Note: The total number of members in Gram Panchayat, Panchayat Samiti and Zila 
Parishad in the States. Elections not held for PRIs in Bihar and Jammu and 
Kashmir. Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
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Currently, almost one million women occupy positions as members and 
chairpersons in three-tier structure introduced by this Constitutional 
Amendment Act. At present there are 6,81258 women elected to gram 
panchayats, 37,109 women to panchayats at intermediate level and 3,153 
women to panchayats at district level.'° 
The scenario brought about by provision of a constitutional framework 
for democratic decentralization through these Amendments is to compare to the 
scenario that obtained during pre-amendment periods. In earlier periods, in 
terms of the state panchayat laws, two or three women members (mostly 
nominated and elected in a few cases) provided token representation for 
women in local bodies. There were about 4,00,000 women members in over 
two lakh Panchayats. Women presidents were rather rare at the Gram Sabha or 
higher levels. With their mostly nominated status, these women could not 
command clout enough to be meaningfully effective in decision-making. But 
with Amendments providing for reservation, about 10,00,000 women have 
gained access in decision making positions in the local bodies either as 
members or as chairpersons at various tiers. In terms of implementation of the 
amendments on ground, all the states have enacted fresh panchayat acts, though 
Bihar was rather late to do selections to the panchayats have been held too once 
in all the States (except Jammu and Kashmir), many of them having had a 
second election. The current figures of women members in local bodies is 
6,85,155 in Gram Panchayats, 37,071 in Panchayat Samitis and 3,460 in Zila 
Parishads. The figure of women position holders is 76,229 Presidents of Gram 
Sabhas, 1,593 Chairpersons of Panchayat Samitis and 122 Chairpersons of Zila 
Parishads as in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2: Numbers of Women Chairpersons at Various Levels of 
Panchayats: 
States/UT's 
Andhra 
Pradesh 
Arunachal 
Pradesh 
Assam 
Bihar 
Goa 
Gujarat 
Haryana 
Himachal 
Pradesh 
Kamataka 
Kerala 
Madhya 
Pradesh 
Maharashtra 
Manipur 
Orissa 
Panjab 
Rajasthan 
Tamil Nadu 
Sikkim 
Tripura 
Uttar Pradesh 
West Bengal 
A & N I s 
Chandigarh 
D&N Haveli 
Daman & Diu 
Lakshadweep 
Pondicherry 
Total 
Women 
15065 
GP 
Total 
-
% 
-
Women 
366 
Act has not received president's assent 
745 
Election 
4435 
1986 
1070 
1880 
331 
11953 
9203 
55 
1862 
158 
3064 
4323 
1 
175 
19822 
153 
4 
6 
Elections 
elections 
76291 
2486 
lave not b( 
13316 
5958 
2922 
5640 
30922 
27603 
166 
5261 
11582 
9185 
12584 
148 
525 
58620 
3310 
11 
10 
have not b 
lave not b 
190249 
(29.97) -
;en held 
(33.33) 
(36.62) 
(33.33) 
(38.66) 
(33.34) 
(33.13) 
(35.39) 
(1.36) 
(33.36) 
(34.35) 
(0.68) 
(33.33) 
(33.81) 
(4.62) 
(36.36) 
(60.00) 
60 
38 
23 
59 
51 
123 
106 
-
114 
47 
80 
139 
-
5 
372 
10 
-
-
een held 
;en held 
(40.10) 1593 
PS 
Total 
1084 
-
184 
110 
72 
175 
459 
319 
-
314 
132 
237 
384 
-
16 
901 
333 
-
-
4720 
% 
(33.76) 
Women 
6 
- -
(32.61) 
(34.55) 
(31.94) 
(33.71) 
(26.80) 
(33.23) 
-
(36.31) 
(35.61) 
(33.76) 
(36.2) 
-
(31.25) 
(41.29) 
(3.00) 
-
-
6 
5 
4 
7 
5 
17 
10 
2 
10 
5 
10 
10 
-
1 
23 
0 
1 
-
(33.75) 122 
ZP 
Total 
20 
-
19 
16 
12 
20 
14 
45 
29 
4 
30 
13 
31 
28 
-
3 
76 
17 
1 
-
378 
% 
(30.00) 
. 
(31.58) 
(31.25) 
(33.33) 
(35.00) 
(35.71) 
(37.78) 
(34.48) 
(50.00) 
(33.33) 
(38.46) 
(32.26) 
(35.71) 
-
(33.33) 
(30.26) 
(100.0) 
-
(32.28) 
Source: Ministty of Rural Areas and Employment; Statistics for Social Editor's 
Conference, 1999. 
GP: Gram Panchayat; PS: Panchayat Samiti; ZP: Zila Parishad. 
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Table 3.3; State Wise Number of Elected Representatives in Panchayats: 
State 
Andhra Pradesh 
Arunachal Pradesh 
Assam 
Bihar 
Chattisgarh 
Goa 
Gujarat 
Haryana 
Himachal Pradesh 
Jharkhand 
Karnataka 
Kerala 
Madhya Pradesh 
Maharasthra 
Manipur 
Orrisa 
Punjab 
Rajasthan 
Sikkini 
Tamilnadu 
Tripura 
Uttar Pradesh 
Uttaranchal 
Pradesh 
West Bengal 
Gram Panchayat 
ERs WERs 
2,77,02768, 736 
N.A 
2,3471 
156582 
166214 
1,439 
1,52,303 
73,002 
25,371 
0 
89,343 
13,259 
7851 
40553 
41913 
457 
1,312 
18,356 
6,822 
35,922 
4,801 
3,14,847 1,06,491 
2,55,194 
1,722 
1,18,961 
75,968 
1,53,732 
1,195 
97,458 
5,685 
77,548 
611 
31,414 
27,108 
39,450 
322 
26,181 
1,895 
% 
(24.81) 
N.A 
(33.45) 
(25.90) 
(25.23) 
(31.76) 
(24.93) 
(25.14) 
(26.89) 
f* 
(40.21) 
(36.21) 
(33.82) 
(30.39) 
(35.48) 
(26.41) 
(35.68) 
(25.66) 
(26.95) 
(26.86) 
(33.33) 
60,83,3832, 30,865 (37.95) 
2,61,915 
51,200 
18,041 
11,497 
(6.89) 
(22.46) 
Intermediate Panchayat 
ERs WERs % 
19,536 
N.A 
2,148 
15576 
*** 
5263 
3,272 
2,220 
• • 
3,537 
1,638 
6,456 
4,284 
*** 
8,415 
2,480 
7,165 
* • * 
6,5701, 
299 
51,870 
3225 
8,579 
4,919 
746 
4,065 
4,110 
842 
562 
** 
1,375 
629 
2,159 
1,407 
(25.27) 
N.A 
(34.73) 
(25.93) 
* * • 
(27.04) 
(25.73) 
(25.32) 
(38.40) 
(38.40) 
(33.44) 
(32.84) 
*** 
2,188 
813 
1,908 
*** 
770 
106 
18,580 
1133 
1,923 
(26.0) 
(32.78) 
(26.63) 
(26.94) 
(35.45) 
(35.82) 
(35.13) 
(23.42) 
Zila Panchayat 
ERs WERs % 
364 (24.94) 
N.A N.A 
390 117 (30.0) 
1,572 410(26.08) 
389 95 (24.42) 
50 17 (34.0) 
1,004 274 (27.29) 
423 109 (25.74) 
338 87 (25.74) 
f " V V 
930 339 (36.45) 
307 105 (34.20) 
734 248 (33.79) 
2,081 658 (31.62) 
61 22 (36.07) 
1150 296(25.74) 
279 89 (31.90) 
1,372 364 (26.37) 
121 29 (23.97) 
656 173 (26.37) 
82 28 (34.15) 
2,126 788 (37.06) 
345 119 (34.49) 
723 156 (21.58) 
Sources: ISS Information and Documentation Center (Data Compilation by Bharati 
Mahapatra). 
Note: Constitutional (73"* Amendment) Act, 1992 not applicable to Meghalaya, 
Mizoram, Nagaland and Jammu and Kashmir. 
• To Local Bodies yet to be conducted 
• * * New States, * * * Intermediate Panchayat does not exist. 
G P = Gram Panchayat, IP = Intermediate Panchayat, ZP = Zila Panchayats, 
ER = Elected Representatives 
WERs = Womens Elected Representatives. Figures in brackets denote Percentage. 
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Table 3.4: Number of Panchayats and Elected Representatives in the 
three-- tier of Panchayats in States /UTs as on 01-12-2006: 
States/UTs 
States: 
Andhra Pradesh 
Arunachal 
Pradesh 
Assam 
Bihar 
Chattisgarh 
Goa 
Gujarat 
Haryana 
Himachal 
Pradesh 
Jharkhand 
Karnataka 
Kerala 
Madhya Pradesh 
Maharasthra 
Manipur 
Orrisa 
Punjab 
Rajasthan 
Sikkim 
Tamilnadu 
Tripura 
Uttar Pradesh 
Uttaranchal 
Pradesh 
West Bengal 
No. of 
Panchay 
ats 
22945 
1789 
2431 
9040 
9982 
192 
14068 
6325 
3330 
3979 
5856 
1165 
23412 
28302 
169 
6578 
12605 
9457 
170 
13031 
540 
52890 
7335 
3713 
Elected Panchayat representatives at all levels 
General 
172136 
0 
23206 
109767 
76013 
1500 
83982 
54508 
16793 
67920 
16246 
222836 
176877 
1684 
56576 
62680 
73030 
639 
91958 
3914 
578984 
44450 
37277 
SC 
No. 
34025 
0 
1344 
19440 
17540 
0 
7970 
14965 
8724 
17859 
2005 
61103 
25268 
43 
16910 
28376 
25364 
57 
23653 
1509 
191950 
11077 
17158 
% 
(15.2) 
(0.0) 
(5.3) 
(14.9) 
(10.9) 
(0.0) 
(7.0) 
(21.5) 
(32.0) 
(18.6) 
(10.8) 
(15.4) 
(11.0) 
(2.4) 
(16.8) 
(31.2) 
(21.2) 
(5.7) 
(20.3) 
(26.3) 
(24.9) 
(19.3) 
(29.2) 
ST 
No. 
17842 
8260 
886 
884 
66833 
0 
22235 
0 
1753 
10311 
232 
112938 
27565 
41 
27376 
0 
21410 
309 
877 
310 
727 
1973 
4314 
% 
(8.0) 
(100. 
0) 
(3.5) 
(0.7) 
(41.7) 
(0.0) 
(19.5) 
(0.0) 
(6.0) 
(10.7) 
(1.3) 
(28.5) 
(12.0) 
(2.3) 
(27.1) 
(0.0) 
(17.9) 
(30.7) 
(0.8) 
(5.4) 
(0.1) 
(3.4) 
(7.3) 
Total 
224003 
8260 
25436 
130091 
160386 
1500 
114187 
69473 
27270 
96090 
18483 
396877 
229710 
1768 
100862 
91056 
119804 
1005 
116488 
5733 
771661 
57500 
58749 
Women 
No. 
74019 
3183 
9903 
70400 
54102 
453 
38068 
24994 
9128 
41210 
6515 
134368 
77118 
646 
36086 
31838 
42402 
384 
39364 
1986 
299025 
21517 
21428 
% 
(33.0) 
(38.5) 
(38.9) 
(54.1) 
(33.7) 
(30.2) 
(33.3) 
(36.0) 
(33.5) 
(42.9) 
(35.2) 
(33.9) 
(36.6) 
(36.5) 
(35.8) 
(35.0) 
(35.4) 
(38.2) 
(33.8) 
(34.6) 
(38.8) 
(37.4) 
(36.5) 
Union Territories: 
A & N Islands 
Chandigarh 
D & N Haveli 
Daman & Diu 
Lakshadweep 
Pondicherry 
Total 
75 
19 
12 
15 
11 
108 
239544 
856 
153 
7 
71 
1 
784 
1974848 
0 
34 
3 
4 
0 
237 
526618 
(0.0) 
(18.2) 
(2.4) 
(4.1) 
(0.0) 
(23.2) 
(18.6) 
0 
0 
115 
22 
100 
0 
327313 
(0.0) 
(0.0) 
(92.0) 
(22.7) 
(99.0) 
(0.0) 
(11.6) 
856 
187 
125 
97 
101 
1021 
2828779 
296 
62 
49 
37 
38 
370 
1038989 
(34.6) 
(33.2) 
(39.2) 
(38.1) 
(37.6) 
(36.2) 
(36.7) 
Source: Union Ministry of Panchayati Raj 
Note: General: Non-SC/ST Categories, Male and Females; SC: Scheduled Caste 
Males and Females; ST Scheduled Caste Males and Females; Women: Combined SC, 
ST and General Categories. 
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Table 3.5: Elected Women Members in the Urban Local Bodies 
(Municipal Corporations/Municipalities); 
State 
Andhra Pradesh 
Gujarat 
Haryana 
Himachal Pradesh 
(Excluding Shimla) 
Kamataka 
Kerala 
Madhya Pradesh 
Maharasthra 
Panjab 
Total seats 
2632 
4473 
1341 
404 
4977 
1610 
6870 
4584 
2197 
Seats reserved for 
Women 
899 
1491 
440 
125 
1919 
554 
2292 
1546 
786 
No. of women 
Chairpersons 
32 
NA 
19 
16 
138 
90 
NA 
498 
1 
(Elections have not been held to all Local bodies) 
Rajasthan 
Tamil Nadu 
4394 
3866 
1478 
1280 
61 
37 
(Town Panchayats have not been Include in these Figures) 
Uttar Pradesh 
West Bengal 
11702 
2650 
2279 
502 
252 
NA 
Source: NIUA/NIPFP Survey, December, 1996. 
Compendium of Municipal legislation in conformity with the 74'" Constitutional 
Amendment Act, National Institute of Urban Affairs, 1996. 
Women's role in decision-making is one of the most important questions 
for consideration in the movement for their empowerment. The 73'' and 74 
Amendments to the Indian Constitution have served as a major break through 
towards ensuring women's equal access and increased participation in political 
power structures. This Amendment provided for 'reservation of one third of 
seats for women at level of local governance in urban areas'. There is also a 
one-third reservation for women for posts of Chairpersons of these local 
bodies. This Amendment has initiated a powerful strategy of affirmative action 
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for providing the structural framework for women's participation in political 
decision making and provide and opportunity to bring women to be forefront 
and center of city development and develop new grass root level leadership. 
There are about one million elected women representative in Panchayats and 
Municipal bodies in India. 
After 1993, women's participation in local governments increased quite 
radically, with the enactment of the legislation providing 33 percent reservation 
of seats for women in local bodies. In government too, there has been limited 
representatives of women. A few eminent women have no doubt, occupied 
important administrative positions, such as Secretaries of Department in the 
National as well as in the State Governments. There are only 5.71 percent of 
the total numbers of persons in administrative services are women. It is 
noteworthy that within the premier civil services of India, the representation of 
women is not that encouraging. Since relatively few women enter the civil 
services, several efforts have been made to improve the situation. 
The above figures show the recognition of identity of women in local 
bodies. The representation of women in these bodies has shown an increasing 
trend. The male members have also accepted their importance and have 
encouraged them to contest elections even for the apex post in Panchayats. This 
clearly shows the awareness of women in politics. 
Doubts were raised at the consultative stage prior to the Amendments to 
the Constitutions on the adequate availability of experience in the last decade 
has disproved these doubts. Women have indeed been available in large 
numbers, have accessed positions in Panchayats through the reservations route 
and have been gaining hands-on experience of shouldering and fulfilling 
responsibilities going with these positions. 
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There are 58,620 Gram Panchayats, 904 Kshetra Panchayats and 83 Zila 
Panchayats in Uttar Pradesh as a whole. Corresponding figures for UP minus 
Uttaranchal is 52,067 Gram Panchayats, 806 Kshetra Panchayats, and 58 Zila 
Panchayats. Table 3.6 depicts the female and male representatives 
(chairpersons and members) elected to the Panchayati Raj Institutions in Uttar 
Pradesh minus Uttaranchal. Thus, 2,00564 (38.3 percent) of the total 5,23,603 
representatives elected to the Panchayati Raj Institutions are women; it is 
substantially higher than one-third of the total seats reserved for women in the 
Panchayati Raj Institutions in case of members as well as chairpersons. It 
implies that women have been able to win against a good number of unreserved 
seats as well, thereby raising their representation substantially. Besides, they 
represent a cross-section of the society including various social categories such 
as SCs OBCs, and General. Table 3.6 below indicates the representation of 
women in panchayats election in Uttar Pradesh. 
Table 3.6: Percentage of Elected Women Representatives in Panchayats in 
Uttar Pradesh* 1995: 
PRIs 
GPs (Total): 
(a) Pradhans 
(b) Members 
KPs (Total): 
(a) Pramukhs 
(b) Members 
ZPs (Total): 
(a) Adhyaksh 
(b) Members 
Overall (Total) 
(a) Chairpersons 
(b) Members 
Elected representative i 
Female 
180591 
18345 
162246 
19178 
298 
18880 
795 
23 
772 
200564 
18666 
181898 
Male 
286304 
33722 
252582 
34599 
508 
34091 
2136 
35 
2101 
323039 
34265 
288774 
'No.) 
Total 
466895 
52067 
414828 
53 
806 
52971 
2931 
58 
2873 
52360 
53931 
470672 
Percentage of 
females 
(38.7) 
(35.2) 
(39.1) 
(5.7) 
(37.0) 
(35.6) 
(27.1) 
(39.7) 
(26.9)** 
(38.3) 
(35.3) 
(38.6) 
Source: Director, Panchayati Raj, UP, Lucknow. 
GPs: Gram Panchayats; KPs: Kshetra Panchayats; ZPs: Zila Panchayats 
* For U.P. minus Uttaranchal. 
** It is less than one-third presumably because some of the seats reserved for women 
remained vacant or there is some discrepancy in the data. 
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Representation of women chairpersons in Panchayati Raj Institutions by 
various social categories reflected in Table 3.7. As depicts in Table 3.6, (35.3 
percent) of the total chairpersons are women. Among these female 
chairpersons, 23.8 percent from SCs, 32.2 percent from OBCs, 43.9 percent 
from General Category and 0.1% from STs. Thus, gender-equity, social justice, 
and even representation by various social categories go together as a result of 
the constitutional provision for reservation in the Panchayati Raj Institutions. 
The female representation on the positions of the Chairpersons at all three 
levels is either 33.3 percent or more. The number of elected women 
chairpersons under the general category is obviously more. 
Table 3.7: Chairpersons Elected by Social Categories in the PRIs in 
U.P.*(1995); 
PRIs 
GPs 
KPs 
ZP 
Total 
Source 
General 
Female 
8071 
104 
12 
8187 
;: Direct( 
Male 
14769 
283 
14 
15066 
Dr. Pane 
Chairpersons elected by social categories (No.): 
OBC 
Female 
5899 
107 
6 
6012 
layati R 
Male 
11157 
138 
12 
11307 
ai,UP,l 
SC 
Female 
4359 
87 
5 
4451 
^ucknow 
Male 
7779 
87 
9 
7875 
r. 
ST 
Female 
16 
-
-
16 
Male 
17 
-
-
17 
Total 
Female 
18345 
292 
23 
18666 
Male 
33722 
508 
35 
34265 
* For U.P, minus Uttaranchal. 
It is, however, pertinent to mention that the total number of female 
representatives in the Panchayati Raj Institutions in Uttar Pradesh immediately 
before the 73'"'' Amendment was negligible since only two women used to be 
co-opted to ensure token female representation in each Panchayati Raj 
Institutions, exceptions apart. 
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As per statistics available, more then 8 lakhs women had entered in 
Panchayats in 20 States and 4 Union Territories by 1998. They also sufficiently 
held the position as chairpersons.''^  
The second elections held in 2000 for rural local bodies (excluding 
Uttaranchai State), demonstrated much higher share of women representation 
as against the one-third reserved seats. On comparing statistics for two 
elections, it is found that there has been increase of 4.69 percent in 
representation of women at district level panchayats members and 4.63 percent 
in Gram Panchayats members. Again, at Kshetra Panchayat level there had 
been an increase of 3.42 percent of women representation as pramukh and 2.5 
percent increase in case of Kshetra Panchayats members. Interestingly, women 
represented 37.95 percent, 35.82 percent, and 37.06 percent respectively as 
members of Gram Panchayats, Kshetra Panchayats, and Zila Panchayats. 
Similarly, women represented 35.32 percent as heads of Gram Panchayats, 
36.71 percent as Pramukhs of Kshetra Panchayats, and 53.64 percent as 
Adhyaksh of Zila Panchayats.'^  
The electoral process has been vitiated due to wide-spread violence and 
large scale misuse of money and muscle power as well as political interference. 
This has been so because of low level of political awareness among the voters, 
cut-throat competition for enhanced power and pelf in the restructured 
Panchayati Raj Institutions and ineffectiveness of the State Election 
Commission and State Government. This is a matter of serious concern, 
especially for women. 
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Table 3.8: Women's Representation in Panchayats (2000) in Uttar 
Pradesh (excluding Uttaranchal State in percentage): 
Particular 
Member Gram Panchayats 
Member Kshetra Panchayats 
Member Zila Panchayats 
Pradhan Gram Pianchayats 
Kshetra Panchayats 
Pramukh 
Adhyaksh Zila Panchayats 
Class 
ST 
SC 
OBC 
General 
Total 
ST 
SC 
OBC 
General 
Total 
ST 
SC 
OBC 
General 
Total 
ST 
SC 
OBC 
General 
Total 
ST 
SC 
OBC 
General 
Total 
ST 
SC 
OBC 
General 
Total 
Female 
(0.02) 
(10.34) 
(10.92) 
(16.67) 
(37.95) 
(0.03) 
(8.65) 
(10.51) 
(16.64) 
(35.82) 
(0.09) 
(9.74) 
(11.43) 
(15.80) 
(37.06) 
(0.02) 
(8.05) 
(11.88) 
(15.37) 
(35.32) 
— 
(9.89) 
(12.73) 
(14.09) 
(36.71) 
— 
(13.04) 
(15.94) 
(24.64) 
(53.64) 
Male 
(0.03) 
(13.72) 
(17.79) 
(30.52) 
(62.05) 
(0.03) 
(14.93) 
(19.01) 
(30.21) 
(64.18) 
(0.00) 
(14.72) 
(19.29) 
(28.03) 
(62.94) 
(0.04) 
(13.71) 
(21.68) 
(29.25) 
(64.68) 
— 
(10.01) 
(15.58) 
(37.70) 
(63.29) 
— 
(7.25) 
(15.94) 
(23.19) 
(46.38) 
Total 
(0.05) 
(24.06) 
(28.71) 
(47.19) 
(100.00) 
(0.06) 
(23.58) 
(29.52) 
(46.85) 
100.00) 
(0.09) 
(24.46) 
(30.72) 
(44.73) 
(100.00) 
(0.06) 
(21.76) 
(33.56) 
(44.73) 
(100.00) 
— 
(19.90) 
(28.31) 
(51.79) 
(100.00) 
— 
(20.29) 
(31.88) 
(47.83) 
(100.00) 
Source: U.P., State Election Commission, Lucknow. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
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Changing Patterns of Women's Leadership: 
Women, after being marginalized for long are being brought to the 
forefront through their involvement in decision making process. Passage of the 
73^ and 74' Constitutional Amendment Acts played a key role in it. Through 
reservation, leadership of women was given statutory status. This status is a 
channel to address the issue of women empowerment and to wipe away 
inequality prevailing in the society. It is evident that women aspire to come out 
of their traditional roles to create a new environment for the new generation but 
their assigned roles prevent them from discharging their roles effectively. 
Experiences so far have shown shades of both valour and weaknesses in 
women's leadership. If examples of weak leadership are not rare to find then 
instances of able leadership of women pradhans are also apparent in Uttar 
Pradesh.'^ 
These Amendments are a milestone in the way of women assuming 
leadership in decision making. The initial reaction to the announcement of 
reservation for women was one of excitement and happiness on the one hand 
and bewilderment and anxiety on the other hand. The impact of amendment 
cannot be denied in changing the socio economic life of the women. There are 
changes in the value orientations of the people and in the leadership. The 
process of decision-making government accelerated and the value of local 
bodies in serving as link between the rural and urban masses and government at 
17 
higher levels. 
It may be expected that the nature of democratic functioning of the 
panchayats and the participation of poor households in this process would have 
very important implications for the degree to which decisions are aligned to 
local preferences and the needs of the poor. Provided that the poor participate 
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effectively, this would also have implications for the capture of local 
institutions by the dominant classes. 
Women leadership has a pivotal role in the working of Panchayati Raj 
Institutions. However, this remains a distant dream. In rural areas culture and 
traditions are observed more rigidly, family as well as caste play an important 
role in directing the course of life of individual. This is true in all the society 
but is even more applicable for rural women, who are bound to follow the 
I Q 
tradition and culture. 
There are various determinates that influence the leadership pattern of 
women in political frame of rural areas. As the rural society is usually in the 
grip of tradition and culture, whose burden is laid on the women, these 
determinants play a major role in deciding leadership. The determinants that 
play leading role in deciding participation of women folk in governance 
include age, caste, religion etc. 
In rural context, age is an important determinant in deciding the social, 
economic and political roles of woman.'^  Women as well as men who have 
been elected as a representative in the panchayats after the reservations. Mostly 
they are middle age and more active in comparison to old women. It is 
observed that women of older age are usually permitted to participate in the 
processes of panchayats as compared to women who are comparatively young. 
Although during panchayat election 2000, young women were elected in 
greater number as panchayat representatives but they were kept away from 
performing their leadership roles. Their male counterparts carried out their 
functions. In contrast participation of women who have crossed their 
reproductive age was more in the villages of Uttar Pradesh. 
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Gita Rani, young, upper caste sarpanch is a graduate, of Tehra village is 
about 25 kilometers away from Agar city. She is not allowed to meet any body 
concerning panchayat matters in the absence of her husband. The election of 
Gita Rani as sarpanch was not a premeditated strategy to empower her, it was a 
spontaneous expression of her family members i.e. her husband's aspirations 
being achieved through her. She came out with the support of the powerful 
Dhakre Rajput family she married into. Gita Rani of Tehra and Shive Devi of 
Birai did not attend any meetings at block and district levels, getting funds and 
information of development schemes, construction work etc.^ ^ 
The people because of two reasons do not acknowledge participation of 
young women in panchayats. One is the cultural and traditional constraint that 
prohibits young women from discharging their political roles. Second is the 
belief that young women lack relevant experience and confidence for 
performing responsibilities of governance. As mobility and outside exposure of 
young and newly married women is restrictive, the aged or women who have 
crossed the reproductive age are encouraged to perform the leadership roles. 
From experience it has come out that women leadership is more accepted in the 
rural areas if she is older. The potentials of women are the secondary factor 
determining leadership of rural women in Uttar Pradesh. 
Indian society is dominated by casteism and its specific status. Caste 
plays a significant role in moulding the emergence of leadership at village 
levels. It is evident that higher caste monopolizes leadership roles at local level. 
The experience during the Panchayat Orientation for Women Empowerment 
and Reinforcement Campaign (POWER) which was organized by Sahbhagi 
Shikshan Kendra in the year 2003-04, demonstrate the same. All through 
campaign activities, participation of rural women was commendable. Women 
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elected representative (2,133), Self Help Group (SHG) members, citizen 
leaders, and active Gram Sabha members (total 10,278) participated in the 
meetings and trainings of the campaign. 
Most of the lower caste women show better leadership skills than the 
women of higher caste if they trained. Women of higher caste do not often 
come out as true leaders and active representatives. Their presence in the 
panchayat activities remains petite as compared to lower caste females. '^* 
Nirmala Devi, 32 years of age, is a Zila Panchayat member in Chandauli 
district of Uttar Pradesh. She won the last Zila Panchayat elections with the 
highest number of votes in the state. Yet she remains an untouchable to the 
upper strata of the society because she was born as a dalit. Then she plunged 
into the battle against the exploitation of dalit women and fought the Zila 
Panchayat elections.^ ^ 
Religion also plays an important part as a determinate on the leadership 
pattern of women in rural areas. It is observed during the local level activities 
and training organized by the different organizations that participation of 
Muslims women is comparatively low as compared to Hindus women, the 
reason being the strict purdah system followed in Islam and low rate of 
literacy.'^ ^ 
Women in Rural Political Dynamics in Uttar Pradesh: 
Women have also entered into the political arena in rural areas in great 
numbers because of the reservation policy. Dynamic leadership of women 
pradhans is also apparent in Uttar Pradesh. Mrs. Kusum Singh Gautam is the 
38 years old sarpanch of Karbigwan Gram Panchayat in Kanpur district. She is 
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leading a crusade against 'corruption and mismanagement in the Panchayat Raj 
institutions'. Giving us a glimpse of Panchayati Raj in Uttar Pradesh, she says: 
'It is the money and muscle nexus in Uttar Pradesh politics that has so far kept 
women away from asserting and claiming her role in local self-governance'. 
While an effort was made to seek out committed and active women candidates 
for the panchayat elections, it had an ulterior motive. In most cases their 
husbands have usurped their role and authority, giving raise to new epithet 
sarpanch pati. Male Panchayati Raj members ensure that all decisions favour 
their viewpoint by browbeating women sarpanches or by using 'arm-twisting' 
tactics. Majority of the new women sarpanches, having no experience, have 
found it convenient to entrust their powers in the up-sarpanch, their male 
colleague. Talking about herself and her experiences, she told that she was 
determined to do her bit to change things. So she fought the election, 
undeterred by all the opposition that came from her family, her community and 
the menfolk of the region. She campaigned by herself and openly opposed the 
corrupt practices of the male panches and sarpanches. Her conviction sent a 
signal across the village folk, especially the women. They decide to support 
her. She had to face a lot of oppositions. But she has been successful in 
functioning independently. She insured that panchayat money was not misused. 
She not only takes her job very seriously, but has also shown her mettle as a 
grassroots worker par excellence, making her time to work in tandem with 
Sakhi Kendra and NGOs that effectively networks about 40 women's 
organizations in her region. Kusum's association with Sakhi Kendra has also 
helped her effectively discharge her duties in the panchayat, having equipped 
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her to acquire a deep understanding about the functioning of Panchayati Raj 
Institutions and the responsibilities of their functions. Today Kusum has 
become the role model for others. She has the opportunity to interact with 
numerous social activities. She has also availed the opportunity to travel and 
see for herself how local self-government works in other states. 
Factors Affecting Women Leadership in Panchayati Raj Institutions: 
The factors which are influencing women leadership may be of two 
kinds, internal and external factors. 
(A). Internal Factor: 
Women's leadership is still to climb many steps to be able to contribute 
equally in the political affairs like men. Traditions of rural areas can be one of 
the reasons, which don't allow women to exhibit able leadership. Apart from 
this, there may be other factors which influence participation of women as 
leaders of village. 
Women in rural society are less equipped with the knowledge about 
panchayat and its activities and they are usually kept away from the happenings 
of the outer world which lead to lesser proximity to the external world. Women 
representative who are more active and have relevant information about the 
Panchayati Raj Institutions have performed well in the village. And in contrast, 
women who have lesser awareness could not perform well. Due to lack of 
awareness about the systems and procedures regarding functioning of gram 
sabha and gram panchayat leads to subdued leadership on women's part. It is 
necessary to help in boosting up the confidence of women representative to 
undertake public activities and improving the social skills of women. 
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Ms. Kiran Devi resident of Akbarpur Khurd village in Khairabad 
development block of Sitapur, before becoming Pradhan, she was closely 
associated with Sahbhagi Shikshan Kendra. During her acquaintance with 
Sahbhagi Shikshan Kendra she was exposed to many capacity building training 
and meeting due to which she got an opportunity to explore the external world. 
Slowly but steadily she gained insight and confidence to work. This confidence 
and insight provided her impetus to contest election and win as pradhan. She, 
after being throned as pradhan, did work for the betterment of her gram 
panchayat with great ease. She also felt quite comfortable in going to the block 
and district panchayat office. 
It can be said on the basis of field level experience that women 
representatives, who have been out of their house or village for trainings, 
meetings and visits etc., emerge with greater chance of performing well in 
Panchayati Raj Institutions as a leader. They tend to develop greater 
enthusiasm and insight for panchayat activities. 
Education is the key that opens the door to life, which is essentially 
social in character. In present society, capacity to understand the issues and 
problems faced by the community and the ability to communicate one's ideas 
to others are important qualities of a leader. Education for rural women 
representatives has great significance in view of the fact that they have become 
members of a very important institution. Educated or being literate helps them 
to understand roles and responsibilities with regard to Panchayati Raj. It 
develops insight and helps the representative in carrying out day to-day life. 
Lack of education restrains the functioning of women as a leader. The 
confidence of illiterate women is generally low in comparison to literate 
women. She has lesser confidence in dealing or interacting with official or any 
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third person if she is not Uterate. Lack of experience and low level of literacy 
hinders their participation in the panchayat activities like conducting meetings, 
talking to government official etc. it also makes them more dependent on men 
for paper work?^ 
Rural women in the state are marginalized. Two indicators reveal this: 
literacy rate and employment. Literacy is one of the crucial factors for effective 
leadership and functioning of women and dalit representatives. The majority of 
women entering the Panchayati Raj Institutions are illiterate or barely literate. 
Rests who are supposed to be literate are just able to write their names. This 
limitation is a major impediment in overseeing the responsibilities of elected 
representative. It is imperative to understand that the overall literacy level 
among women in is quite low, which is also reflection of the educational level 
28 of women representative in the state of Uttar Pradesh. 
Table 3.9: Distribution of Women by Educational Status (1998-99); 
(Educational level in percent) 
State 
U.P 
Illiterate 
(70.2) 
Litrate 
(Primary 
School 
complete) 
(2.7) 
Primary 
School 
complete 
(9.1) 
Middle 
School 
complete 
(6.8) 
High 
School 
complete 
(4.3) 
Higher 
Secondary 
complete 
and above 
(6.9) 
Source: Intemational Institute for Population Sciences, National Family Health 
Survey, 1998-99. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
(B). External Factors: 
External factors influencing women participation include her family, 
society, traditions, occupations, panchayat representative, government officials 
etc. 
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Family would be the most important factors influencing women 
leadership. Family decides women's leadership and representation in 
governance to a large extent. It is found that women on getting support from 
the family work with greater enthusiasm and vigour. It is observed that families 
who not only allow female members for participation in panchayats but also 
render them support tend to become efficient leaders. In contrast, women who 
do not get support and permission from the family become dummy candidates 
with no contribution in panchayat development work. In some cases it is also 
found that family owing to the societal pressures prevents women 
representative from participating in panchayat activities. Findings of a study by 
Sahbhagi Shikshan Kendra throw light on the reaction of elected representative 
on importance of their family. Most of the respondent confessed that without 
cooperation from the family they would never have been able to contest in the 
panchayat elections.^^ 
Thus, the Centre for Women Development Study (CWDS) revealed that 
most of the women representatives are new entrants in politics and even their 
family members natal as well as affinal have small proportion of members with 
political experience or political affiliations. Family comes up as the main 
support of these women in their decision to contest elections, in their source of 
information on reservations and elections and help in the processes of 
elections.^ *^ 
In the Tikaria Taluke Gram Panchayat of Salon block of Raibareiley, 
two women representatives Ms. Asha Devi and Ms. Rampati are doing great 
work. With their sincere efforts they were able to persuade pradhan of the 
panchayats for laying down stone gravels (Khadanjja). Together they sensitized 
teachers of primary schools to improve the study pattern of the school. Both 
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women representatives owe all regards for their family that had supported them 
to take up such responsibilities. 
Source of mobility are important factors which influencing leadership of 
women. In Uttar Pradesh sources of mobility from villages to block or district 
level are limited. It is true that women are more depend on better and safe 
transportation facilities as compared to men. Lack of transportation facilities 
leads to their lower participation in panchayat related activities at block and 
district level and increases the dependence of women representatives on their 
male relatives for panchayat activities. 
Indian women are bound to follow the traditions and customs of a 
community. She is required to bear the encumbrance of tradition values in any 
culture. Women were more often kept away from the political frame work. 
Thirty three percent reservations in local governance made it essential for the 
rural women to come into political arena. It is observed that poor response of 
women in Panchayati Raj Institutions is due to the conservative thinking of the 
society and family. Due to societal restraint, participation of women is 
restricted to meetings. They are not allowed to interact with government 
officials and did not take major decisions related to panchayat affairs. 
Women in rural areas in Uttar Pradesh have engagements in household 
chores and other agricultural activities that burden them from participating in 
the local governance. The majority of women representatives were engaged in 
domestic work, including child up bearing, field working, fetching water, and 
looking after the old members of family can be taken as important factors 
leading to lesser participation of elected representatives. This put limits on the 
time they could spend in political affairs. 
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Table 3.10; Distribution of Women by Employment Status (1998-99): 
State 
UP 
Working in Family 
Farm/Business 
12.5 
Working for 
Someone Else 
7.2 
Self-
Employ ed 
3.5 
Not worked in 
the last 12 months 
76.6 
Source: International Institute for Population Sciences, National Family Health 
Survey, 1998-99, India Introductory Report, Bombay. 
Role of government officials is very important with reference to women 
representatives. The coordination between the officials and non-officials is 
important for effective functioning in the Panchayati Raj, All proceedings of a 
Gram Panchayat depend upon the kind of linkage between elected 
representatives and government officials. This has a greater impact if 
panchayat chairman is a woman. The Panchayat Secretary talks generally to the 
men, which keeps women totally uninformed about activities and information 
regarding panchayats. Such experiences result in a greater gap between women 
representatives and government departments influencing their leadership. But 
in most of the cases, the absence of women representatives at Gram Sabha 
meetings is a regular feature. The organization report underlines that women 
turn up for meetings more regularly when women leaders head the Gram 
Sabhas. In most of the cases, the male officers do not bother to inform or 
educate women panchayat leaders about their roles. 
Another important achievement of local bodies is that it increase the 
consciousness of the people has increasingly become conscious of their social 
economic and political rights. Local bodies have contributed to the emergence 
of new leadership in villages. The officials who are associated for carrying the 
work of rural areas like Block Development Officer, Mukhya Sevika, Gram 
Sevika, Social Welfare and Women Welfare were given power and authority to 
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carry forward their activities. However, these government servants are to work 
under the supervision of ejected representatives of the area. 
Table 3.11: Women Leadership in Panchayats: 
Inhibiting Factors 
Illiteracy 
Ignorance 
Lack of confidence 
Hesitation 
Apathy at personal level 
Family 
Mobility 
Patriarchy 
Poor economic status 
No-confidence motions 
Male officials 
Enabling Factors 
Training 
Awareness generation 
Training and awareness campaign 
Exposure 
personal interest, involvement and commitment 
Family support 
Family support and economic support 
Family, community and community 
Based organizations support 
Governmental and NGOs support 
Gender sensitive administration 
Experience, awareness, education and competence, willingness, 
confidence, self-motivation, encouragement from family and society contribute 
to the leadership pattern of any women. Presence or absence of these elements 
affects the leadership skills of women. Local governance seems to have had an 
improving trend in the last ten years where women have tried to bargain for 
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space in the governance processes. 
Thus, being elected to the office is of course a major step taken by 
women to enter the political arena, but it is just a first step. The real test of 
women's empowerment begins when they start exercising their rights and 
responsibilities, especially participating actively in the decision making 
processes of their village, developing their confidence and establishing their 
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qualitative presence in the power structure. Thus, the general view is that 
'women in panchayats are showing signs of political awakening'. But 
inhibiting factors, such as illiteracy, domestic pressure and dependency on men 
hinder their progress. By and large, a few women who have emerged 
significantly into political prominence are those who are 'economically well 
off and who belong to upper strata of society.^ '* 
During the Uttar Pradesh panchayat election 2000, women have entered 
Panchayati Raj Institutions in large numbers. Women representatives in Uttar 
Pradesh have shown a similar trend of being weak and efficient leaders at 
different places. There are instance where women have ended up becoming a 
dummy candidate put up by her male relatives or other dominating people and 
at some places she has proved her ability as a leader. It was seen where women 
have taken initiatives to evolve an able leader, with the support of family, self-
confidence and society were the major factors promoting her. Leadership of 
women in the context of Uttar Pradesh is still at a growing stage.^ ^ 
The journey of women leadership in local governance is not long; she is 
still in her learning phase to take up roles that were never of her concern in the 
past. It is true that only women can effectively voice their pent up feelings, 
requirement and perspective in development processes. Thus, preparation of 
women is important to voice needs and ideas of this faction of society in 
development. To certain, opportunities through reservation have assured their 
involvement in development and political process in local bodies. She has 
received this opportunity along with many other impediments that hinder her 
from participation in local bodies. Women, In spite of all the stumbling blocks 
are trying hard to make space for them in the political arena. Women panchayat 
members in large numbers are emerging out of their social boundaries to take 
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up political responsibilities. Some emphatic changes are already visible. 
However, a lot more is to be discovered by women to establish themselves as 
leaders in comparison to the males. To cope up with the inhibiting factors and 
standup in Panchayat, women need to be more articulate in coordinating the 
social and economic roles thus making space for the new political role in her 
life. Reservation is just a means towards equality and not an end in itself To 
make it successful both men and women must strive to ensure that the end is 
achieved.^^ 
Various efforts made by the elected women representatives to press 
their views and taking interest in panchayat meetings with confidence. 
Chairpersons are more active than gram panchayat members. Women's 
representation and participation in panchayats have shown the beginnings of 
the emerging leadership of rural women in India. Women's learning phase has 
shown their potential and motivation for contributing to a vibrant local 
democracy and development of local self-governing institutions. 
Measures for Enhancing Women's Capacity in Panchayat Raj 
Institutions: 
(i) Awareness Generation: 
Awareness of local bodies among women is directly related to literacy. 
Awareness generation and imparting information to elected representatives is a 
matter of great importance. Awareness level about local bodies is very low 
among rural women. A large number of women representatives are illiterate, 
ignorant poorly informed about ongoing issues, debates and reforms 
concerning the society in general and women in particular. Both members and 
sarpanch have been found ignorant on the matters of panchayats. Therefore, 
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such ignorance about the foundation of the entire pyramidal structure of local 
democracy is surely a matter of concern.^ ' 
It has been observed over the years that the performance of the gram 
sabha has suffered due to lack of awareness among the people about the 
concept and utility of the institution of gram sabha, and their own role in 
making it successful. This is required because of the fact that the concept of 
gram sabha can be successfully translated only through active involvement of 
the people and their confidence in the institutions. Experience shows that 
wherever such efforts have been made, there has been remarkable change in the 
meetings of the gram sabhas in terms of (i) increased of attendance; (ii) 
increase in attendance of women; (iii) increase in the participation of elected 
women members and number of gram sabhas with quorum. Awareness 
generation should, therefore, be taken up by the state government concerned on 
a top priority basis through gram sabha campaigns and use of traditional and 
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electronic media, wherever possible. 
Therefore, the first strategy should aim at striking at ignorance by 
dissemination of information and rising general as well as political awareness 
among the rural women. They should be helped to attain knowledge and 
awareness of their own self-personal needs, health issues, legal rights and 
society at large. The realization of their capabilities, potentialities and their role 
in society would strengthen their self-image and would foster them with 
confidence to take action in life. Besides general awareness, to create an 
environment where women can seek knowledge and information and thereby 
empower them to play a positive role in their own development and society. 
Women need to be enlightened politically, not only about their rights and 
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duties, but also the nature of our constitution, democratic processes and values, 
working of democratic institutions, concept and relevance of local bodies 
particularly the message of present 73"* and 74*^  Constitutional Amendment 
Acts and one third of reservation of seats for women, various poverty 
alleviation programmes and policies for women and weaker sections. The 
government should take the lead in this matter by introducing a component of 
political awareness in all the on going programmes like National Literacy 
Mission (NLM), DWARCA Training Programme, the Mahila Samakhya 
Programme, Legal Literacy Camps, sponsored by department of Women and 
Children, Council for Advancement of People's Action and Rural Technology 
Programme (CAPART), Rajasthan's Women and Development Programme 
etc. 
National Literacy Mission fully recognizes the vast potential of Non-
Governmental Organizations in furthering its objectives and has taken 
measures to strengthen its partnership with Non-Governmental Organizations 
and has assigned them 'an active promotional role in the literacy movement'. 
In Uttar Pradesh, 97 Non-Governmental Organizations were involved in an 
accelerated programme for female literacy. Approximately, 27 lakhs women 
were covered. 
NGOs and other voluntary organization can adopt various strategies for 
educating women on issues and problems concerning women and need to 
participate in grass root democracy. Such kinds of exposure programmes not 
only educate the women but also make them realize the value of their vote that 
they must exercise to make election a reality by participating in it in a sizeable 
number. It also capacitates them to be a part of wider, articulate and powerful 
movement. It also enables them to create a platform for making their voices 
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heard and give direction and visibility to women specific issues. But 
considering the size of the nation and the number of ignorant and illiterate 
women their number is too small. More over they are confined primarily to the 
metropolitan cities and do not to remote rural areas where the need for such 
organizations is more acute. Mahila Samakhya has led to 'mobilization of 
women irrespective of caste and creed in villages and their effective 
participation in the meeting of gram panchayat and gaon sabha. 
Mass media can play a vital role in awareness generation. Women can 
be motivated and inspired to think, discuss and act politically with the help of 
documentaries film, television and radio spots on women's rights.^ ^ More and 
more media coverage should be given where women have entered the 
Panchayati Raj Institutions and have started working either in the capacity of 
member or chairpersons. A continuous communication must be maintained 
through media between the government, panchayats and the people. 
(ii) Training and Support for Elected Women Representatives: 
Attention is being given to the training and capacity for develop skills of 
all elected representatives in local government, including women. They are 
trained to acquire skills, knowledge and orientation needed to carry out the 
onerous responsibilities given to them. A time bound, systematic and 
comprehensive training programme has been drawn up which will be funded 
by the Central Government. The government of India is also committed to 
capacity building efforts by organizing and funding training programmes for 
elected women to Municipal bodies in India. All India Institute of Local Self 
Government in India organizing a large number of such kinds of training 
programmes for elected members. Ministry of Urban Development (MUD), 
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Government of India and Urban Development Department of State 
Governments organize a number of training programmes, workshops, seminars 
for women elected representatives at local level through Regional Center for 
Urban and Environmental Studies (RCUES), which are functioning in all the 
regions of India. Many Municipal bodies have initiated a series of in-house 
training in Municipal administration and urban development, in collaboration 
with premier training institutions in India. State governments through their 
state training centers organize capacity building programmes for women 
elected members from Municipal bodies in their states. Special 
training/orientation programmes are organized by ministry of urban 
development and poverty alleviation, government of India under the United 
Nations International Childrens Emergency Fund (UNICEF) assistance and 
government's funds in the area of poverty alleviation schemes and its 
implementation in urban areas (e.g., SJSRY, NSDP, etc.) Some of the major 
training institutions in UP offering orientation training to elected women 
representatives are: 
(1). Regional Center for Urban and Environmental Studies (RCUES), 
Lucknow. 
(2). Uttar Pradesh Academy of Administration (UPAA), Nainital/Lucknow. 
(3). Mahila Shikshan Kendra, Baroda, Uttar Pradesh. 
Without having any training or experience, women in the local bodies 
would not be able to play a meaningful role. It is true that due to their lack of 
proper exposure, women feel shy and often concur with male members without 
much thinking. It provides opportunity to the chauvinist claim that woman 
cannot manage the governing process at the grassroots. Thus, the training is 
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Table 3.12: Number of Person Undergoing Training: 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
N i^me of State 
Assam 
Haryana 
Karnataka 
Kerala 
M.P. 
Orissa 
Rajasthan 
Sikkim 
Tripura 
Uttar Pradesh 
West Bengal 
Village level 
4,972 
Total 
Total 
1,120 
92,772 
Total 
-
882 
Total 
4,43,622 
19,830 
No. of Trainees 
Middle level 
392 
53,239 
80,000 
280 
10,472 
85,000 
9,173 
-
10,000 
13,355 
5,085 
District level 
86 
-
-
105 
1,100 
-
60 
60 
-
2,070 
450 
Source: The Pioneer, January,2000. 
Four training-cum-awareness building camps about Uttar Pradesh 
Panchayati Raj Acts for elected women were organized in Gangoh Kshetra 
Panchayat, Saharanpur District, with the purpose to enable them to participate 
effectively in decentralized governance, planning and development. The 
participants in these camps included members of the Zila Panchayat, Pramukh 
(Chairperson of intermediate tier), members of Kshetra Panchayat, Pradhans 
(Chairpersons of the Gram Panchayat), and Up-Pradhans, members of the 
Gram Panchayats, members of the Gram Sabhas and other organizations like 
Mahila Mandals, political parties besides activists. Total 615 women took part 
in these camps. Out of the total number of participants, more than 80 percent 
were from weaker sections and illiteracy rate among them ranged between 50 
and 80 percent. Pramukh of Gangoh Kshetra Panchayats participated in all 
camps, 113 male who came along with elected women in Gangoh Kshetra 
Panchayats. 
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Table 3.13: Caste Composition of the Women Participation in Gangoh 
Camp: 
Post 
Member of ZP 
Pramukh 
Member of KP 
Pradhan 
UP Pradhan 
Member of GP 
Member of GS 
Others 
Total 
General 
__ 
1 
(16.67) 
1 
(20) 
1 
(100) 
5 
(13.16) 
9 
(20.93) 
•— 
17 
(16.83) 
Caste Composition 
OBC 
1 
(100) 
1 
(100) 
3 
(50) 
4 
(80) 
— 
23 
(60.53) 
29 
(67.44) 
6 
(100) 
67 
(66.34) 
SC 
— 
— 
2 
(33.33) 
— 
— 
10 
(26.32) 
5 
(11.63) 
~~ 
17 
(16.83) 
Total 
1 
(100) 
1 
(100) 
6 
(100) 
5 
(100) 
1 
(100) 
38 
(100) 
43 
(100) 
6 
(100) 
101 
(100) 
Source: National Commission for Women, Empowerment and Sustainable 
Development Initiative, New Delhi, 1992. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
Four training camps organized at four places (Lekhnauti, Dubhar, 
Kishanpu and Mehangi) in the Gangoh Kshetra Panchayat (KP). Although 
women are elected representatives of Panchayats, they feel neglected. They 
said that they did not receive communication either from the Gram Panchayat 
or the Kshetra Panchayats to attend the meetings. For the first time, they 
received an invitation from the Empowerment and Sustainable Development 
Initiative (ESDI) for attending the training camps. Male Pradhans and husbands 
of some women pradhans did not allow the women to attend the training camps 
as they did not want them to learn about their rights and powers. That is why in 
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some villages' invitation letters for attending the camps, as they attending the 
camps were not distributed among the elected women representatives of 
Pancyhayati Raj Institutions. Women realized that they are mere namesake 
elected representatives because in case of higher and middle castes, the power 
de facto rests with the male members of the family and in the case of the 
scheduled caste women; it rests with the dominant castes although it is formally 
exercised through their husbands. Members of the Gram Panchayats and the 
Kshetra Panchayats felt the most neglected. Most of the women do not know 
what role they have to play in Panchayati Raj Institutions. 
Table 3.14: Educational Qualification of the Women Participants in 
Gangoh Camp 
Post 
Member of ZP 
Pramukh 
Member of KP 
Pradhan 
UP Pradhan 
Member of GP 
Member of GS 
Others 
Total 
Illiterate 
— 
1 
(100) 
3 
(50.00) 
3 
(60.00) 
— 
27 
(71.05) 
20 
(46.51) 
— 
54 
(53.47) 
Literate 
— 
— 
1 
(16.67) 
2 
(40.00) 
1 
(100) 
11 
(28.95) 
5 
(11.63) 
2 
(33.33) 
22 
(21.78) 
Educational Qualification 
Middle 
— 
— 
1 
(16.67) 
— 
— 
— 
6 
13.95 
— 
7 
(6.93) 
High 
school 
1 
(100) 
— 
1 
(16.67) 
— 
— 
— 
8 
18.60 
2 
(33.33) 
12 
(11.88) 
Intermediate 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
-
Graduate & 
above 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
-~ 
4 
(9.30) 
2 
(33.33) 
6 
(5.94) 
Source: National Commission for Women, Empowerment and Sustainable 
Development Initiative, New Delhi, 1992. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage 
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Out of 101 women participation in Gangoh Camp, 17 (16.83 percent) 
from General Category, 67 (66.34 percent) from OBC and 17 (16.83 percent) 
from SC Category participate in this awareness camp. Out of 101 women 
representatives 54 (53.47 percent) are illiterate, 22 (21.78 percent) are literate, 
7 (6.93 percent) are middle class pass, 12 (11.88 percent) are high school pass, 
6 (5.94 percent) are graduate and above. Literacy rate of the Ksherta 
Panchayats is less than that of the district and one of the main reasons for this 
educational backwardness of the area is that no literacy campaign had been 
launched in it. Literacy and other types of campaigns by the NGOs and the All 
India Women Conference (AIWC) have been launched only around the 
Saharanpur city. The President of the All India Women Conference (AIWC), 
Saharanpur branch, visited this area first time to attend the camp organized by 
the ESDI. Hence, a literacy campaign should be launched in the area, which 
will enhance the understanding of women. 
The training-cum-awareness generation programmes under which the 
four camps were organized over a two-month period gave indication of a slight 
change in the attitude of the male dominated rural society even during this 
period. People started thinking that they could no longer keep women behind 
the doors. This is also evident from the fact that participation of the women 
increased from the first camp to the fourth camp. Hence, such training-cum-
awareness building programmes should be sustained for greater impact on male 
mentality toward their counterparts. In brief, the organizing of the programme 
created an awareness that would have its spread effect in coming days to foster 
better working of panchayats. That was the general consensus. 
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(iii) Role of Mahila Samyakhya towards Women's Political 
Empov^ e^rment: 
Reservation of seats help to create a political space for women in the 
male dominated political system and lead to social justice, equality of status, 
adult suffrage and finally to political empowemient. It provides them the 
capacity to influence decision-making process, and opportunity to raise their 
grievances and other related social and economic problems in a formal way. 
Their knowledge about the functioning of the panchayats will increase if they 
get outside support in terms of NGOs intervention, women's group, or any 
other social or political movement so that women will become relatively more 
vocal and they will participate effectively. Mahila Samyakhya is a programme 
that was formulated in pursuance of the national policy of education (1986) 
initiated in 10 district of Uttar Pradesh. Mahila Samakhya was initially 
operationalised in the following district, Varanasi, Banda, Saharanpur. In 
Uttar Pradesh 27 women in Banda and 93 in Varanasi were elected at various 
level in 1995. Because of Mahila Samakhya.'*^ In the district of Varanasi, 
Chakia block was associated with Mahila Samakhya. Chakia block included 4 
panchayats i.e., Heenauti, Sikandarpur, Barunjhi and Rampur. 
Mahila Samyakhya strategy has centered on training and activating 
Panchayat members, especially women and the village people. This help in 
compiling all the issues which act as impediments in political empowerment of 
women. Mahila Samyakhya help to groom women candidates for elections 
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through education and training and give panchayat representatives the 
opportunity to meet with their counterparts from other states. Mahila 
Samyakhya has initiated a number of energized consciousnesses among women 
representatives. It also studies their outlook, the extent of their awareness of 
their significant role as women representatives and the actual degree of their 
participation in the local government bodies and in the rural community. It 
likewise identifies factors that might enhance or impede the effective 
participation of women representatives. Finally, such a study will able to find 
out as to what extent the environment built through Mahila Samyakhya 
intervention has sustained and has influences the overall functioning of the 
panchayats.''^ 
Organizations facilitate and promote leadership quality, where 
women's organizations are active, changes are introduced quickly and their 
momentum maintained easily. For all women to be part in the whole process of 
political decision making. It is important to develop leadership qualities in 
them and bring awareness among them about surrounding social, economic, 
culture and political functions. At the grass root level, Mahila Samakhya, 
Varanasi organized the training of women of Chakiya and Sevapur block (in 
the years 1993, 1994, 1995) regarding the various provision of new panchayat 
act, towards empowerment. This was done through phad (reading). Through 
the phad various provision of panchayat laws were narrated in a story in 
simplified manner, when the women of SC/ST and Backward Classes were 
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informed about the new laws, they were happy but also had lost of question. 
Such women not being literate, the job of making them literate was taken up 
first. The women who were elected to panchayats should be trained. It was 
found that when women were elected to panchayats they raised such issues 
which were not even considered till now. ^ ^ 
The programme intervention include mobilize women and forming them 
into effective groups to fight against discrimination and their low status, raising 
the level of awareness of women, acquainting them with their rights, involving 
women in decision making process, creating women leadership launching 
effective campaign against social practices, economic exploitation etc. since 
the programme has been operational for last few years in selected villages of 
the sample district, it be interesting to assess the spread effect of Mahila 
Samakhya programme. Women groups are also oriented and trained on their 
respective duties, roles and rights. They provide necessary information. 
Women are also encouraged to join the literacy camp and centers run by 
Mahila Samakhya so that they can improve their negotiation skills and bargain 
power, which ultimately resulted in the ability to carry out their roles more 
effectively. 
Another positive experience, where women have made the linkage 
between literacy, acquisition of new skills and changes in their identity comes 
from the Mahila Samakhya programme in Banda district in U.P., Banda, one of 
the most backward districts in Uttar Pradesh, has a chronic water problem, five 
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years ago, when the programme began its work in Manikapur block; a majority 
of the hand pumps were dysfunctional. Other traditional sources of water are 
insufficient. During the women's meeting at the village level this was a 
recurrent theme. Not surprisingly, the issue of water has been a major area of 
work for the Mahila Samakhya programme. Over the last five years, women 
adopted different strategies-demonstrations, petitions, and requests for hand 
pump repairs- to come to grips with the problem. When these strategies yielded 
no results, the ms programme in collaboration with UNICEF and Uttar Pradesh 
Jal Nigum, come together to initiate a project in community based hand pump 
maintenance and repair. 
The training therefore had to provide women the time and space to 
generate their own confidence in becoming 'mechanics' this case study 
validates the inter-linkage between creating a space for women to critically 
analyze their life situation, providing specific technical skills and literacy all of 
which sustain reinforce each other.''^  
The study also noted that the quality of performance of the elected 
women representatives were largely dependent upon social factors like literacy, 
education and the tradition of social reform movements in the region. 
Patriarchal and feudal values constrained the political participation of women 
and though there were instances where reservations had failed to break the 
dominance of men over women, the new arrangement had helped in 
introducing a radical change in perceptions. Contrary to the privilege myth 
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about the lack of awareness and knowledge of women in Panchayati Raj 
Institutions about panchayat related matters, CWDS study of the experience in 
Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh found positive awareness levels 
among women representatives ranging form 64.4 percent to 91.9 percent.''^  
Elected representatives are expected to work for their constituents. 
Mandate resei-vation is only the beginning of their presence. Their effective 
participation would require not only attendance in meetings but also 
articulation, joining discussion, taking up issues and solving problems brought 
to them. Women's participation in Panchayats in terms of attendance in 
meetings, time spent in panchayat work, efforts made for carrying their view 
point in the panchayat meetings, petitions/problems received by them and 
efforts made to over come up to difficulties. While the percentage of women 
who reported regular attendance in panchayat meetings is less than their male 
colleagues, two-third of them are regular attending these meetings. This is 
against the common perception that almost all of them or at least the majority 
do not attend panchayat meetings. In fact, doubts have been expressed about 
the extent to which women can or really care to participate in panchayats or in 
other similar institutions due to their personal disabilities or other social and 
institutional constraints. Women representatives at higher tiers are often 
educated and experience in Panchayati Raj Institutions ftinctioning, they are 
more vocal and participative in the meetings as compared to women members 
in Gram Panchayat meetings. 
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The Centre for Women's Development Studies survey revealed that 65.5 
percent women representatives regularly attended the panchayat meetings, with 
being higher among women sarpanch and lower among women members. The 
reasons for absence pertain to domestic work or livelihood concerns, with a 
small fraction citing inconvenience of distance or seclusion. The results of 
other studies are not vastly different. A few studies have indicated that often 
husbands or male members of the household mark the proxy attendance for 
women representatives. However, these studies have also observed a steady 
decline in the proxy phenomenon, but do not deny the presence of male 
members as escorts. This is attributed to distance, poor public transport 
facilities, and meetings that do not always end before nightfall.^ ^ 
Information about the meetings is often improperly communicated, like 
information on the meeting is communicated at the last minute, resulting in the 
absence of women representatives. The mode of communication for panchayat 
meetings is the Village Chowkidar (Watchmen), who invariably informs the 
husband or son of the woman representative. Since acute factionalism exists in 
some areas on caste basis, often such information is withheld. Sometimes, even 
if the date of the meeting is communicated well in advance, it may be 
postponed for lack of quorum. Such unpredictability in the functioning of 
panchayat meetings often becomes the cause of disenchantment of women 
representatives.'^  
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The most prevalent myth is that women are only namesake, proxy 
members. The Centre for Women's Development Studies analyse it with 
reference to women's awareness and information and participation levels, their 
participation in terms of their regular attendance, efforts made to carry their 
viewpoint in the panchayat meetings, petitions and problems brought to them 
by their constituents and initiatives taken by them to deal with them and their 
assertiveness to carry their view point in the panchayat meetmgs. 
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Chapter- IV 
Socio-Economic and Political Profile of Elected Women 
Representatives in Gonda block of Aligarh District 
The Area of Study: 
The area of the study is covered AHgarh District of Western Uttar 
Pradesh. The district at present comprises of 5 Tehsils and it has 20 Towns and 
1750 Villages spread over 12 Blocks. (1706 inhabited villages and 44 
uninhabited villages). There are 122 Nyaya Panchayats, 853 Gram Panchayats, 
350 Panchayat Ghar, 1 Corporation, 2 Municipal Council and 9 Nagar 
Panchayats. The district belongs to the prosperous region of the state. Out of 
twelve blocks of Aligarh district, Gonads block is select for the case study. 
There are 76 Villages, 9 Nyaya Panchayats, 59 Gram Panchayat and 29 
Panchayat Ghar in the study block of Aligarh District. In Gonads block I 
interviewed thirty-four female pradhans, five from SC category, eleven from 
OBC, seventeen from reserved seat for female and one from unreserved 
category. One Pramukh and Zila Panchayat Adhyaksh is also female candidate 
who were elected in the 2005 panchayat elections are selected for the purpose 
of the present study revealed that in real ternis. The reservation policy which 
was introduced in view for maximizing the participation of women in the 
Panchayati Raj System has been well implemented. Infact in most of the 
village panchayats women's were elected more then the proportion of seats 
fixed under the reservation for women candidates. This is clearly indicated that 
out of 59 pradhans thirty-four are women. 
Profile of Aligarh District: 
The district Aligarh, comprising the Northern part of the Agra division, 
lies in the doab of Ganga and the Yamuna. In the extreme North-East while 
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Gonda Block 
1. Gidoura 
2. Mujupur 
3. Digsari 
4. Chooharpur kinwasa 
5. Talesara 
6. IWajpuT 
7. Gahlaou 
8. Nagla Chandran 
9. Nagla Jujhar 
10. Ajahari 
II.Kaimfhal 
12. Rafayatpur 
13. Nagla Joutoo 
14. Nagla BIrkhu 
15. Uttarmpur 
16. Dhantooll 
17. Paindapur 
18. Rajawal 
19. UsrahTarapur 
20. Kalua Kaleenjri 
21. Jahroull 
22. W\pura 
23. Haroufha 
24. Chechua 
25. Tamoutiya 
26. Rudayan or Tarapur 
27. Nagla Balram 
28. Gorayee 
29. Mahdoura 
30. Jamo 
31.Pachhara 
32. Koobra 
33. Lakhtooyee 
34. Moujipur 
35. Shahpur Tohtoyee 
36. Jatwar 
37. Data Jalalpur 
38. Khirsouli 
39. Baksa Gidoura 
40. Chotee Balabbh 
41.Shyamgadi 
42. Sooha Karoull 
43. Bans Sudama 
44. Amarpur Gand 
45. Sawanpur 
46. Saleempur 
47. Kalua Ballot 
48. Rampur Ahlad 
49. Ladhoull 
50. Bhayya 
51. Banswali 
52. Jagnair 
53. Nagla Kunji 
54. Nagla Mansujan 
55. Manti 
56. Basal 
57. Nagla Jagdev 
58. Nagla Darwar 
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Yamuna constitutes the dividing line in the North-West between Aligarh and 
Gurgaon district of Haryana. To the North, the boundary is formed by the 
Anupshahar and Khurja Tehsils of Bulandshahar. On the West and South-West, 
the district stretches with Chhata, Mat and Sadabad Tehsils of Mathura district 
while to the South-East and East lie Jalesar, Etah and Kasganj Tehsils of Etah 
district. The extreme parallels of latitude are if 28" and 28° lO" North and of 
longitude 77° 29" and 78° 36' East. The greatest breadth is about 112 kms from 
the Yamuna to Ganga nearing the Northern border and the maximum length 
from North to South about 72 kms. 
Total area of the district is 3700 sq kms. The district headquarter is 
located at Aligarh. The district has made a sufficient headway in industrial 
development and has earned name in metal works. There are 219 factories 
registered under Indian Factories Act 1948, out of which ten are located in rural 
areas. Small scale industries registered with the Director of Industries; U.P., 
number 1050 out of which only 106 are located in rural areas. The history of 
Aligarh district has roots in Pandavas Kingdom after their shift to Ahar in 
Bulandshahar district from their dilapidated kingdom of Hastinapur. Certain 
towns in the district were once inhabited in Buddhist times. From educational 
point of view also it is highly developed area. It has always been vibrant with 
activity ii\ all the sphere of Ufe. In 2001 area of the Gonda block is 252.21 sq 
kms. 
Population: 
Total population of the Aligarh district according to 1991 Census is 
32,95,982 persons, comprising 17,88,880 males and 15,07,102 females. Rural 
population of the district is 24,67,484 persons (13,45,184 males and 11,22,300 
females) and urban population is 8,28,498 persons (4,43,696 males and 
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3,84,802 females). The Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes population of 
the district as per 1991 Census is 7,58,308 persons and 127 persons 
respectively. The rural- urban breakup of these populations is indicated below: 
Rural (I) Scheduled Castes: 6,11,929 
(II) Scheduled Tribes: 71 
Urban (I) Scheduled Castes: 1,46,379 
(II) Scheduled Tribes: 56 
Total population of the Gonda block according to 2001 Census is 
1,66,915 persons, comprising 90,657 males and 76,258 females. 
The decennial growth rate of population of the district as a whole in 
relation to the state between the period 1981 and 1991 is presented below: 
S.No. 
1 
2 
State/ District 
Uttar Pradesh 
Aligarh 
Decennial 
(] 
Total 
25.41 
27.64 
growth rate of population 
percent) 1981-91 
Rural 
22.44 
23.99 
Urban 
38.97 
39.87 
Source: Census Report 1981-91, Aligarh District 
The urban population of the district as percentage of total population in 
the census year 1981 and 1991 is indicates below. It also shows the sex ratio 
(female per 1000 males) and density (population per sq km.) in the urban 
population of the district in relation to the state: 
S.No. 
1 
2 
State/ District 
UttarPradesh 
Aligarh 
Urban 
population as 
percentage of 
total population 
1981 
17.95 
23.00 
1991 
19.89 
25.20 
Sex ratio 1991 (females 
per 1000 males) 
Total 
881 
845 
Rural 
886 
838 
Urban 
862 
866 
Density 
(popula 
tion per 
sqkm) 
472 
655 
Source: Census Report (1981-91), Aligarh District. 
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Education: 
According to 2001 Census, total literates (excluding the population in 
the age group of 0-6 years) are 14,20,604 persons. Of these, 9,38,492 are male 
and 4,82,112 are females. In the rural areas of the district 9,66,008 persons 
(6,67,517 males and 2,98,491 females) are literates and in urban areas 4,54,596 
persons (2,70,975 males and 1,83,621 females) are literates in Aligarh district. 
And in Gonda total literates are 82,261 persons. Of these, 58,094 are male and 
24,167 are females. The total literacy rate in Aligarh district increased from 
31.30 (1981) 45.20 (1991) to 58.48 percent in 2001. The rate of literacy of this 
population to the total population, excluding 0-6 years age group according to 
2001 census is shown below: 
Year 
2001 
2001 
2001 
State/ District/Block 
Uttar Pradesh 
Aligarh 
Gonda 
Total 
Rural 
Urban 
Total 
Rural 
Urban 
Total 
Persons 
56.27 
52.53 
69.75 
58.48 
56.51 
63.15 
61.53 
Males 
68.82 
66.59 
76.76 
71.71 
72.19 
70.55 
79.61 
Females 
42.22 
36.90 
61.73 
43.03 
38.04 
54.68 
39.79 
Source: Census Report (2001), Aligarh District. 
Languages and Religion: 
Main languages spoken in the district are Hindi and Urdu. 
Religion wise breakup of population is indicated below as per 1981 
Census: 
Hindus: 22,25,531, Muslims: 3,39,047, Christians: 2,282, Sikhs: 3,540, 
Buddhists: 700, Jains: 3,751, other religions and persuasions: 65, religion not 
stated: 9. 
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Socio-Economic and Political Profile of Elected Women Representatives in 
Gonads block of Aligarh District: 
Social and Economic characteristics of women representatives are not 
different from any other women in the Indian society. Murthy (1994) outlined 
five key aspects over which women's control has to be assessed, namely their 
labour, resources (economic, health, education and political), their 
reproduction, sexuality, (their physical integrity and freedom from mental and 
physical violence), and their mobility. 
To describe their socio-economic profile various aspects related to their 
age, caste, marital status, and family income, are describe below. 
Age: 
Socio-Economic profile is an important determinate of the nature of the 
rural leadership. Table 4.1-4.9, presents the socio-economic profile of the 
Female Pradhans, Pramukhs and Zila Panchayat Adhyakshs. Starting with 
Table 4.1, if we look at the age profile of the representatives, it shows and 
interesting patterns. Age is an important factor, which has greater influence on 
affecting political participation. Age of the respondents has been classified into 
the following categories: (i) young age (21-35) (ii) middle age (35-50) (iii) 
aged (50 above). There is general view that young and middle aged women are 
more active in the participation of Panchayati Raj Institutions. Age has a 
greater impact on political participation. So middle age groups 35-50 years 
have a greater participation among women in the panchayats. 
It clearly indicates that in Gonda block of Aligarh district that middle 
age group (35-50 years) has a greater parficipafion in panchayat. Women at this 
age are free from household responsibilities. Only two (5.88 percent) old age 
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women have a representation in my study. It proves that these old aged women 
above 50 years of age and young women of age group 21-35 have shown less 
interest in the activities of Panchayati Raj Institutions. 
Table 4.1 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Age Wise Distribution of Respondents: 
Age group 
Young age (21-35) 
Middle age (35-50) 
Aged (50 above) 
Total 
Number 
5 
27 
2 
34 
Percentage 
(14.71) 
(79.41) 
(5.88) 
(100.00) 
Source: Based on interview, 
Note: Figures in bracket denote percentage. 
Marital Status of Elected Female Respondents: 
Table 4.2 further reveals that in Gonda block of Aligarh district, 91.18 
percent of the representatives are married and a very small segment of 8.82 
percent are widows. 
Table 4.2: Marital Status: 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Marital status 
Married 
Unmarried 
Widow 
Divorce 
Number 
31 
-
3 
-
Percentage 
(91.18) 
-
(8.82) 
-
Source: Based on interview, 
Note: Figures in bracket denote percentage. 
Caste: 
In the village society, even today, caste happens to be important factor. 
Caste and politics influence each other. Politics are generally affected by caste. 
Voting preferences are made on caste line. It plays a major role especially 
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during elections. Caste of the female pradhans has been classified into the 
following categories: (i) general (ii) reserved. 
Table 4.3 Caste Wise Distribution of Elected Female Respondent: 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Caste 
SC 
OBC 
Female 
Unreserved 
Total 
Number 
5 
11 
17 
1 
34 
Percentage 
(14.71) 
(32.35) 
(50.00) 
(2.94) 
(100.00) 
Source: Based on interview, 
Note: Figures in bracket denote percentage. 
From the above data it is found that women from the General Category 
are participating in greater number which may change the equation in 
panchayat electoral politics. Out of thirty-four, 5 (14.71 percent) from SC, 11 
(32.35 percent) from OBC, 17 (50.00 percent) from reserved seat for female 
and 1 (2.94 percent) from unreserved category in Gonda block of Aligarh 
district. Reservation of seats and posts for them has been the main reason for 
the prominence of women in local bodies. The panchayats are dominated by 
the upper castes. Therefore it can be concluded that even today in the 
panchayats caste remains a major factor. 
Education of Respondents: 
Level of education has been classified into the following categories: (i) 
Illiterate (ii) Literate (iii) High school (iv) Intermediate (v) Graduate (vi) Post 
Graduates (viii) Illiterate. This variable is very important to study women in 
rural area. Through education women will become free from superstition and 
dogmas. They will learn how to take care of their bodies, of their minds. They 
will learn the hidden history of women's contribution to society. They will gain 
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not only intellectual wealth, but also the necessary self-confidence to employ 
that wealth for the benefit of society. Education creats confidence and 
awareness about their rights and they feel moral powerful to fight injustice. 
Women realized that they were deprived from socio-economic and political 
privileges. It is fact that due to ignorance women could not enjoy the privileges 
and facilities as enjoyed by male. Now 33 percent reservation is a right step 
towards the progress of women. I feel first of all that female pradhans should 
be educated and trained. It is the duty of the State Government that there must 
be training camps to impart them knowledge about their rights and duties. They 
could share in development of the village community. Present study revealed 
changing patterns of education. 
Table 4.4: Educational level of Elected Women Pradhans in Aligarh 
District in 2005 Elections: 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Level of 
Education 
Literate 
High School 
Intermediate 
Total 
Social Categories in Gonda block of Aligarh District 
SC OBC UR Female 
Male 
5 
(10.87) 
2 
(20.00) 
1 
(33.33) 
8 
(13.56) 
Female 
5 
(10.87) 
(0.00) 
(0.00) 
5 
(8.47) 
Male 
3 
(6.52) 
5 
(50.00) 
1 
(33.33) 
9 
(15.25) 
Female 
11 
(23.91) 
(0.00) 
(0.00) 
11 
(18.64) 
Male 
4 
(8.70) 
3 
(30.00) 
1 
(33.33) 
8 
(13.56) 
Female 
1 
(2.17) 
-
-
1 
(1.69) 
Female 
17 
(36.96) 
-
-
17 
(28.81) 
Source: Based on interview. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
There are thirty-four female pradhans, 5 (10.87 percent) from SC, 11 
(23.91 percent) from OBC, 1 (2.17 percent) from unreserved seat, and 17 
(36.96 percent) from reserved category for female are literate. None of them is 
high school nor intermediate. But the level of education of male pradhans is 
higher than female. Ten women respondents are high school, 2 from SC, 5 
from OBC and 3 from unreserved seat. Three of the male pradhans, one from 
SC, one from OBC and one from unreserved category is intermediate. Majority 
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of elected women pradhans are literate. The Table 4.4 revealed that a vast 
majority of women representative of panchayats either pradhans or members 
are not highly educated because of secondary schools are opened in cities 
which are far away from villages. There is primary and junior schools are 
opened in Gonda block and now the residents of the area are sending their sons 
and daughters for getting education. 
Table 4.5: Educational level of Elected Women Pramukh in Aligarh 
District in 2005 Election: 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Educational 
level of 
elected 
Pramukhs 
Literate 
High School 
Intermediate 
Graduate 
Total 
SC 
Male 
-
-
1 
(33.33) 
1 
(16.67) 
2 
(16.67) 
Female 
-
1 
(50.00) 
(0.00) 
(0.00) 
1 
(8.33) 
Social Categories 
OBC 
Male 
-
-
1 
(33.33) 
(0.00) 
1 
(8.33) 
Female 
-
1 
(50.00) 
(0.00) 
1 
(16.67) 
2 
(16.67) 
UR 
Male 
-
-
1 
(33.33) 
3 
(50.00) 
4 
(33.33) 
Female 
1 
(100) 
-
1 
(16.67) 
2 
(16.67) 
Source: Based on interview. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
There are twelve Pramukhs in Aligarh district. Educational level of 
Pramukhs is divided into four category: (i) Literate (ii) High School (iii) 
Intermediate (iv) Graduate. Out of twelve Pramukhs five are female in Aligarh 
district, one from the reserved category is literate. Two each one from SC and 
OBC category is high school. None of them is intermediate. Two female 
pramukh, one from OBC and one from reserved category for female are 
graduate. Smt. Namila Devi, Pramukh of Gonda block is literate. 
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Table 4.6: Educational level of elected Women Zila Panchayat Adhayakshs 
in Aligarh District in 2005 Election; 
I-No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Educational 
level of elected 
Zila Panchayat 
Literate 
High School 
Intermediate 
Graduate 
Post-Graduate 
Illiterate 
Total 
SC 
Male 
1 
(10.00) 
2 
(25.00) 
1 
(20.00) 
(0.00) 
(0.00) 
(0.00) 
4 
(9.52) 
Female 
4 
(40.00) 
(0.00) 
1 
(20.00) 
(0.00) 
(0.00) 
1 
(20.00) 
6 
(14.29) 
Social Categories 
01 
Male 
1 
(10.00) 
2 
(25.00) 
1 
(20,00) 
3 
(25.00) 
(0.00) 
(0.00) 
7 
(16.67) 
3C 
Female 
(0.00) 
1 
(12.50) 
(0.00) 
2 
(16.67) 
(0.00) 
1 
(20.00) 
4 
(9.52) 
,—.— 
UR 
Male 
1 
(10.00) 
2 
(25.00) 
2 
(40.00) 
6 
(50.00) 
2 
(100.00) 
1 
(20.00) 
14 
(33.33) 
Female 
I 
(10.00) 
(0.00) 
(0.00) 
(0.00) 
(0.00) 
(0.00) 
1 
(2.38) 
Female 
2 
(20.00) 
1 
(12.50) 
(0.00) 
1 
(8.33) 
(0.00) 
2 
(40.00) 
6 
(14.29) 
Source: Based on interview. 
Note: Figures in bracket denote percentage. 
Out of fourty two Zila Panchayat Adhyaksh, Seventeen are female Zila 
Panchayat Adhyakshs. Seven is literate, 4 from SC, 1 from unreserved and 2 
from reserved seat for female. Two female are high school pass, 1 from SC and 
1 from reserved seat for female. One SC female Adhyaksh is intermediate pass. 
Out of 12 female Adhyaksh, three female are graduates, 2 from OBC and 1 
from reserved seat for female. None of them is post-graduate. Four female 
Adhyaksh are illiterate, two from reserved seat for female, one from SC, and 
one from OBC category. Smt. Rajkumari, Zila Panchayat Adhyaksh of Gonda 
block is High School pass. 
Occupation of Respondents-
The occupation of the respondents has been classified into the following 
categories: (i) Cultivator (ii) Labourer (iii) Advocate (iv) Contractor (v) 
Domestic workers (vi) Businessmen (vii) Housewives. In this category, there 
are three Tables. Table 4.7 related to occupation of male and female Pradhans, 
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Table 4.8 to Pramukh and Table 4.9 to Zila Panchayat Adhyakshs. Economic 
issue is an important factor for women in moulding participation. It is 
economic status of women which plays a key role in determining their social 
status. Rural women constitute, nearly 80 percent of female population. Their 
development has been recognized as crucial in the over all development of the 
society, in general and that of rural society in particular. After twelve years 
when reservation was given to women, since they are not so conscious about 
their rights as they should be. The fact that if women gain economic 
independence from the hands of man, they will be more confident and work 
more for the betterment of the society. As women gain economic self-reliance, 
they will gain a voice in the house as well as in the society. Economic 
insecurity and poor living condition are causes of various kind of social and 
health related problems. To save women from this situation and to recognize 
their potentials, man and women would work along with spirit of mutual 
understanding harmony and cooperation. This would help women to develop 
self-confidence and to engage collective actions. 
Table 4.7: OCCMJ 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Type of 
Occupation 
Agriculturists 
Business 
Labour 
Total 
)ation of Elected Pradhans: 
Social Categories 
SC 
Male 
3 
(6.25) 
5 
(71.43) 
8 
(13.56) 
Female 
3 
(6.25) 
-
2 
(28.57) 
5 
(8.47) 
OBC 
Male 
4 
(8.33) 
I 
(25.00) 
5 
(8.47) 
Female 
11 
(22.92) 
11 
(18.64) 
Male 
9 
(18.75) 
3 
(75.00) 
12 
(20.34) 
UR 
Female 
1 
(2.08) 
1 
(1.69) 
Female 
17 
(35.42) 
17 
(28.81) 
Total 
48 
(100) 
4 
(100) 
7 
100 
59 
(100) 
Source: Based on interview. 
Note: figures in brackets denote percentage. 
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Table 4.7 depicted that the main occupation of female and male 
pradhans and members of different social categories are agriculture. Infact 
agriculture is the main occupation of whole family. Out of 59 pradhans, 48 
(81.36 percent) are depend on agriculture. Out of 32 (66.68 percent) female 
pradhans, 3 (6.25 percent) from SC, 11 (22.92 percent) from OBC, 1 (2.08 
percent) from unreserved and 17 (35.42 percent) from reserved category for 
female are depend on agriculture. Only 2 (28.57) female pradhans from SC 
category are engaged in labour work. 
Table 4.8: Occupation of Elected Pramukhs: 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Type of 
Occupation 
Agriculturists 
Business 
Domestic 
work 
Total 
SC 
Male 
2 
(25.00) 
-
-
2 
(16.67) 
Female 
-
1 
(100) 
-
1 
(8.33) 
Social Categories 
OBC 
Male 
1 
(12.50) 
-
-
1 
(8.33) 
Female 
1 
(12.50) 
-
1 
(33.33) 
2 
(16.67) 
UR 
Male 
4 
(66.67) 
-
-
4 
(33.33) 
Female 
-
-
-
-
Female 
-
-
2 
(66.67) 
2 
(16.67) 
Total 
8 
(100) 
1 
(100) 
3 
(100) 
12 
(100) 
Source: Based on interview. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
Table 4.8 reveals that the main occupation of the women pramukh and 
members those were elected in 2005 panchayat election in Gonda of Aligarh 
district. All female pramukh are housewives. Out of twelve pramukh, 5 (41.67 
percent) are female and 7 (58.33 percent) are male. Out of five female 
pramukhs, 1 (12.50) from OBC category is depend upon agriculture, 1 from SC 
female pramukh has business and 3 belonges to domestic work, one from OBC 
and two from reserved seat for female. Smt. Namila Devi, pramukh of Gonda 
block is a housewife. 
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Table 4.9: Occupation of Elected Zila Panchayat Adhyaksh: 
s. 
No 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Type of 
Occupation 
Agriculturists 
Business 
Advocate 
House wives 
Contractor 
Total 
SC 
Male 
3 
(10.71) 
-
-
(0.00) 
1 
(100) 
4 
(9.52) 
Female 
3 
(10.71) 
-
-
3 
(27.27) 
-
6 
(14.29) 
Social Categories 
OBC 
Male 
7 
(25.00) 
-
-
(0.00) 
-
7 
(16.67) 
Female 
1 
(3.57) 
-
-
3 
(27.27) 
-
4 
(9.52) 
Male 
12 
(42.86) 
1 
(100) 
1 
(100) 
(0.00) 
-
14 
(33.33) 
UR 
Female 
1 
(3.57) 
-
(0^00) 
-
1 
(2.38) 
Female 
1 
(3.57) 
-
5 
(45.45) 
-
6 
(14.29) 
Total 
28 
(100) 
1 
(100) 
1 
(100) 
11 
(100) 
1 
(100) 
42 
(100) 
Source: Based on interview. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
Out of fourty two Zila Panchayat Adhyakshs, seventeen are females and 
25 are males Zila Panchayat Adhyaksh, Out of seventeen, 6 female Zila 
Panchayat Adhyakshs are based on agriculture and 11 women are housewives. 
Out of them Smt. Raj Kumari, Zila Panchayat Adhyaksh of Gonda block is also 
depends on agriculture. Women have not independent income or independent 
position. Table 4.9 shows that majority of women are dependent upon their 
husbands. 
Position of Women Respondents in Panchayats: 
Table 4.10 reveals the positional profile of the respondents. Panchayats 
being existence for quite some time and due to reservations for women in the 
panchayats a larger number of women have come to occupy positions in the 
Panchayats. There is a common perception that the political awareness among 
women in Gonda block of Aligarh district has not increased to the desired 
extent. Panchayats have not been able to develop leadership qualities among 
women but it has increased the sensitivity of the village residents towards 
women. This is a visible change that appears to have taken place. 
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Tables 4.10: Position of Elected Female Respondents in the Panchayati 
Raj Institutions: 
Year 
2005 
Post 
Gram Panchayats 
Kshetra Panchayats 
Zila Panchayats 
Total 
Total number 
of seats " 
59 
12 
42 
113 
Total number 
of women 
34 
5 
17 
56 
Percentage 
(57.63) 
(41.67) 
(40.48) 
(49.56) 
Source: Based on interview. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
Panchayat election was held in 2005 in Gonda block of Aligarh district 
(Uttar Paradesh), women represented 57.63 percent as pradhans of Gram 
Panchayats, 41.67 percent as Pramukhs of Kshetra Panchayats and 40.48 
percent as Adhayaksh of Zila Panchayats. The above figure shows the 
representation of women in Panchayat Raj Institutions. The representation of 
women in these institutions has shown an increasing trend. The male members 
have also accepted their importance and have encouraged them to contest the 
elections of panchayats. This shows the awareness and interest of women in 
politics. Women who are quite active and aspire for higher political posts, they 
are generally influenced by the family political background and inspired by 
their parents, husbands and close relatives. 
Political Experience of Elected Female Respondents: 
Table 4,11 reveals a picture about the political experience of women in 
panchayats. 
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Table 4.11; Political Experiences of Elected Female Respondents in 
Panchayati Raj Institutions: 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Views about previous PoliticaJ 
Experience 
First time 
Second time 
Third time 
Total 
Number 
439 
2 
441 
Percentage 
(99.55) 
(0.45) 
(100.00) 
Source: Based on interview. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
Out of four hundred forty one female representatives, four hundred 
thirty nine are elected for the various posts in the Panchayat Raj Institutions in 
Aligarh district. Only two OBC female Zila Panchayat Adhayaksh has a 
previous political experience before becoming representatives. It shows that 
96.55 percent of the women elected representatives in the Panchayati Raj 
Institutions have no pre-existing political experience before entering into the 
panchayat office. Only 2 (0.45 percent) has pre-existing political experience. 
Illiteracy, ignorance, poor economic status and the dominance of male officers 
are pulling down women panchayat leaders into a stereotype. 
Table 4.12: Awareness about the New Panchayati Raj Act: 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Social 
Categories 
SC 
OBC 
Female 
UR 
Total 
Views regarding about the new Panchayati Raj 
Act for women? 
Yes 
1 
(20.00) 
2 
(18.18) 
5 
(29.41) 
1 
(100) 
9 
(26.47) 
No 
3 
60.00 
9 
(81.82) 
12 
(70.59) 
-
24 
(70.59) 
No response 
1 
(20.00) 
-
-
-
1 
(2.94) 
Source: Based on interview. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
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Table 4.12 reveals the awareness about the new Panchayati Raj Act in 
Gonda block of Aligarh district. It is expected that the elected women 
representatives should know about the system of panchayats, so that they can 
perform their duties and responsibilities more effectively. In Gonda block out 
of 9 (26.47 percent) elected female pradhans, 1 from SC category, 2 from OBC 
and 5 from reserved category for female said that they are aware about the new 
Panchayati Raj Act. Out of twenty four (70.59 percent) female pradhans, 12 
from reserved seat for female, 9 from OBC and 3 from SC category are not 
aware about the new Panchayati Raj Act, whereas the remaining 1 pradhans 
from SC category did not respond on this issue. Most of the elected women 
representatives are not aware about the new Panchayati Raj Act, due to 
ignorance and low level of awareness. 
This is observed in the case of lady pradhan of village Manjupur in 
Gonda block of Aligarh district, this lady did not even know that she is a 
pradhan and repeatedly referred to her husband as the pradhan in the course of 
interview. In this way the role of illiteracy and social customs are equally 
responsible for her ignorance about her own self, powers and rights, which she 
regarded as an appendix of her husband. These women representative are 
farther hindered in their activism due to lack of complete information and 
knowledge about the powers entrusted to them in particular and panchayats in 
general. The female pradhans could not achieve much success as she could not 
argue properly with the officials, this was apparently because of unawareness 
about the powers and functions entrusted to the Panchayati Raj Institutions. 
Female pradhans of Gonda block of Aligarh district did not attend any training 
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camp during their tenure. Therefore, there is a great need to make aware and 
educate them about the awareness of new Panchayati Raj Act. 
Table 4,13: Views of Respondents about the Reservation: 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Do you a 
Social 
Categories 
SC 
OBC 
female 
UR 
Total 
gree of the reservation of women? 
Yes 
3 
(60.00) 
7 
(63.64) 
15 
(88.24) 
1 
(100) 
26 
(76.47) 
No 1 No Response 
— 
— 
— 
— 
_ 
— 
2 
(40.00) 
4 
(36.36) 
2 
(11.76) 
— 
8 
(23.53) 
Source: Based on interview. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
Table 4.13 presents the views of women about the reservation. Out of 34 
female pradhans, 26 (76.47 percent) female respondents, 3 from SC, 7 from 
OBC, 15 from reserved category for female and 1 from unreserved category are 
agreeing for the reservation of women. None of them are said that they are not 
agreeing of the reservation of women. Whereas 8 (23.53 percent) female 
respondents, 2 from SC, 4 from OBC, 2 from reserved for female category did 
not comment anything about the reservation of women at all panchayat level. 
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Table 4.14: Reservation for Women and its effect on the functioning of 
Panchayats: 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Social 
Categories 
SC 
OBC 
Female 
UR 
Total 
Views regarding 
reservation for women? 
Proper/ 
necessary 
5 
II 
17 
1 
34 
Improper 
/unnecessary 
-
-
-
-
-
Effect on the functioning of 
Panchayats? 
Positive 
5 
(100) 
10 
(90.91) 
16 
(94.12) 
1 
(100) 
32 
(94.12) 
Negative 
-
-
-
-
-
No 
effect 
-
1 
(9.09) 
1 
(5.88) 
-
2 
(5.88) 
Greater attention to 
women's needs? 
Yes 
4 
(80.00) 
10 
(90.91) 
15 
(88.24) 
1 
(100) 
30 
(88.24) 
No 
1 
(20.00) 
1 
(9.09) 
2 
(11.76) 
-
4 
(11.76) 
Source: Based on interview. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
The reservation of seats in panchayats can ensure that more number of 
women got elected to the panchayats. Participation in the development process 
brings about a variety of new opportunities and challenges for which the 
elected representatives need to enhance their ability and confidence to handle 
responsibilities. Table 4.14 illustrates the impact of reservation in Gonads 
block of Aligarh district. Out of thirty-four women pradhans, 32 (94.12 
percent) are agree that reservation effect on the functioning of panchayats. 
Only 2 (5.88 percent) women representatives said that reservation has not 
enhanced their participation in panchayats functioning. As reflected, (88.24 
percent) female pradhans are of the view that reservation would help them to 
show greater attention to women's needs. Remaining 4 (11.76 percent) elected 
representative did not agree of these views. Due to reservation women 
representatives have been able to participate in the affairs of the panchayats 
with much more confidence. They also feel much more secured. This is the 
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positive impact of reservation in favour of women in the panchayats. In due 
course of time as the confidence and awareness among the women 
representatives grow they will be able to meet the challenges in a much better 
way and this will reduce their dependence on the family members relating to 
their discharge of duties. 
Table 4.15: Awareness level of Elected Female Respondents about the 
Political Power: 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Do you know about their political ] 
Social Categories 
SC 
OBC 
Female 
UR 
Total 
Yes 
1 
(20.00) 
6 
(54.55) 
9 
(52.94) 
-
16 
(47.06) 
No 
2 
(40.00) 
4 
(36.36) 
5 
(29.41) 
— 
11 
(32.35) 
30wer? 
No Response 
2 
(40.00) 
1 
(9.09) 
3 
(17.65) 
1 
(100) 
7 
(20.59) 
Source: Based on interview. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
Table 4.15 reveals the views of the women respondents about the 
awareness of political power in their respective area. 16 (47.06 percent) of the 
respondent (including SC, OBC and reserved category for female) felt that they 
are well aware about the political power and 11 (32.35 percent) of the 
respondents (including SC, OBC and reserved category for female) unaware 
about the political power in their respective area. And remaining 7 (20.59 
percent) did not give any response. It is clear from the above Table that the 
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awareness level of women respondents about the political power in Gonda 
block is very low. 
Table 4.16: Participation of Female Pradhans in Panchayat Meetings: 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Social Categories 
SC 
OBC 
Female 
UR 
Total 
Attending meetings regularly? (%) 
Yes 
4 
9 
15 
1 
28 
% 
(80.00) 
(81.82) 
(83.33) 
(100) 
(85.29) 
No 
1 
2 
2 
5 
% 
(20.00) 
(18.18) 
(16.67) 
(14.71) 
Source: Based on interview. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
Table 4.16 shows the participation of female pradhans in panchayat 
meetings in Gonda block of Aligarh, 28 (85.29 percent) of the respondents said 
that they attend gram panchayat meetings. The meetings play a crucial role and 
all adult residents of the village are expected to participate in the gram 
panchayat meetings. They are mere participants without much role in the 
meeting. In fact their opinions expressed in the meetings do not carry much 
weight. Women's participation in the gram panchayat meetings has remained 
an area of concern. Because women are hesitate to take part in such meetings. 
Mostly elected women come to attend meeting with their husband/family 
members/sons/father in laws. Proxy representation of women in panchayat 
meetings is also a matter of concern. 5 (14.71 percent) female pradhan in 
Gonda block did not participate in the gram panchayat meetings. The officials 
are of the opinion that they discourage the husbands from taking part in the 
meetings. Due to the poor condition of the women in the rural areas and 
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particularly those of the scheduled castes women, they have not been allowed 
to play a major role in the decision making in the panchayats. Proxy 
representations have not allowed the women to play the role that they should 
play. This is a common problem throughout the country that the family 
members and particular the husbands of the elected women representatives of 
the panchayats represent them in the meetings. 
Table 4.17: Women's Participation in Panchayats Decision -Making: 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Social Categories 
SC 
OBC 
Female 
UR 
Total 
Do you agree that you are capable to take 
decision independently in political matters? 
Yes 
2 
(40.00) 
6 
(54.55) 
14 
(82.35) 
1 
(100) 
23 
(67.65) 
No 
3 
(60.00) 
3 
(27.27) 
2 
(11.76) 
-
8 
(23.53) 
No Response 
— 
2 
(18.18) 
1 
(5.88) 
— 
3 
(8.82) 
Source: Based on interview. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
Out of thirty four female respondents in Gonda block, 23 (67.65 percent) 
women are of the opinion that they have taken decision independently. And 8 
(23.53 percent) female respondents did not taken decisions independently in 
the panchayat meetings. They are advised by their relatives in the decision-
making. Remaining 3 (8.82 percent) did not give response. It is clear from the 
above table that majority of women having decision in the panchayat meetings. 
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Table 4.18: Support and Cooperation from Family Members in the 
functioning of Panchayats: 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Social 
Categories 
SC 
OBC 
Female 
UR 
Total 
Views regarding Cooperation from family members in the 
functioning of Panchayats 
Yes 
4 
(80.00) 
9 
(81.82) 
14 
(82.35) 
1 
(100) 
29 
(88.24) 
No 
1 
(5.88) 
-
~ 
No Response 
1 
(20.00) 
2 
(18.18) 
2 
(11.76) 
5 
(11.76) 
Source: Based on interview. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
Table 4.18 has further revealed that women representatives are of the 
opinion that their family member generally supports them in their role as 
elected representatives. There are 96.23 percent women in Gonda block are 
newly elected. Their husband helps them when they had taken decisions in the 
panchayat meetings. 29 (88.24 percent) women representatives said that their 
husbands supports and cooperate in the functioning of panchayats. Only 5 
(11.76 percent) women did not give any response on this issue. None of the 
women said that they are supported and cooperated by the family members. 
Table 4.19: Consciousness of Women Respondents about their Political 
Role and Family Matters: 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Social .Categories 
SC 
OBC 
Female 
UR 
Total 
Do you agree that 
You are capable to handle both family and 
political matters? 
Yes 
4 
(80.00) 
9 
(81.82) 
14 
(82.35) 
1 
(100) 
28 
(82.35) 
No 
1 
(20.00) 
2 
(18.18) 
3 
(17.65) 
-
6 
(17.65) 
Source: Based on interview. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
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Out of 28 (82.35 percent) female pradhans, 4 from SC, 9 from OBC and 
14 from reser/ed categoiy for female and 1 from unreserved category are of the 
view that they are capable enough to handle effectively both family and 
political matters. From this analysis it is understood that the respondents in 
Gonda block of Aligarh district are young and highly conscious of their role 
and duties in panchayats. Only 6 (17.65 percent) respondents, 1 from SC, 2 
from OBC and 3 from female reserved category are not capable to handle both 
family and political matters because the socio-political backwardness of these 
women is mainly caused by the traditional family and social systems which 
prohibit the womenfolk in different walks of life, as women are being 
conveniently dominated by male family members. The traditional male 
domination is still prevalent in the society. 
Table 4.20: Motivation for Contesting Election for Pradhans: 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Individuals 
Self/Own 
Husband/Family 
Members 
Friends/ Relatives 
Villagers 
SC 
1 
(9.09) 
3 
(16.67) 
1 
(25.00) 
-
Social Categories 
OBC 
3 
(27.27) 
6 
(33.33) 
2 
(50.00) 
-
Female 
7 
(63.64) 
8 
(44.44) 
1 
(25.00) 
1 
(100) 
UR 
-
1 
(5.56) 
-
-
Total 
11 
(100) 
18 
(100) 
4 
(100) 
1 
(100) 
Source: Based on interview. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
It is fact that an overwhelming majority of the women are forced by 
their family members for contesting elections for Pradhans as well as Pramukh 
and Zila Panchayat Adhayakshs. In rural areas of Gonda block, the men family 
members were generally dominating in undertaking certain decisions in matters 
related to their family affairs while the women were not playing effective role 
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in this regard. With this undertaking, it is expected that the participation of 
women in contesting election for the representatives of village panchayats are 
largely governed by the choice of male members of the family rather than their 
own decisions. Just trying to know the views of women representatives as to 
who motivated them to contest the elections. Table 4.20 has also well depicted 
the fact that significantly a highest proportion of elected female pradhans are 
motivate to contest election of village panchayats. There are 11(32.35 percent) 
female pradhans, 1 from SC, 3 from OBC and 7 from reserved category for 
female stand on their own felt motivation to contest the elections. These 11 
female pradhans told that they generally take decisions what they feel good. 
And another 18 (52.94 percent) female pradhans, 3 from SC, 6 OBC, 8 from 
female and Ifrom unreserved category were clarified that their husbands/ 
family members persuaded them to contest election and villagers backed it 
latter on. Out of four (11.76 percent) female pradhans, one from SC, two from 
OBC and one from female category were motivated by their friends/relatives. 
Only one (2.94 percent) female pradhan from female category was motivated 
by their villagers. 
However, the proportion of women who decided to contest election of 
panchayats without the motivation of any people is not higher. Since the 
analysis undertaken in this part revealed that an overwhelming majority of the 
women were motivated to contest election for the post of Pradhans, Pramukh 
and Zila Panchayat Adhyakshs of concerned Village Panchayats by their family 
members. Thus, women were forced and motivated to contest elections by their 
husbands, relatives and family members. 
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Table 4.21: Views of Female Pradhans about Re-Contesting: 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
j Social 
Categories 
SC 
OBC 
Female 
UR 
Total 
Want to contest 
Yes 
2 
(40.00) 
10 
(90.91) 
14 
(82.35) 
1 
(100) 
27 
(79.41) 
No 
1 
(20.00) 
1 
(9.09) 
3 
(17.65) 
_ 
— 
5 
(14.71) 
again? 
Uncertain 
as of now 
2 
(40.00) 
_ 
— 
_ 
— 
— 
2 
(5.88) 
For which post? 
Present 
1 
(20.00) 
1 
(9.09) 
4 
(23.53) 
1 
(100) 
7 
(20.59) 
Higher 
4 
(80.00) 
10 
(90.91) 
13 
(76.47) 
— 
27 
(79.41) 
Lower 
. 
—. 
-_ 
— 
-
-
Source: Based on interview. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
Out of thirty four, twenty-seven (79.41 percent) female pradhans, 2 from 
SC, 10 from OBC and 14 from reserved category for female and 1 from 
unreserved category wants to contest again in the next elections. All these 
women respondents felt satisfied with their respective panchayat roles. 
Whereas five (14.71 percent) of the female pradhans, 1 from SC, 1 from OBC 
and 3 from reserved category for female did not want to contest again. The 
remaining 2 (5.88 percent) from the SC category is uncertain on this issue as of 
now. And another Out of thirty four, seven (20.59 percent) female pradhans, 4 
from reserved category for female, one from SC and one from OBC category, 
would like to contest for the same post of pradhans. Whereas the remaining 27 
(79.41 percent), 4 from SC, 10 from OBC, 13 from reserved category for 
female, and one from unreserved category would like to contest for the higher 
posts. None of them, however, would like to contest for any lower posts. 
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Table 4.22: Improvement of Socio-Economic and Political 
Status of Women Pradhans: 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Social 
Categories 
SC 
OBC 
Female 
UR 
Total 
Views regarding about the improvement of the 
Socio-economic and Political Status of Elected 
Female Pradhans? 
Yes 
4 
(80.00) 
11 
(100) 
14 
(82.35) 
-
29 
(85.29) 
No 
-
-
2 
(11.76) 
1 
(100) 
3 
(8.82) 
No Response 
1 
(20.00) 
-
1 
(5.88) 
-
2 
(5.88) 
Source: Based on interview. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
Socio-economic and political status play a significant role in women's 
participation in the local bodies. It goes without saying that the social and 
economic status of women in society has a direct influence on their 
participation in the political institutions. If the women's participation has 
increased in the panchayats then it has improve their socio-economic and 
political status. The above Table clearly shows that in Gonda block of Aligarh 
district, 29 (85.29 percent) of the respondents, 4 from SC, 11 from OBC, 14 
from reserved category for female are of the view that reservation has been able 
to improve their status due to their participation in panchayats. And another 3 
(8.82 percent) respondents, 2 from reserved category for female and 1 from 
unreserved category said that there is no improvement in the socio-economic 
and political status of the elected female pradhans. Only 2 (5.88 percent) 
women respondents, 1 from SC and 1 from female did not give any response. 
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The proportion of women which had availed the opportunity to improve 
their political status after representing Gonda block were found significantly at 
higher level among Pradhans (57.63 percent) as compared to Pramukh and Zila 
Panchayat Adhyaksha. Female pradhans in Gonda block of Aligarh district, 
said that their socio-economic and political status improved after becoming the 
pradhans. People of village respect them. This is well depicted that female 
pradhans of different category had availed the opportunity of brining 
significant improvements in their socio-economic condition through 
participating in various social and cultural activities, implementation of various 
development programmes and welfare schemes and the panchayat meetings 
which were organized at the local level, was revealed more satisfactory after 
representing the village panchayats. 
Thus, it appeared that increasing involvement of women pradhans in 
different activities and the panchayat affairs had directly provided them an 
opportunity for bringing certain level of improvement in their social status. It 
may, therefore, be argued that frequently holding the meetings of block 
panchayats with ensuring and maximizing the participation of Pradhans, 
Pramukh and Zila Panchayats Adhyaksh in Panchayati Raj Institutions, could 
be an important measure for developing independency culture, self-confidence 
and to generate inbuilt capacity among women to participate in different 
activities of these institutions and thus achieving significant improvements in 
their social status and political empowerment. Elected women representatives 
have realized, such improvement in their socio-economic and political status is 
done because of the 73"* Constitutional Amendment Act. 
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Table 4.23: Participation of Women in Elections Solve Women's 
Problems: 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Social 
Categories 
SC 
OBC 
Female 
UR 
Total 
Will particip£ 
women's prob 
Yes 
4 
(80.00) 
9 
(81.82) 
15 
(88.24) 
1 
100 
29 
(85.29) 
ition of women in elections solve 
ems? 
No 
-
-
-
-
-
No Response 
1 
(20.00) 
2 
(18.18) 
2 
(11.76) 
5 
(14.71) 
Source: Based on interview. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
There are thirty four female pradhans, twenty nine (85.29 percent) 
respondents, 4 from SC, 9 from OBC and 15 from reserved category for female 
one from unreserved category are of the view that participation of women in 
elections will solve the women's problems. Five (14.71 percent) respondents, 
one from SC, and one from OBC and one from reserved category for female 
did not give any response. None of them had given negative response. 
Table 4.24: Views of the Respondents about Political Awareness and 
Political Participation (Criteria of Voting) According to 
Social Categories: 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Criteria at the time of voting 
Social 
Categories 
SC 
OBC 
Female 
UR 
Total 
Character 
ofthe 
candidate 
1 
(20.00) 
2 
(18.18) 
4 
(23.53) 
-
7 
(10.59) _ 
Own 
caste 
2 
(40.00) 
7 
(63.64) 
10 
(58.82) 
1 
(100) 
20 
(S&.&2) 
Fear 
and 
terror 
1 
20.00) 
-
-
-
1 
1 (2.94) 
Personal 
family 
relations 
1 
(20.00) 
1 
(9.09) 
3 
(17.65) 
-
5 
(14.71) 
Economic 
gain 
-
1 
(9.09) 
-
-
1 
I (2.94) 
Total 
5 
(100) 
11 
(100) 
17 
(100) 
1 
(100) 
34 
(100) 
Source: Based on interview. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
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Table 4.24 revealed the views of the respondents about the criteria of 
"voting in panahayat elections aeeording to social catcgOfy in the study block. It 
may be stated that criteria at the time of voting has been identified with 
following factors; (i) character of the candidate (ii) own caste (iii) fear and 
terror (iv) personal family relations (v) economic gain. Seven (20.59 percent) 
female respondents, 1 from SC, 2 from OBC and 4 from reserved category for 
female felt that character of the candidate has been observed as main criteria at 
the time of voting. 20 (58.82 percent) female respondents, 2 from SC, 7 from 
OBC, 10 from reserved category for female and 1 from unreserved category 
felt that own caste has been observed as another criteria for voting in panchayat 
elections. Only one (2.94 percent) female respondent from SC category felt that 
fear and terror may be observed as another criteria for voting. 5 (14.71 percent) 
female respondents, two each one from SC and OBC, three from reserved 
category felt that personal family relations has been observer another criteria 
for voting in panchayat elections. 1 (2.94 female percent) respondents from 
OBC felt that economic gain has been observer another criteria for voting in 
panchayat elections. Thus, it concludes that all these factors have been playing 
a pivotal role to determine the criteria for voting in panchayat elections in the 
present study of this area. 
Table 4.25: Gradual Improvement of Women's Position in Panchayats: 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Social 
Categories 
SC 
OBC 
Female 
UR 
Total 
Will the position of women in Panchayats improve in 
future? 
Yes 
4 
(80.00) 
10 
(90.91) 
14 
(82.35) 
1 
(100) 
29 
(85.29) 
No 
-
-
-
-
-
Uncertain 
1 
(20.00) 
-
I 
(5.88) 
-
2 
(5.88) 
No Response 
_ 
1 
(9.09) 
2 
(11.76) 
-
3 
(8.82) 
Source: Based on interview. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
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A lot of women got elected in panchayats because of reservation of seat. 
When this question was posed to the elected representatives in Gonda block of 
Aligarh districts. Twenty nine of the female pradhans, 4 from SC, 10 from 
OBC, 14 from reserved seat for female and 1 from unreserved category are of 
the view that the position of women in the panchayats will gradually improve 
after the subsequent elections. Two each one from SC and reserved seat for 
female is, however, uncertain about the shape of things to come; whereas the 
remaining three female pradhans, 1 from OBC and 2 from reserved seat for 
female did not respond on this issue. 
Table 4.26: Views of the Respondents about Nature of Political 
Participation: 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Social Categories 
SC 
OBC 
Female 
UR 
Total 
Views of the Respondents about Nature of 
Political Participation 
If yes, give your nature of participation 
Active 
4 
(80.00) 
8 
(72.73) 
15 
(88.24) 
-
27 
(79.41) 
Passive 
-
-
-
-
-
No Response 
1 
(20.00) 
3 
(27.27) 
2 
(11.76) 
1 
(100) 
7 
(20.59) 
Source: Based on interview. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
Political participation involves both active and passive roles of the 
women in the political process in the study area with the objective of bringing 
about their desired changes in policies and governance. The study examines 
and evaluates how the respondents assess their capacity regarding their role in 
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politics. The general consciousness of electoral process and self capability are 
examined properly for elucidating their role perception. It is found from the 
study that twenty seven (79.41 percent) female pradhans, 4 women from SC, 8 
from OBC and 15 from reserved category for female are active. Whereas 7 
(20.59 percent) female pradhans, 1 from sc, 3 from OBC, 2 from reserved 
category for female and 1 from unreserved category are not active in the 
panchayat affairs. 
The most prevalent myth is that women are only namesake, proxy 
members. The study analyse it with reference to women's awareness and 
information and participation levels, in terms of their regular attendance, efforts 
made to carr}' their viewpoint in the panchayat meetings, petitions and 
problems brought to them by their constituents and initiatives taken by them to 
deal with them and their assertiveness to carry their view point in the panchayat 
meetings. A large majority (94.12 percent) agreed that reservation has an effect 
on the functioning of panchayats. 
Table 4.27: Significance of Education and Training: 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Social 
Categories 
SC 
OBC 
UR 
Female 
Total 
Views of the Respondents about education and 
training in discharging their duties 
Yes 
4 
(80.00) 
9 
(81.82) 
1 
(100) 
16 
(94.12) 
30 
(88.24) 
No 
-
-
— 
— 
— 
No Response 
1 
(20.00) 
2 
(18.18) 
— 
1 
(5.88) 
4 
(11.76) 
Source: Based on interview. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
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The above table shows that education level of elected women 
representatives are very low. But when asked about the benefits of formal 
education in discharging of their duties in Gonda block. Out of thirty four, 30 
(88.24 percent) female pradhans replied that some formal education would 
have helped them to discharge their duties better. Remaining 4 (11.76 percent) 
did not give response. To enhance the capacity of the elected representatives, it 
is important to impart them basic training about Panchyati Raj system. But no 
training camp was held in the Gonda block of Aligarh district. 
Representation of Women in Panchayats: 
Tables 4.28-34 reveal the representation of women in Panchayati Raj 
Institutions. Total numbers of elected pradhans in Aligarh district in 1995 
election are 2376. There are 416 (17.51 percent) are female, 105 (4.42 percent) 
from SC, 88 (3.70 percent) from OBC and 223 (9.39 percent) from General 
Category. In Gonda block total numbers of elected pradhans are 118. There are 
20 (16.95 percent) are female, 5 (4.24 percent) from SC, 2 (1.69 percent) from 
OBC and 13 (11.02 percent) from General Category. 
Total numbers of elected members of Gram Panchayats in Aligarh 
district in 1995 election are 14159. There are 5918 (41.80 percent) are female. 
Out of them, 1625 (11.48 percent) from SC, 1420 (10.03 percent) from OBC 
and 2873 (20.29 percent) from General Category. In Gonda block total 
numbers of elected pradhans are 1719. There are 300 (41.72 percent) are 
female. Out of them, 76 (10.57 percent) from SC, 61 (8.48 percent) from OBC 
and 163 (22.67 percent) from General Category are elected in 1995 election. 
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Table 4.28: Elected Pradhans in Aligarh District 1995 Election: 
SNo 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
Sour 
Name of 
Block 
Akrabad 
Atrouli 
Bijouli 
Chandous 
Dhanipur 
Gangeeri 
Gonda 
Hasayan 
Hathras 
Igias 
Java 
Khair 
Lodha 
Mursan 
Sasm 
Sikandrarao 
Tappal 
Total 
ce: Distri( 
Number of 
Gram 
PaJichayats 
61 
83 
65 
68 
69 
78 
59 
64 
71 
63 
78 
70 
92 
75 
79 
45 
()8 
1188 
;t P^mcha 
Number of 
members of 
Gram 
Panchayats 
122 
166 
130 
136 
138 
156 
118 
128 
142 
126 
156 
140 
184 
150 
158 
90 
136 
2376 
yati Raj o: 
Female 
4 
(3 28) 
6 
(3 61) 
5 
(3 85) 
6 
(4 41) 
7 
(5 07) 
7 
(4 49) 
5 
(4 24) 
6 
(4 69) 
7 
(4 93) 
6 
(4 76) 
7 
(4 49) 
6 
(4 29) 
8 
(4 35) 
7 
(4 67) 
8 
(5 06) 
4 
(4 44) 
6 
(4 41) 
(105 
(4 42) 
Tice, A 
sc% 
Male 
7 
(5 74) 
10 
(6 02) 
8 
(6 15) 
12 
(8 82) 
12 
(8 70) 
13 
(8 33) 
10 
(8 47) 
10 
(7 81) 
12 
(8 45) 
10 
(7 94) 
14 
(8 97) 
10 
(7 14) 
14 
(7 61) 
12 
(8 00) 
14 
(8 86) 
8 
(8 89) 
12 
(8 82) 
188 
(7 91) 
igarh, 
Total 
11 
(9 02) 
16 
(9 64) 
13 
(10 00) 
18 
(13 24) 
19 
(13 77) 
20 
(12 82) 
15 
(1271) 
16 
(12 50) 
19 
(13 38) 
16 
(12 70) 
21 
(13 46) 
16 
(1143) 
22 
(1196) 
19 
(12 67) 
22 
(13 92) 
12 
(13 33) 
18 
(13 24) 
293 
(12 33) 
U.P. 
OBC % 
female 
7 
(5 74) 
10 
(6 02) 
8 
(6 15) 
3 
(2 21) 
4 
(2 90) 
12 
(7 69) 
2 
(169) 
6 
(4 69) 
3 
(2 11) 
3 
(2 38) 
6 
(3 85) 
3 
(2 14) 
5 
(2 72) 
3 
(2 00) 
4 
(2 53) 
6 
(6 67) 
3 
(2 21) 
88 
(3 70) 
Male 
12 
(9 84) 
20 
(12 05) 
15 
(1154) 
6 
(4 41) 
g 
(5 80) 
23 
(14 74) 
4 
(3 39) 
10 
(7 81) 
6 
(4 23) 
4 
317 
11 
(7 05) 
5 
(3 57) 
10 
(5 43) 
5 
(3 33) 
7 
(4 43) 
12 
(13 33) 
4 
(2 94) 
162 
(6 82) 
Total 
19 
(15 57) 
30 
(18 07) 
23 
(17 69) 
9 
(6 62) 
12 
(8 70) 
35 
(22 44) 
6 
(5 08) 
16 
(12 50) 
9 
(6 34) 
7 
(5 56) 
17 
(10 90) 
8 
(5 71) 
15 
(8 15) 
8 
(5 33) 
11 
(6 96) 
18 
(20 00) 
7 
(5 15) 
250 
(10 52) 
General % 
female 
11 
(9 02) 
13 
(7 83) 
10 
(7 69) 
14 
(1029) 
13 
(9 42) 
8 
(5 13) 
13 
(1102) 
n 
(8 59) 
15 
(10 56) 
14 
(1111) 
14 
(8 97) 
16 
(1143) 
19 
(10 33) 
16 
(10 67) 
16 
(10 13) 
5 
(5 56) 
15 
(11 03) 
223 
(9 39) 
Male 
20 
(1639) 
24 
(14 46) 
19 
(14 62) 
27 
(19 85) 
25 
(18 12) 
15 
(9 62) 
25 
(21 19) 
21 
(1641) 
28 
(19 72) 
26 
(20 63) 
26 
(16 67) 
30 
(21 43) 
36 
(19 57) 
32 
(21 33) 
30 
(18 99) 
10 
(1111) 
28 
(20 59) 
422 
(17 76) 
Total 
31 
(25 41) 
37 
(22 29) 
29 
(22 31) 
41 
(30 15) 
38 
(27 54) 
23 
(14 74) 
38 
(32 20) 
32 
(25 00) 
43 
(30 28) 
40 
(31 75) 
40 
(25 64) 
46 
(32 86) 
55 
(29 89) 
48 
(32 00) 
46 
(29 11) 
15 
(16 67) 
43 
(31 62) 
645 
(27 15) 
Total 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
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Table 4.29: Number of Elected Members of Gram Panchayats in 
Aligarh District in 1995 Election: 
SNo 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
S 
Name of the 
Block 
Gangeeri 
Chandousi 
Iglas 
Gonda 
Java 
Sinkaiidrarao 
Akrabad 
Atroli 
Khair 
Mursan 
Lodha 
Bijouli 
Hasayan 
Dhanipur 
Hathras 
Tappal 
Sasni 
Total 
ource: Dis 
Number of Gram 
Panchayat in the 
Block 
78 
68 
63 
59 
78 
45 
61 
81 
70 
75 
92 
65 
64 
69 
71 
68 
80 
1188 
trict Panchayati 
Number of Gram 
Panchayat 
Members m the 
Block 
980 
810 
743 
719 
938 
559 
711 
986 
840 
865 
1052 
777 
753 
825 
819 
822 
960 
14159 
^aj office, A 
Reserved Seat 
SC% 
Female 
99 
(10 10) 
92 
(1136) 
86 
(1157) 
76 
(10 57) 
108 
(1151) 
59 
(10 55) 
70 
(9 85) 
104 
(10 55) 
89 
(10 60) 
111 
(12 83) 
134 
(12 74) 
80 
(10 30) 
93 
(12 35) 
101 
(12 24) 
114 
(13 92) 
91 
(1107) 
118 
(12 29) 
1625 
(1148) 
igarh, 
Male 
119 
(12 14) 
109 
(13 46) 
117 
(15 75) 
96 
(13 35) 
134 
(14 29) 
74 
(13 24) 
76 
(10 69) 
97 
(9 84) 
112 
(13 33) 
152 
(17 57) 
167 
(15 87) 
89 
(1145) 
116 
(1541) 
131 
(15 88) 
150 
(18 32) 
115 
(13 99) 
165 
(17 19) 
2019 
(14 26) 
U.P. 
OBC% 
Female 
132 
(13 47) 
66 
(8 15) 
63 
(8 48) 
61 
(8 48) 
98 
(1045) 
63 
(1127) 
79 
(11 11) 
117 
(1187) 
84 
(10 00) 
78 
(9 02) 
95 
(9 03) 
83 
(10 68) 
78 
(10 36) 
81 
(9 82) 
83 
(10 13) 
66 
(8 03) 
93 
(9 69) 
1420 
(10 03) 
Male 
171 
(17 45) 
60 
(7 41) 
70 
(9 42) 
51 
(7 09) 
122 
(1301) 
84 
(15 03) 
110 
(15 47) 
149 
(15 11) 
71 
(8 45) 
75 
(8 67) 
128 
(12 17) 
115 
(14 80) 
102 
(13 55) 
80 
(9 70) 
94 
(1148) 
35 
(4 26) 
98 
(1021) 
1615 
(1141) 
Unreserved% 
Female 
177 
(18 06) 
182 
(22 47) 
156 
(21 00) 
163 
(22 67) 
185 
(19 72) 
109 
(19 50) 
142 
(19 97) 
203 
(20 59) 
186 
(22 14) 
174 
(20 12) 
209 
(19 87) 
158 
(20 33) 
134 
(17 80) 
165 
(20 00) 
150 
(18 32) 
196 
(23 84) 
184 
(1917) 
2873 
(20 29) 
Male 
282 
(28 78) 
301 
(37 16) 
251 
(33 78) 
272 
(37 83) 
291 
(31 02) 
170 
(3041) 
234 
(32 91) 
316 
(32 05) 
298 
(35 48) 
275 
(31 79) 
319 
(30 32) 
252 
(32 43) 
230 
(30 54) 
267 
(32 36) 
228 
(27 84) 
319 
(38 81) 
302 
(3146) 
4607 
(32 54) 
Total 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
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Table 4.30: Elected Members of Kshetra Panchayats in Aligarh District 
in 1995 Election: 
SNo 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
Sourc 
Name of 
Kshetra 
Panchayats 
Lodha 
Java 
Dhanipur 
Atrouli 
Bijouli 
Gangeeri 
Sikandrarao 
Hasayan 
Akrabad 
Hathras 
Mursan 
Sasni 
Iglas 
Gonda 
Khair 
Tappal 
Chandous 
Total 
e: Distric 
Number of 
Members of 
k shetra 
Panchayats 
79 
82 
72 
82 
66 
98 
57 
59 
59 
65 
67 
78 
64 
69 
72 
77 
73 
1219 
t Panchaya 
sc% 
Female 
08 
(10 13) 
07 
(8 54) 
07 
(9 72) 
06 
(7 32) 
05 
(7 58) 
07 
(7 14) 
05 
(8 77) 
06 
(10 17) 
04 
(6 78) 
07 
(10 77) 
07 
(1045) 
08 
(10 26) 
06 
(9 38) 
05 
(7 25) 
06 
(8 33) 
07 
(9 09) 
06 
(8 22) 
107 
(8 78) 
ti Raj oi 
Male 
14 
(17 72) 
13 
(15 85) 
13 
(18 06) 
11 
(1341) 
08 
(12 12) 
14 
(14 29) 
08 
(14 04) 
11 
(18 64) 
07 
(11 86) 
13 
(20 00) 
13 
(1940) 
15 
(19 23) 
11 
(17 19) 
10 
(14 49) 
11 
(15 28) 
12 
(15 58) 
12 
(16 44) 
196 
(16 08) 
Ffice, Alij 
Categories 
OBC% 
Female 
07 
(8 86) 
08 
(9 76) 
07 
(9 72) 
08 
(9 76) 
06 
(9 09) 
09 
(9 18) 
05 
(8 77) 
06 
(10 17) 
06 
(10 17) 
05 
(7 69) 
05 
(7 46) 
06 
(7 69) 
04 
(6 25) 
04 
(5 80) 
04 
(5 56) 
04 
(5 19) 
05 
(6 85) 
99 
(8 12) 
mrh, U.P 
Male 
14 
(17 72) 
14 
(17 07) 
12 
(16 67) 
14 
(17 07) 
11 
(16 67) 
17 
(17 35) 
10 
(17 54) 
09 
(15 25) 
09 
(15 25) 
09 
(13 85) 
08 
(1194) 
11 
(14 10) 
08 
(12 50) 
06 
(8 70) 
08 
(11 11) 
07 
(9 09) 
09 
(12 33) 
176 
(14 44) 
Female 
12 
(15 19) 
14 
(17 07) 
11 
(15 28) 
15 
(18 29) 
12 
(18 18) 
17 
(17 35) 
10 
(17 54) 
09 
(15 25) 
11 
(1864) 
11 
(16 92) 
12 
(1791) 
13 
(16 67) 
12 
(18 75) 
15 
(21 74) 
14 
(19 44) 
16 
(20 78) 
14 
(19 18) 
218 
(17 88) 
Unreserved 
Male 
24 
(30 38) 
26 
(31 71) 
22 
(30 56) 
28 
(34 15) 
24 
(36 36) 
34 
(34 69) 
19 
(33 33) 
18 
(0 51) 
22 
(37 29) 
20 
(30 77) 
22 
(32 84) 
25 
(32 05) 
23 
(35 94) 
29 
(42 03) 
29 
(40 28) 
31 
(40 26) 
27 
(36 99) 
422 
(34 70) 
Total 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
10000 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
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Table 4.31: Number of elected Pradhans of Gram Panchayats in Aligarh 
District in 2000 Election: 
SNo 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Name of 
Development 
Block 
Atroli 
Gangeen 
BIJOU 11 
Gonda 
Iglas 
Lodha 
Java 
Dhanipur 
Akrabad 
Khair 
Tappal 
Chandous 
Total 
Number of 
elected 
Pradhans 
of Gram 
Panchayat 
80 
77 
63 
57 
64 
91 
78 
63 
60 
68 
68 
68 
837 
SC 
Female 
6 
(7 5) 
5 
(6 49) 
3 
(4 76) 
4 
(7 02) 
5 
(7 81) 
6 
(6 59) 
6 
(7 69) 
5 
(7 94) 
4 
(6 67) 
5 
(7 35) 
5 
(7 35) 
7 
(10 29) 
61 
(7 29) 
Male 
11 
(13 75) 
9 
(1169) 
8 
(12 70) 
8 
(14 04) 
7 
(10 94) 
12 
(13 19) 
10 
(12 82) 
11 
(17 46) 
8 
(13 33) 
10 
(1471) 
9 
(13 24) 
8 
(1176) 
111 
(13 26) 
Categories 
OBC 
Female 
8 
(10 00) 
9 
(11 69) 
8 
(12 70) 
3 
(5 26) 
4 
(6 25) 
12 
(13 19) 
7 
(8 97) 
3 
(4 76) 
9 
(15 00) 
4 
(5 88) 
5 
(7 35) 
3 
(4 41) 
75 
(8 96) 
Male 
16 
(20 00) 
17 
(22 08) 
19 
(30 16) 
5 
(8 77) 
9 
(14 06) 
14 
(15 38) 
14 
(17 95) 
10 
(15 87) 
11 
(18 33) 
8 
(1176) 
5 
(7 35) 
7 
(10 29) 
135 
(16 13) 
Female 
12 
(15 00) 
11 
(14 29) 
10 
(15 87) 
13 
(22 81) 
14 
(21 88) 
16 
(17 58) 
14 
(17 95) 
10 
(15 87) 
9 
(15 00) 
16 
(23 53) 
15 
(22 06) 
17 
(25 00) 
157 
(18 76) 
Unreserved 
Male 
27 
(33 75) 
26 
(33 77) 
15 
(23 81) 
24 
(42 11) 
25 
(39 06) 
31 
(34 07) 
27 
(34 62) 
24 
(38 10) 
19 
(3167) 
25 
(36 76) 
29 
(42 65) 
26 
(38 24) 
298 
(35 60) 
Total 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
Source: District Panchayati Raj office, Aligarh, U. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
Total numbers of elected members of Kshetra Panchayats in Aligarh 
district in 1995 election are 1219. There are 424 (34.78 percent) are female. 
Out of them, 107 (8.78 percent) from SC, 99 (8.12 percent) from OBC and 218 
(17.88 percent) from reserved category for female. In Gonda block total 
numbers of elected Kshetra Panchayats are 69. There are 24 (34.79 percent) are 
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female. Out of them, 5 (7.25 percent) from SC, 4 (5.80 percent) from OBC and 
15 (21.74 percent) from reserved category for female are elected in 1995 
election. 
Table 4.32: Number of elected Pradhan of Gram Panchayats in Aligarh 
District in 2005 Elections: 
SNo 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
So 
No 
Name of 
Development 
Block 
Lodha 
Dhanipur 
Akrabad 
Atraoli 
Bijouli 
Gungeeri 
Jawan 
Chndousi 
Khair 
Tappal 
Iglas 
Gonda 
Total 
urce: District 
te: Figures ii 
Number of 
elected 
Pradhans 
95 
69 
61 
81 
65 
78 
78 
68 
70 
68 
64 
59 
856 
Panchayati 
1 brackets de 
Reserved Seat 
SC 
Female 
g 
(8 42) 
6 
(8 70) 
4 
(6 56) 
7 
(8 64) 
4 
(6 15) 
5 
(641) 
7 
(8 97) 
6 
(8 82) 
7 
(10 00) 
6 
(8 82) 
6 
(9 38) 
5 
(8 47) 
7! 
(8 29) 
Raj offi 
note pe 
Male 
16 
(16 84) 
II 
(15 94) 
8 
(13 11) 
9 
(11 11) 
8 
(1231) 
10 
(12 82) 
11 
(14 10) 
10 
(1471) 
10 
(14 29) 
10 
(1471) 
10 
(15 63) 
8 
(13 56) 
122 
(14 25) 
ce, All 
rcentaj 
OBC 
Female 
15 
(15 79) 
11 
(15 94) 
9 
(14 75) 
13 
(16 05) 
10 
(15 38) 
13 
(16 67) 
18 
(23 08) 
10 
(14 71) 
14 
(20 00) 
15 
(22 06) 
13 
(20 31) 
11 
(18 64) 
152 
(17 76) 
garh, U 
Male 
11 
(1158) 
8 
(1159) 
7 
(1148) 
9 
(1111) 
7 
(10 77) 
8 
(10 26) 
3 
(3 85) 
8 
(1176) 
5 
(7 14) 
3 
(4 41) 
4 
(6 25) 
5 
(8 47) 
78 
(9 11) 
.P. 
Female 
09 
(9 47 
7 
(10 14) 
II 
(18 03) 
31 
(38 27) 
26 
(40 00) 
32 
(41 03) 
(0 00) 
08 
(1176) 
3 
(4 29) 
22 
(32 35) 
12 
(18 75) 
17 
(28 81) 
178 
(20 79) 
Unreserved 
Male 
34 
(35 79) 
25 
(36 23) 
21 
(34 43) 
11 
(13 58) 
7 
(10 77) 
10 
(12 82) 
34 
(42 86) 
25 
(36 76) 
31 
(44 29) 
12 
(17 65) 
16 
(25 00) 
12 
(2034) 
237 
(27 69) 
Female 
2 
(2 11) 
1 
(145) 
1 
(164) 
1 
(123) 
3 
(4 62) 
(0 00) 
5 
(6 49) 
1 
(147) 
(0 00) 
(0 00) 
3 
(4 69) 
I 
(169) 
18 
(210) 
Total numbers of elected members of Gram Panchayats Pradhans in 
Aligarh district in 2000 election are 837. There are 293 (35.01 percent) are 
female. Out of them, 61 (7.29 percent) from SC, 75 (8.96 percent) from OBC 
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and 157 (18.76 percent) from reserved category for female are elected in 2000 
election. In Gonda block total numbers of elected Gram Panchayats Pradhans 
are 57. There are 20 (35.09 percent) are female. Out of them, 4 (7.02 percent) 
from SC, 3 (5.26 percent) from OBC and 13 (22.81 percent) from reserved 
category for female are elected in 2000 election. 
Tables 4.32-4.34 reveal the positional profile of the respondents. 
Starting with Table 4.32 present the elected pradhans in Aligarh district total 
number of elected pradhans are 856. The number of female is 419 and 437 are 
male. Out of 419 female pradhans, 71 from SC, and 152 from OBC and 178 
from reserved and 18 from unreserved category. Out of 437 male pradhans, 122 
from SC, and 78 from OBC and 237 from unreserved category. In Gonda block 
of out of 59 pradhans, 34 are female and 25 (42.37 percent) are male. In Gonda 
block 34 (57.63 percent) female pradhans, 5 (8.47 percent) from SC, 11 (18.64 
percent) from OBC, 17 (28.81 percent) female and 1 (1.69 percent) from 
unreserved category are shown in Table 4.32. The percentage of female 
pradhans is more than males. This is done because of reservation. 
Table 4.33: Elected Pramukh of District Aligarh 2005: 
S.No. 
1 
Numbers of 
elected 
Pramukh 
12 
SC 
Male 
2 
(16.67) 
Female 
1 
(8.33) 
Social Categories 
OBC 
Male 
1 
(8.33) 
Female 
2 
(16.67) 
UR 
Male 
4 
(33.33) 
Female 
2 
(16.67) 
Source; District Panchayati Raj office, Aligarh, U.P. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
Out of 12 pramukh, 5 (41.67 percent) are women Pramukhs, one (8.33 
percent) from SC category, two (16.67 percent) from OBC and two (16.67 
percent) are reserved from female category shown in Table 4.33. Smt. Namila 
Devi Pramukh of Gonda block is elected from reserved category. 
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Table 4.34: Number of elected Zila Panchayat Adhyaksh in Aligarh 
District in 2005 Election: 
SI. 
No 
) 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Sourc 
Name of 
Zila 
Panchayat 
BijouJi 
Atrouli 
Javvan 
Chandous 
Tappal 
Khair 
Gonda 
Iglas 
Lodha 
Dhanipur 
Akrabad 
Gangeeri 
Total 
e: District' 
Number of 
Zila 
Panchayat 
Adhyakksh 
3 
4 
4 
3 
4 
3 
3 
3 
5 
3 
3 
4 
42 
Panchayati R 
sc 
Female 
-
1 
(25.00) 
-
-
1 
(25.00) 
-
-
-
2 
(40.00) 
1 
(33.33) 
-
1 
(25.00) 
6 
(14.29) 
aj Office, 
Male 
-
-
2 
(50.00) 
-
1 
(25.00) 
-
-
-
-
1 
(33.33) 
-
-
4 
(9.52) 
Aligarh, 
Social Categories 
OBC 
Female 
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
(33.33) 
-
-
-
-
3 
(75.00) 
4 
(9.52) 
U.P. 
Male 
-
-
1 
(25.00) 
-
1 
(25.00) 
1 
(33.33) 
1 
(33.33) 
1 
(33.33) 
-
-
2 
(66.67) 
-
7 
(16.67) 
Female 
1 
(33.33) 
-
-
1 
(33.33) 
-
-
-
-
2 
(40.00) 
1 
(33.33) 
1 
(33.33) 
-
6 
(14.29) 
UR 
Male 
2 
(66.67) 
3 
(75.00) 
1 
(25.00) 
2 
(66.67) 
1 
(25.00) 
2 
(66.67) 
1 
(33.33) 
2 
(66.67) 
-
-
-
-
14 
(33.33) 
Female 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
(20.00) 
-
-
-
1 
(2.38) 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
Total number of Zila Panchayat Adhyakshs is 42. Out of 42, 17 (40.48 
percent) are female and 25 (59.52 percent) male. Seventeen female Zila 
Panchayat Adhyaksh, 6 (14.29 percent) from SC, 4 (9.52 percent) from OBC, 6 
(14.29 percent) from reserved seat for female and 1 (20.00) from unreserved 
category are elected in Aligarh district. Out of three, one female Zila Panchayat 
Adhayaksh (Smit.Rajkumari) from OBC category in Gonda block shows in 
Table 4.34. 
Thus the percentage of elected women pradhans in 1995 election was 
17.51 in Aligarh district and 16.95 percent in Gonda block. But the percentage 
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of elected women pramukh in 1995 election was 34.80 in Aligarh district and 
34.79 percent in Gonda block. It was higher than pradhans. In 2005 election, 
total percentage of elected women pradhans was 46.84 percent in Aligarh 
district and 57.63 percent in Gonda block. The percentage of elected women 
pramukh in 2005 election was 41.67 in Aligarh district and 40.48 percent was 
Zila Panchayat Adhayaksh. The above tables show the increasing trend of 
women representatives. 
The study also find that the quality of performance of the elected women 
representatives were largely dependent upon social factors like literacy, 
education and the tradition of social reform movements in the region. 
Patriarchal and feudal values constrained the political participation of women 
and though there were instances where reservations had failed to break the 
dominance of men over women, the new arrangement had helped in 
introducing a radical change in perceptions. This study clearly revealed that a 
majority of women have good awareness level about panchayat related matters. 
Expectedly, the chairpersons have higher level of awareness and knowledge 
than the members of gram panchayats. The experience in Gonda block of 
Aligarh district found positive awareness levels among women representatives. 
There are continued perceptions of women's lack of awareness and 
knowledge about panchayat related matters. The study explored this aspect and 
looked at their knowledge about reservations, panchayats powers and 
responsibilities, panchayat meetings, attendance of elected representatives, 
resource of panchayats, their views about raising resources and also about the 
level of success of development schemes. Women's representation. 
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participation, responses and experiences in panchayats in the study shows the 
beginnings of the emerging leadership of rural women in Uttar Pradesh. 
The performance of the gram pradhans of Gonda block was appreciable. 
Most of the respondents did not work themselves. Their husbands or other male 
members worked on their behalf. Some of them reported that no development 
work had taken place during their tenure. Women pradhans could not function 
properly due to pressure from their family members. Performance of the block 
and district panchayat chairpersons are good. 
The constitutional status of Panchayati Raj Institutions has brought 
certain changes, which were long overdue. One of the important achievements 
is that the panchayats have come to stay. The reservation in favour of women 
has enabled a large number of women to enter into the decision making 
institutions at the local level. This is a unique opportunity to enable these 
marginalized sections of the society in decision making. 
The rotation system of reservation also works against women's interests. 
In any election one-third of the total number of constituencies are reserved for 
women. But in the next election (after five years), these constituencies will be 
treated as open/ unreserved, and another set of one-third constituencies will be 
reserved for women. The woman elected in the first election from a reserved 
constituency has to choose either to contest from her old constituency which is 
no longer reserved for women and thus compete with men as well as women or 
go to a newly declared reserved constituency for women. In the latter, she will 
face only women candidates but will not derive any benefit from the work she 
might have done in the old constituency. She will have to begin from scratch. 
Thus women face a difficult choice either way. That is why women have 
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demanded reservation for any constituency to last for at least ten years (i.e., 
two terms). That way they will be able to enjoy the benefit of their past good 
work (which they might have done in the first term), while contesting the 
election for the second term. 
Women Representation in the Urban Local Bodies-
There are nine Nagar Panchayat in Aligarh district. Out of nine, four 
seats are reserved for women chairperson in 2006 election, 2 from SC, 1 from 
OBC and 1 seat are General for women in Harduaganj for any category. Two 
Municipal Council in Aligarh district are Khair and Atrouli. Chairpersons of 
these Municipal Councils are headed by women. One from SC and one from 
reserved seat for any category. Aligarh district has one Municipal Corporation. 
In the last elections of Municipal Corporation in Aligarh, Mayor seat was 
reserved for women. But in 2006 election seat was unreserved. It was open 
seat. Ashuthosh Varshney was elected as Mayor from unreserved category in 
Aligarh district. 
Table (4.35-37) depicted the representation of women in the Urban 
Bodies in Aligarh district at all the three levels in the election held on 
November 2006. As reflected, 44.44 percent Chairpersons and 42.72 percent 
members in the Nagar Panchayat election are women. Out of 44.44 percent, 
22.22 percent from SC, 11.11 percent from general and 11.11 percent occupy 
from reserved seat for female. Out of 103, 44 (42.72 percent) are women 
elected members in Nagar Panchayat election, 11 (10.68 percent) from SC, 
15(14.56 percent) from OBC, 9 (8.74 percent) from UR and 9 (8.74 percent) 
from reserved seat for female. Chairpersons in Khair and Atrouli are women 
and out of 25 Councilors, 10 (40.00 percent) are women Councilors in Khair, 2 
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(8.00 percent) from SC, 4 (16.00 percent) form OBC, 2 (8.00 percent) from UR 
and 2 (8.00 percent) from reserved quote. And in Atrouli out of 25, 11(44.00 
percent) are women councilors, 2 (8.00 percent) from SC, 2 (8.00 percent) from 
OBC, 2 (8.00 percent) from UR and 5 (20.00 percent) from reserved quota for 
female. The Aligarh Corporation has 70 Corporators. Out of 70, 25 (35.71 
percent) are women Corporators, 4 (5.71 percent) from SC, 7 (10.00 percent) 
from OBC, 6 (8.57 percent) from General seat, 8 (11.43 percent) from reserved 
quota for female. None of them was elected from unreserved seat. Overall 
representation of women among the members as well as chairpersons of all the 
Urban Local Bodies is higher than one-third, implying that many of the women 
have contested and won against unreserved seats as well. Thus, the level of 
representation of women in the Urban Local Bodies in this district is much 
higher than that in Uttar Pradesh as a whole. 
Table 4.35: Elected Female Representatives to the Urban Local Bodies in 
Aligarh District (U.P) 2006 Election: 
Sl.No. Name Place Nature of 
Constituency 
Party 
Nagar Panchayat (Chairpersons) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Mahendar Kumari 
Kalpna 
Krishna Devi 
Anjana 
Beswa 
Kaudiaganj 
Jalali 
Harduaganj 
Res. SC (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Res. SC (W) 
Res. F (W) 
Independent 
BJP 
SP 
Independent 
Nagar Panchayat (Members) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Rajni Kanta 
Neelam gupta 
Zareena 
Mahadevi 
Sheela Devi 
Charra Res. SC (W) 
Unreserved (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Unreserved (W) 
Res. F (W) 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
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6 
7 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
Mithlesh 
Susheela Devi 
Bano 
Kanti 
Mithlesh 
Tirvani 
Manjoosh Sharma 
Kamlesh 
Ramvati 
Savitri 
Kishan Devi 
Kamlesh 
Geeta 
Preeti 
Angoori Devi 
Jaimanti 
Mamta 
Sitara 
Asma Begum 
Kamlesh 
Malti 
Nasreen 
Savitri 
Premvati 
Vimla 
Nageena Begum 
Joura 
Hushn Bano 
Mousma khan 
Prem kumari 
Beswa 
Iglas 
Jattari 
Kaudiaganj 
Jalali 
Pilkhana 
Vijaygarh 
Res. F (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Res. F (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Res. F (W) 
Res. SC (W) 
Unreserved (W) 
Res. F (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Res. SC (W) 
Res. F (W) 
Res. F (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Res. F (W) 
Res. SC (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Unreserved (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Res. SC (W) 
Res. SC (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Res. SC (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Res. SC (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Unreserved (W) 
Unreserved (W) 
Res. SC (W) 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
SP 
SP 
Independent 
SP 
Independent 
Independent 
SP 
Independent 
INC 
Independent 
SP 
Independent 
Independent 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Rupa Devi 
Shankuntala 
Sunita 
Hemlata Varshney 
Munni Devi 
Premvati 
Shakeeia 
Vinod Devi 
Bhagvati Devi 
Guddi Devi 
Harduaganj 
1 Res. SC (W) 1 Independent 
Res.OBC (W) 
Res. F (W) 
Unreserved (W) 
Res. SC (W) 
Unreserved (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Unreserved (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Unreserved (W) 
Independent 
Independent 
BJP 
Independent 
BJP 
Independent 
Independent 
SP 
Independent 
Municipal Council (Chairpersons) 
1 
2 
Kalpna Mourya 
Rekha 
Khair 
Atrouli 
Res. SC (W) 
Res. F (W) 
Independent 
BJP 
Councilors 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Premvati 
Savitri 
Neelam 
Seema 
Radha 
Urmila Devi 
Sheela 
Mohni 
Maya Begum 
Sheela Devi 
Shivani Chaudhary 
Gunji Devi 
Rajvati 
Gudia 
Chandrvati 
Bhooda Devi 
Khair 
Atrouli 
Res. SC (W) 
Res. SC (W) 
Unreserved (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Res. F (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Res. F (W) 
Unreserved (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Res. SC (W) 
Res. SC (W) 
Res. F (W) 
Res. F (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Independent 
Independent 
BJP 
BJP 
Independent 
Independent 
BJP 
BJP 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
Independelit 
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7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Mayor 
_ 
Corpors 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Chandrvati Devi 
Chand Be 
Pushpa Devi 
Nasreen 
Sangeeta Rani 
Res. F (W) 
Res. F (W) 
Res. F (W) 
Unreserved (W) 
Unreserved (W) 
itors 
Kishan Piyari (Rekha) 
Seema 
Urmila 
Bhagyawati Jeevan 
Meenu 
Anita Singh 
Rupali 
Manju Jain 
Susheela 
Humaira 
Asha Devi 
Anita 
Salma Begum 
Chandni 
Anita 
Chandrvati 
Noushaba Begum 
Madhu Rani 
Hemlata 
Raviya (Rajima) 
Kavita 
Jameela Begum 
Nasreen Ali 
Zeenat 
Darkhasha Nadeem 
Aligarh Res. SC (W) 
Res. SC (W) 
Res. SC (W) 
Res. SC (W) 
Res. G (W) 
Res. F (W) 
Res. F (W) 
Res. F (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Res. F (W) 
Res. F (W) 
Res. F (W) 
Res. G (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Res. G (W) 
Res. G (W) 
Res. G (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Res. G (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Res. F (W) 
Res.OBC (W) 
Res. F (W) 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
Independent 
BJP 
INC 
Independent 
INC 
Independent 
BJP 
BJP 
BJP 
BJP 
SP 
BJP 
BJP 
INC 
INC 
BJP 
BJP 
SP 
BJP 
BJP 
SP 
BJP 
SP 
SP 
Independent 
SP 
Source: District Panchayati Raj office, Aligarh,U.P. 
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Table 4.36 Elected Female Representatives to the Urban Local Bodies in 
Aligarh District (U.P) 2006 Election: 
SI 
No 
1 
a) 
b) 
2 
a) 
b) 
Urban Local 
Bodies 
Nagar Pancha 
Chairperson 
Members 
Chharra 
Beswa 
Iglas 
Jattari 
Kaudiaganj 
Jalaii 
Pilkliana 
Vijaygarh 
Harduaganj 
Total 
Municipal Coi 
Chairperson 
Khair • 
Atrouli 
Councilors 
Khair 
Atrouli 
Total 
Seats 
yat 
9 
15 
10 
10 
13 
11 
13 
10 
10 
11 
103 
incil 
1 
1 
25 
25 
Elected Female Representatives: 
SC 
Male Female 
1 
(11.11) 
2 
(22.22) 
0 
1 
(10.00) 
1 
(10.00) 
1 
(7.69) 
(0.00) 
2 
(15.38) 
(0,00) 
1 
(10.00) 
(0.00) 
6 
(5.83) 
1 
(6.67) 
(0.00) 
1 
(10.00) 
1 
(7.69) 
1 
(9.09) 
3 
(23.08) 
1 
(10.00) 
2 
(20) 
1 
(9.09) 
11 
(10.68) 
1 
(100) 
3 
(12.00) 
(0.00) 
2 
(8.00) 
2 
(8.00) 
Social Category-Wise (No.): 
OBC 
Male 
2 
(22.22) 
2 
(J3.33) 
4 
(40.00) 
3 
(30.00) 
2 
(15.38) 
4 
(36.36) 
4 
(30.77) 
3 
(30.00) 
1 
(10) 
(0.00) 
23 
(22.33) 
4 
(16.00) 
4 
(16.00J 
Female 
1 
(11.11) 
2 
(13.33) 
1 
(10.00) 
1 
(10.00) 
1 
(7.69) 
3 
(27.27) 
2 
(15.38) 
2 
(20.00) 
1 
(10) 
2 
(18.18) 
15 
(14.56) 
. 
. 
4 
(16.00) 
2 
(8.00) 
UR 
Male Female 
2 
(22.22) (0.00) 
6 
(40.00) 
2 
(20.00) 
2 
(20.00) 
5 
(38.46) 
2 
(18.18) 
2 
(15.38) 
3 
(30.00) 
3 
(30) 
5 
(45.45) 
30 
(29.13) 
2 
(13.33) 
(0.00) 
1 
(10.00) 
(0.00) 
1 
(9.09) 
(0.00) 
1 
(10.00) 
1 
(10) 
3 
(27.27) 
9 
(8.74) 
^ 
^ 
_ 
_ 
8 
(32.00) 
10 
(40.00) 
2 
(8.00) 
2 
(8.00) 
Female 
Female 
1 
(11.11) 
2 
(13.33) 
2 
(20.00) 
1 
(10.00) 
3 
(23.08) 
(0.00) 
(0.00) 
(0.00) 
1 
(10) 
(0.00) 
9 
(8.74) 
. 
1 
(100) 
2 
(8.00) 
5 
(20.00) 
Total 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
Source: District Panchayati Raj office, Aligarh,U.P. 
Note: Figures in brackets denote percentage. 
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Urban local bodies election was held on November 2006, in Aligarh 
district, women got elected large numbers. It made a miracle change in 
women's life. Now women started to come forward to fight for their rights and 
they condemned the myth that women no ability to work in the political field. 
Now the males realized and accepted the abilities of women and they steadily 
begin to change their mentality about them. In this study the female candidates 
proved their strength winning more than 33% seats of members of Nagar 
Panchayats. Women in Nagar Panchayats election occupied 44.44 percent seat 
as Chairpersons and 42.72 percent as a member of Nagar Panchayats. It 
showed their awareness, interest and struggling capacity for their rights. Now 
the social status of women is improving with a revolutionary change and they 
are putting their side in the meetings without any fear and hesitation. 
There is no doubt that 73"' and 74'*' Constitutional Amendment Acts is a 
landmark step towards women's empowerment. It has provided an opportunity 
to women to participate in political process and to be actively involved in 
decision-making process. 
Conclusion 
It may be said that the Indian women today are not the same what they 
were ten year back. With the fast changing socio-economic scenario being 
witnessed today, coupled with the political empowerment by the turn of the 
century, they are not going to be what they are today. Women's empowerment 
has begun and will logically reach its fullness in the absolution of inequitable 
and unjust laws and social disparties. Since long women have been deprived 
from decision-making process. They were discouraged to participate in socio-
economic and political activities. There are several factors responsible for 
women's low participation not only low but it was quite nill. Time to time 
different committees was setup by the Government of India to suggest a new 
structure to the Panchayats Raj Institutions. These committees realize the 
importance of Panchayats Raj Institutions in rural life. In beginning main 
emphasis was given to structural development of Panchayats in villages. Later 
on Government realized the significance of the half population of the country, 
that is women. 
To safeguard various constitutional rights of the women, the government 
has enacted specific laws for women for the promotion and protection for their 
rights. In addition to constitutional provisions and social legislations, various 
women's specific policies meant to promote their development have also been 
initiated. All the First Five Year Plans have given importance to the 
development of women, with a major objective of raising their economic and 
social status. To meet this objective, the government announced 2001 as the 
"Year of Women's Empowerment". The Ninth and Tenth Five Year Plan 
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documents have the empowerment of women as one of the primary objectives. 
Yet, the status of women in India has not improved to the extent desirable. 
Government for the first time appointed committee on the "Status of 
Women", in 1975. The committee discussed all the relevant questions 
regarding women and commented on the failure of an earlier policy to induct 
women into local government bodies through reservation. To ensure greater 
participation of women in the political process, 73'''' and 74"" Constitutional 
Amendment Acts has laid down the foundation for the empowerment. These 
Constitutional Amendments are a good beginning in the right direction for 
emancipation of women and to make them equal partner in politics with their 
male counterparts. The significance of these amendments is to be seen not 
merely in decentralized power sharing but in the cession of power to women, 
assigning space for not less than one-third seats in rural and urban local bodies 
for women of all category. Holding of periodic elections to the local bodies has 
been made mandatory as well so that there is democratic renewal of 
reservations from time to time. Women's entry into politics at the grass roots 
level through reservation is certainly a positive development but to make it 
working it requires sincere effort from different quarters. The framers of the 
legislation have to ensure that undue difficulties are not created for women so 
that they can participate in political process and discharge their responsibilities. 
In panchayat, women would need support from others women to make the 
system work meaningfully. Different women's organizations have an important 
role to play. Educational process to be initiated, which can be support to 
panchayat women to shoulder their responsibility judiciously. 
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After the 73"^  and 74* Constitutional Amendment Acts, the auspicious 
signs of the awaicening of women are clearly visible in every sphere of life in 
the local bodies. Now the picture is changing. Present study revealed a different 
scenario. One would feel very happy to see a big list of elected women in local 
bodies. Their socio-economic and political status is the symbol of their 
progressive nature. Sample of the present study are well aware about their short 
comings as well about their importance. That is why from one decade, 
women's participation in politics and decision making process have been 
increasing continuously due to the collective endeavour of women at different 
levels of socio-economic, cultural, political and educational spheres of society. 
It can be said that there is no doubt that the election to the local bodied 
has brought women to the fore. They have shown remarkable majority to 
closely align themselves with the mainstream, in the years to come when 
women may out number than men if they continue their march forward, as they 
have already crossed the 33 percent reservation limit. They may have played 
merely a dummy role in comparison to their male counterparts in the present 
elections but it is believed that this situation would not continue for long. The 
training programmes, awareness campaigns, political education, etc., which 
have been started in some of the states, will surely help to create awareness 
among women. Thus, it is hoped that by the turn of the century, women will be 
much better educationally, politically and socially than they are today and 
consequently will play an effective role in the local bodies decision-making. As 
a result, today a large number of women have come to occupy leadership 
position in the local bodies. Panchayati Raj Institutions which were thought to 
be the main agency for involving women in decision making at the grassroots 
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level and acting as a training ground for democracy and political education do 
not seem to have achieved much at the ground level. Many women are not 
aware of their role and responsibilities in Panchayati Raj Institutions, many 
others who knew about their rights do not assert themselves owing to social 
inhibitions and disabilities. Proxy representation is a common practice at all the 
three levels. Instead it would be appropriate to say that many times women are 
compelled to contest the elections so as to sub serve the interest of the 
husbands, family members, son and in some cases even of the father-in-law. 
Bureaucracy and politicians are indifferent to their lack of participation in the 
Panchayati Raj Institutions functioning. Instead in some cases they promote 
proxy representation for their own interest. 
Women's voice in the meeting is not given due weight. Participation is 
meaningless if women are unheard, and no opportunity is provided to articulate 
their views. The lessons learnt in the previous term demand for structured, 
deliberate and conscious effort to empower women and enhance their 
capacities to function as effective leaders. A supportive and enabling 
environment, which encourages them instead of creating obstacles, is 
imperative. Stepping out of their households for the first time and getting 
exposed to a new role coupled with new awareness heralds a new beginning to 
emancipation. 
However, there is a need for those women, having gained the necessary 
experience and knowledge, now to come forward and independently take on 
their roles as leaders. There is a need of women representatives to take the 
support of their family members in the implementation of programmes, efforts 
should be made to impart practical training and provide them with other roles 
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effectively. Similarly, their families, community members and concerned 
government functionaries also need to be sensitized to support and encourage 
these women t o come forward. 
Thus, it can be said that Constitutional provisions to increase women's 
participation in local governance will not be the panacea for every problem. 
Instead the move to increase women's participation in local bodies through 
Constitutional provisions must be accompanied by a movement to bring about 
an attitudinal change in our society, bureaucracy and state level politicians. It 
also needs to be accompanied by awareness campaigns for women to build the 
capacity and capability of the elected representatives so that they can play a 
meaningful role in the local bodies. They need to be trained in basics of the 
working of the local bodies in the state, their powers and functions and also 
what is expected of them. They also need to be acquainted with the procedures 
of conducting the meetings and financial management. Efforts at the local level 
have been made to impart some training to them but it remains inadequate. The 
need is to enhance their knowledge, develop their skills and change their 
attitude. 
It would be appropriate to say that a large number of women in the local 
bodies indicate that there is marginal shift in women's participation in decision 
making. A gradual process of empowerment has begun and in due course of 
time as awareness increase women will play a major role in local bodies. 
Finding of the study: 
To know extent and nature of political participation and representation 
of women in the local bodies after the 73"* and 74"' Constitutional Amendment 
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Acts in the area study. It was found in our study that political participation and 
representation of women in Panchayati Raj are increasing slowly and steadily 
and also in decision-making process. 
Age has played great role in mobilizing women representatives of local 
bodies and their exercise of power and functions. Age by itself is significant for 
structural analysis of the political participation of women in rural areas. The 
extent of participation of young and middle aged generally more visible than 
old aged women. The panchayats elections have thrown up an interesting 
pattern of leadership. The study reveals that most of the elected women 
representatives are between 21-50 years of age. Age has a greater impact on 
political participation. It reflects the physical and psychological maturity of 
leaders and also serves as an indicator of their experience and knowledge. So 
middle age groups 35-50 years have a greater participation among women in 
the panchayats. Women of 50 years of age and more are elected but not so 
active in comparisons to women of age groups of 35-50 years. 
Casteism also vitiates the panchayats atmosphere. More or less 
traditional caste and land based power structure are continuing in the villages. 
The political participation in society is articulated along with caste lines. Thus 
the caste feeling and caste/class based ideologies are influencing the 
ideological formation of women taking such political roles. 
Most of the women representatives are agriculturalist. Economic status 
of women gives them a sense of confidence and encouragement to work and 
participate in socio-economic and political activities. Present study shows that 
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women of agriculturalist families are more active in political activities. It is 
clear by the investigation of the present study. 
Most of them are literate. Present study revealed a changing scene of 
education. Even some women representatives are graduates at Kshetra and Zila 
panchayat level. Lack of education has become a major obstacle for women to 
take active role in the panchayats affairs. Unable to understand basics of the 
working of the panchayats, they could not provide effective leadership. 
Most of the women representatives who have been elected for the first 
time, they could not be elected second time due to following reasons. First, due 
to rotation of reserved seats the women elected earlier could not contest the 
elections second time. Secondly, in some of the cases, the elected women 
representatives could not perform upto the expectation of the individuals and 
village panchayat did not benefit to them and hence the electorates rejected 
them. Illiteracy, ignorance, poor economic status and the dominance of male 
officers are pulling down women Panchayat leaders into a stereotype. 
Getting elected is not enough but their effective participation is more 
important. Effectiveness comes only when there is awareness. The study 
reveals that most of the women are not aware about their functions and 
responsibilities. In fact, they do not even know what role they are expected to 
play in the panchayats. There are only a few women representatives who are 
aware at least to some extent about their panchayats roles. They feel that 
adequate powers and functions have not been given to them (elected 
representatives). 
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Most of the women respondents are of the view that the panchayats are 
not functioning properly because the Gram Sabhas also do not meet regularly. 
However, official formalities are completed to show that the meetings are held 
regularly. Even when meetings are held development plans of the village are 
hardly discussed. Panchayat has no development plan. Meetings often end up 
in factional and petty disputes. The panchayats are not playing the role that 
they ought to play. Moreover, there is no adequate and proper coordination 
between the three tiers of the panchayats. 
The problem of proxy representations in panchayats is a common 
phenomenon. Most of the scheduled caste women representatives are illiterate, 
lack of leadership qualities and mostly remain in purdah, their husbands 
discharge their functions. It has also been observed that in some cases husbands 
or the father-in-law also represent them in the meetings. It appears to be some 
vested interest, the family members want to enjoy the benefits of office of the 
elected representatives. 
Most of the elected representatives agree that their status has been 
enhanced by virtue of their being elected to Panchayats. However, in terms of 
effective participation in the Panchayats affairs much more is to be done. The 
study reveals that reservation can only empower women to a certain extent but 
for the elected representatives to play an active role in decision making. There 
are several factors that are required to be addressed. 
Even though a number of powers and functions have been devolved and 
given to panchayats, but these are not really meaningful powers. The 
bureaucracy continues to play a major role in the day-to day working of the 
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panchayats. Moreover, the elected women representatives have a poor 
perception of developmental functions or programmes as they are not even 
aware of their powers and functions. The elected representatives do not know 
where resources come from, leave aside generating funds because most of them 
are illiterate, the chances of funds not being properly utilized are very common. 
They did not know, how and to whome complaints are to be filed. 
In this study most of the elected women representatives reported that 
their family members generally support them in their roles as elected 
representatives. The male members of the family come to play important roles 
where illiterate women got elected. Women representatives are not even aware 
of the scheme of development, it is difficult to comprehend how they can 
participate in rural development. They think that an elected representative must 
have the required knowledge, skill and leadership qualities to accelerate the 
pace of rural development. They are lack of basic skills to understand and 
execute developmental programmes and on going schemes. Most of the women 
are of the view that the officials are cooperative. 
Despite of all these problems, women's participation, confidence and 
status has increased in the Panchayati Raj Institutions. Overall, they are of the 
opinion that women's participation has increased but the need is to enhancing 
their capacity and capability to enable them to play a major role in decision-
making. 
Suggestions: 
73''' and 74"' Constitutional Amendment Acts is a good beginning in the 
right direction but it needs constant vigil to introduce necessary reform to 
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eradicate evils, which have crept into the desirable system of political structure 
conceived by the framers of these amendments. Following suggestion are given 
to ensure awareness among women and their effective role in politics at grass-
root level: 
The general public should be aware of the various provisions of the 73'''' 
and 74 Constitutional Amendment Acts. Women should be expose what they 
have in their mind. 
The power sharing in the present complex society of computer age will 
remain a mockery without a minimum standard of education for women 
participants. Unless the representative are educated they can not comprehend 
the problems of their constituencies, nor can they have any valuable 
contribution in solving those problems, let alone the innovative skill. It has 
been already seen that educational qualification alone can not serve the 
purpose, unless women come out of purdah to ensure their active participation 
and end the proxy system which is prevalent now at various levels of 
panchayats. The direction for members presence in meeting and exclusion of 
husband / relatives from meetings should be enforced with a heavy hand. 
Besides illiteracy and purdah system economic dependency of women 
on their husbands or other members of their family is also an important factor 
responsible for their ineffective participation or low participation at all. 
Women vocational training centers should be opened. Training 
programme for elected representative of local bodies should be undertaken so 
that the women can perform their duties and responsibilities effectively. A 
comprehensive training programme should be organized for women members 
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of panchayats to acquaint the members with various developmental schemes 
operating in their jurisdiction and to discuss difficulties faced in implementing 
them. Attendance at training camps must be made compulsory for all women 
members so that elected women representatives can functions more efficiently 
in all socio-economic and political activities. 
For effective participation of women representatives in the local bodied 
it is necessary to change the outlook of their husbands. They must realize that 
when women contribute in earnings of the family they should share some 
household work. Elected women representafives must be given special training 
by the competent and experience officer so that women representatives can 
implement various developmental programmes in a better way. 
Women need some preferential treatment by officials, in the office of 
their respective local bodies or in the government offices, where they go for 
pursuing their work, they should be treated properly and promptly so as to 
avoid unnecessary harassment and embarrassment. That will help in generating 
self-confidence to them in due course of time. The work done by women 
members at various levels of their participation should be assessed annually at 
both National and State levels, and outstanding workers must be rewarded at 
public functions. This will generate a sense of feeling of compefition among 
them. So that they can come forward to participate in various socio-economic 
and political activities more effectively. 
Domination of criminals and anfi-social element is another obstacle for 
effective participation of women. It is, therefore, necessary to create a 
favourable atmosphere for their participafion. 
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The women's empowerment to a great extent, depend upon the sincerity 
of the state in implementing various Amendments that has been taken place. 
Women themselves have to change their attitudes and behaviour. They will 
have to discards their old traditions which kept them in the state of subjugation 
for centuries and take active part in socio-economic and political affairs of the 
country. They have to be educated so that they may enter in the main stream of 
administration. Only then they can enjoy the fruits of empowerment, which 
they have got elected in Panchayati Raj Institutions and Municipalities. 
It is evident that men's attitude towards women's entry into politics has 
begun to change from that of total rejection to limited encouragement and in 
some cases even to active encouragement. This trend needs to be strengthened 
through orientation courses and training programmes for officials and elected 
representatives, both males and females representatives. Besides, there is need 
to train the women leaders at regular intervals to enable them to manage the 
responsibilities assigned to them in the panchayats at all levels. Since the poor 
women members found it difficult to forgo their wages for attending training 
programmes, these must be organized at their doorstep and some of the 
articulate panchayat leaders should also be involved as the trainers. 
Another important effort required for real empowerment of rural women 
is to bring about an attitudinal change in both men and women. The feeling that 
women are meant for household activities and rearing children needs to be 
replaced by a feeling of equal partnership of women and men. To inculcate 
this, they are imparted education for bringing about social and political 
awareness among both. 
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Studies on women in politics have revealed that contact with outside 
world makes women more aware and active in the political process. There 
could be two ways of doing it. Firstly, interaction between enlightened rural 
women and illiterate elected women leaders be encouraged. Secondly, these 
women could be taken out to the urban areas and their interaction with 
educated urban elected women representatives be arranged. 
The women should also be encouraged to organize themselves. The 
Mahila Mandals in the village that can be effectively used as instruments to 
mobilize them for this purpose. Some successful women's organizations can 
also act as catalytic agents for encouraging women's participation in socio-
economic and political activities. The government should provide finance and 
infrastructure to some of the successful women organizations to take up the 
responsibility of encouraging the womens representatives. This task could be 
taken up by the leaders to women's movement in the country. They too can 
provide support to sensitize the rural women. 
Efforts should be made to ensure the participation of women in the 
meetings of panchayats at all levels this is required in order to promote and 
enhance their leadership qualities and self confidence. It will help them to 
perform better in the panchayats. To ensure their participation in the meetings, 
attendance of all men and women must be made compulsory right from Gram 
Sabha to Zila Panchayat. 
To ensuring the participation of elected representatives in decision-
making, they should be given incentives. It has been noticed that there are few 
very active and enlightened women leaders at all the levels of Panchayats, who 
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have been successfully implementing the developmental schemes and have 
ensured overall development of their constituencies. Such leaders need to be 
encouraged by publicizing their leadership qualities and honouring them in 
public meetings. It will certainly encourage other women representatives and 
their success stories and good practices will get replicated. 
The Non-Governmental Organizations be identified in order to give 
them the tasks of training, encouraging, mobilizing and guiding the elected 
women representatives. Training and financial support should be provided to 
train members of NGOs, Mahila Mandal and Mahila Samyakha workers in 
imparting training to women to promote social and political empowerment. 
Training should be given for capacity building of women Pradhans, Pramukhs, 
Zila Panchayat Adhyaksh and members. The Panchayati Raj department along 
with NGOs should design and conduct training programme on regular basis. 
Programmes meant for leadership training should be carefully designed, by 
involving women in design training programme, projects and schemes that 
would reinforce quality. 
Women pradhans should be made aware of the National and state 
policies of women empowerment, they should be given the list of on-going 
programmes of women development. It should be widely circulated and 
periodical meeting should be called to review the progress of implementation 
of policies and programmes of women empowerment. 
National Literacy Mission and other organizations engaged in the Sarva 
Shiksha Abhiyan should also be assigned the responsibly of educating the rural 
masses in general and the rural women in particular regarding the significance 
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of Panchayati Raj and empowerment of women. The media both print as well 
as electronic can play an important role in creating awareness among women. 
Panchayat meetings should be called regularly. Seminars and Workshops 
would be arranged for elected women. 
Financial dependence of women has a negative sense of bearing on 
women's confidence and vigor. Hence it is necessary to involve women in 
large numbers in economically gainful activities. Extensive use of mass media 
is also useful in bringing about fundamental changes. These efforts would 
facilitate the emergence of a new generation with new values. 
The Election Commission may be invited to review the experience and 
the conduct of local bodies elections in different parts of the country with a 
view to making recommendations that would promote free and fair elections, 
reduced the election expenditure, ending harassment to women candidates 
particularly belonging to the weaker sections of society. Some legal binding 
may be imposed on candidates having criminal background so that they can not 
contest the elections. 
Women should be given free hand to work in local bodies and 
importance should be given to women for their opinion in the meetings. So that 
self-confident could be infused in the minds of women's groups. 
Government, political parties and other organizations should encourage 
women participation in political and administrative responsibilities. The 
women's organization should exert pressure on main political parties so that 
they give more ticket to women to contest assembly and parliamentary 
elections. 
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Advisory centres must be opened in the villages to make the women 
aware about their rights, duties, powers, functions and responsibilities. 
Elections Commission should ensure as for as possible that election 
should not be contested on the basis of religion, caste and race. The contestants 
should raise the issue of employments, road, electricity and other social evils 
which are prevailing in our society, that they will try their best to remove all 
those problems, if elected. They will also work for over all development of the 
area from where they are elected. 
Questionnaire Schedule for Elected Women Representatives 
Name of the Respondent 
Village 
Block 
District 
Age 
Marital Status 
Caste 
21-35 
35-50 
50 and above 
Married 
Unmarried 
Widow 
Divorce 
General 
OBC 
SC 
ST 
UR 
Type of Family 
Education 
Occupation 
Nuclear 
Joint 
Illiterate 
Literate 
High School 
Intermediate 
Graduate 
Post-graduate 
: Cultivation 
Business 
Labour 
House Wives 
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Advocate 
Contractor 
Position in Panchyati Raj Institutions : Pradhan 
: Pramukh 
: Adhayaksh 
Experience : First time 
Second time 
Third time 
1. Are you aware about the new Panchayat Raj Act.? 
Yes No No Response 
2. Do you know about the 33% reservation of women? 
Yes No No Response 
3. Do you agree of the reservation of women? 
Yes No No Response 
4. Do you agree that reservation effect on the functioning of panchayats? 
Yes No No Response 
5. Are you aware about their political power under the Act? 
Yes No No Response 
6. Do you participate in the meetings? 
Yes No No Response 
7. What is the attitude of male members /officers towards you in the 
panchayat meetings? 
Cooperative Non Cooperative No Response 
8. Are you taking decision independently? 
Yes No No Response 
9. Are you support and cooperate from their family members in the 
decision making? 
Yes No No Response 
10. Do you agree that you are capable to handle both family and political 
matters? 
Yes No No Response 
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11. Who motivated you to contest the elections? 
Self 
Husband/Family members 
Friends/Relatives 
Villagers 
12. Do you contest again? 
Yes No No Response 
13. For which post? 
Present 
Higher 
Lower 
14. Do you think that reservation for women has enhanced their 
participation in Panchayati Raj? 
Yes No No Response 
15. Do you think that some formal education would have helped you to 
discharge your duties better? 
Yes No No Response 
16. Do you agree that reservation of seat in the local bodies for SC/ 
ST/OBC/Women will help in ameliorating their status? 
Yes No No Response 
17. Do you agree that participation of women in elections solve women's 
problems? 
Yes No No Response 
18. Are you attend any training camp? 
Yes No No Response 
19. Did you visit block office, or district panchayat office ? 
Yes No No Response 
20. Do you think that women's reservation in the panchayats has increased 
their: 
Confidence/Security/Participation/All the above/No Response 
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21. Do you agree that 73'"'' Amendment Act has promoted capabiHties of 
weaker sections to take up leadership role? 
Yes No No Response 
22. What is generally the attitude of block officer towards you? 
Helpful Indifferent/Rude No Response 
23. What is the obstacle in the way of effective participation of women's 
representative in Panchayati Raj Institutions? 
Lack of knowledge 
Lack of political experience 
Illiteracy 
Lack of training 
Dominance of male members 
24. Do you know about Jawahar Rozgar Yojana and Indira Awas Yojana? 
Yes No No Response 
25. How are you feeling after becoming Pradhans, Pramukh and Zila 
Panchayat Adhayaksh? 
Good Bad No Response 
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